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Abstract

Kohn-Sham (KS) density functional theory (DFT) has paved its way to be-

coming the most widely used method for performing electronic structure cal-

culations. Its major success relies heavily on the underlying approximations

that are employed to describe the exchange-correlation (xc) energy functional;

hence understanding these approximations proves to be of vital importance.

The main goal of this thesis is to explore and develop a deeper understanding

of approximations made within DFT; with a focus on systematically improving

existing (semi-)local density functional approximations (DFAs). To do so, we

build upon the existing constrained minimisation method, which requires the

optimised effective potential (OEP) scheme, improving its implementation and

removing one of its major computational bottlenecks.

This thesis also addresses a long-standing question in the field as to why

the KS equations of spin-DFT do not reduce to those of DFT in the limit

of zero applied magnetic field. A new OEP scheme is derived to construct

DFT approximations that yield near spin-DFT accuracy and correct for a

systematic error in the exchange energy for open-shell systems. This work

is then extended to ensemble systems of varying electron number, where it

is shown that (semi-)local approximations can yield non-zero xc derivative

discontinuities; an exotic, non-analytic feature of the exact KS potential.

Building on these new OEP formulations, a novel new method for decomposing

the molecular screening density into screening densities localised on individual

atoms is introduced. This method is shown to yield the predicted but elusive

steps in the xc potential as a diatomic dissociates; a very exciting result given

that these steps cannot be captured at all from any DFT so far, let alone a

(semi-)local DFA.
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“You step into the road, and if you don’t keep your feet, there is no knowing where
you might be swept off to.” — J.R.R. Tolkien
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Since being pioneered in the fields of nuclear physics and meteorology, numerical

simulations have become a vital tool in almost every area of science. From modeling

black hole mergers [1], to forecasting the UK economic outlook [2], to predicting

the impact of climate change [3], simulations have over the years provided us with a

deeper understanding of complex systems and an incredible predictive power. More

recently, simulations proved absolutely vital in the prediction of the spread COVID-

19 pandemic that swept through communities all around the globe [4]. Being able

to develop, test, and validate complex simulations efficiently is therefore extremely

important in the modern age.

The work presented in this thesis focuses on the development of intuitive and

efficient models within the field of electronic structure theory. This huge area of

research studies the behaviour of electronic systems and it is directly responsible

for the development of much of the modern technology we use today. In particular,

this thesis will be centered around density functional theory (DFT); by far the

most popular method used within the electronic structure community. Originally

developed back in the 1960s [5, 6], research within DFT has gone on to produce an

incredible amount of scientific articles, with more than 100,000 articles published

since its inception and the number of articles published per year continuing to

increase [7]. It is not however just the sheer number of articles that demonstrates
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1.1. Outline of thesis

the importance of DFT research. Two of the ten most cited papers of all time are

in fact fundamental works within DFT, and these are the only two physics papers

within this top-ten list.

But why is it that DFT has become so popular? The answer is arguably due

to three major factors: the speed at which DFT calculations can be performed

relative to other methods, the degree of accuracy that can be achieved, and the

large amount of time and investment that has been spent developing highly efficient

DFT codes. In addition to its vast successes, DFT is not perfect (at least not in

practice when approximations are introduced) and does suffer from some issues

that the community has found difficult to address. The high availability and low

computational power required to run these codes however, has led to perhaps the

biggest criticism of DFT - its potentially ‘black box’ nature. With the overwhelming

amount of approximations that have been developed within DFT [8], there is a risk

that one can simply utilise the approximation that yields a desired experimental

result; hence a fundamental understanding of these approximations is of critical

importance.

On the topic of these approximations, it should also be noted that despite the

many attempts to oust them, the two most commonly used approximations used

today in computational chemistry [9] and in solid state [10] were developed almost

30 years ago. The difficulty in developing approximations that are both more

accurate and not overwhelmingly less efficient is likely what led to the explosion

of approximations mentioned above. Hence, the work in this thesis aims to take a

different approach, by attempting to gain a deeper understanding of the underlying

theory of DFT and to improve the commonly used functionals used today in a

systematic way.

1.1 Outline of thesis

The work presented in this thesis is structured as follows:
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Chapter 2

The underlying problem that must be solved within electronic structure theory is

introduced – the many-body problem. Following this, several key concepts such as

the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, Hartree-Fock theory, and electron correla-

tion are reviewed.

Chapter 3

This chapter presents a detailed overview of the fundamentals and origin of ground

state density functional theory (DFT) via the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems and the

Kohn-Sham (KS) scheme. The various classes of density functional approximations

developed within DFT are then discussed, as well as how the KS scheme is extended

to spin-polarised systems via spin-DFT. An alternative method for calculating the

KS potential, known as the optimised effective potential (OEP) scheme, is also

introduced and discussed. To conclude the chapter, the implementation of DFT

for finite basis sets is reviewed.

Chapter 4

The implementation of the OEP method for finite basis sets is presented. The con-

strained minimisation method is introduced alongside a more general discussion on

how well-behaved OEP solutions can be obtained for finite systems. The imple-

mentation of this method was completely rewritten to improve its efficiency and

to test whether the positivity constraint enforced in earlier studies is required in

practice. Finally, results obtained using the new version of the constrained method

are presented and discussed.
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Chapter 5

This chapter addresses the current wisdom that approximations in spin-DFT are

inherently, or in principle, more accurate than density functional approximations

(DFAs) for the description of open-shell systems. A fundamental theoretical ques-

tion since the introduction of spin-DFT in 1972, is why the spin-DFT KS equations

do not reduce to the DFT KS equations when there is zero applied magnetic field.

In this chapter, a new set of generalised KS equations are derived which provide

a link between DFT and spin-DFT in the limit of zero applied magnetic field. A

systematic error in the electron exchange energy that contaminates unpolarised

DFAs is identified and a new method for constructing functionals that correct this

error is presented. Results obtained using this method are then discussed. Lastly,

the validity of efficient approximations that completely bypass the OEP method is

explored.

Chapter 6

A new OEP formulation for ensemble systems with fractional average electron

number is derived. This new ensemble formulation allows for the calculation of the

exchange-correlation derivative discontinuity, a property of the exact KS potential

that most (semi-)local DFAs do not possess. It is observed that the differences

between ensemble potentials around an integer electron number yield a discontinu-

ous step in the vicinity of the system. It is argued that this step can provide an

estimate for the derivative discontinuity.

Chapter 7

A novel method for decomposing the total molecular screening density into screen-

ing densities localised on individual atoms is introduced. For small atomic separ-

ations, this method is shown to reduce the previous OEP schemes discussed. It is
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observed however that for larger separations between atoms, i.e. as systems dis-

sociate, calculated OEP potentials using this method are shifted relative to those

calculated using prior OEP formulations; a property of the exact KS potential that

is extremely hard to capture with (semi-)local DFAs.

Chapter 8

In this final chapter, general conclusions are presented and ideas for future exten-

sions to the ensemble OEP and localisation of the xc screening hole are discussed.

1.2 Atomic units

To simplify the notation of many of the expressions used throughout this thesis, we

adopt Hartree atomic units unless otherwise specified. In this system, the unit of

energy is the Hartree (H), where 1 H ≈ 27.211 eV. To improve readability, certain

results in this thesis are quoted in electron-volts (eV).

This set of units is convenient as all of the following fundamental physical constants

ubiquitous to quantum mechanics are set to equal one:

• ~, reduced Planck’s constant;

• me, atomic mass unit;

• e, elementary charge;

• a0, Bohr radius.
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Chapter 2

The Many-Body Problem

Over the last century, the study of interacting quantum mechanical systems con-

sisting of electrons and nuclei has become one of the most exciting and important

areas of science. These systems are however notoriously difficult to treat, despite

knowing the exact equations governing their behaviour. In its most general, time-

dependent form, the Schrödinger equation exactly describes such systems. The

work presented in this thesis, however, is focused on time-independent systems.

Additionally, any relativistic effects are also ignored throughout. In this regime,

the Schrödinger equation takes the following well-known form [11]:

ĤΨ = EΨ, (2.1)

where Ĥ is the time-independent Hamiltonian, Ψ is the time-independent wave-

function, and E is the total energy of the system.

A system of Ne electrons and Nn nuclei can be represented by the fully-interacting

wave-function:

Ψ(x1,x2, . . . ,xNe ; R1,R2, . . . ,RNn), (2.2)

where {xi = (r, σi)} is the set of spatial and spin coordinates for the electrons and

{Rα} is the set of coordinates for the nuclei (we ignore nuclear spin). For this

system, the Schrödinger equation can be written as:

ĤΨ(x1,x2, . . . ,xNe ; R1,R2, . . . ,RNn) = EΨ(x1,x2, . . . ,xNe ; R1,R2, . . . ,RNn),

(2.3)
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where the Hamiltonian is given by:

Ĥ = T̂n + T̂e + V̂nn + V̂ee + V̂en + V̂ext

= −1
2

Nn∑
α

1
Mα
∇2

Rα
− 1

2

Ne∑
i

∇2
xi + 1

2

Nn∑
α

Nn∑
β 6=α

ZαZβ
|Rα −Rβ|

+ 1
2

Ne∑
i

Ne∑
j 6=i

1
|xi − xj |

−
Nn∑
α

Ne∑
i

Zα
|Rα − xi|

+ V̂ext, (2.4)

where T̂n and T̂e are the kinetic energy terms for the nuclei and electrons, V̂nn and

V̂ee are the nuclear-nuclear and electron-electron interactions, V̂en is the electron-

nuclear interaction, and V̂ext arises from any external fields, e.g. an electric field,

that may be acting on the system. Only the specific case where external fields are

zero and thus V̂ext = 0 however will be considered for the rest of this thesis.

2.1 The Born-Oppenheimer approximation

Finding solutions to the time-independent Schrödinger equation is a massive chal-

lenge, and as such, further approximations are made to simplify its solution. One

of the most established approximations is the Born-Oppenheimer (BO) approxim-

ation which decouples the motion of the electrons from the motion of the nuclei

[12]. This treatment of nuclei as classical particles with fixed positions relative

to the electrons can be justified by the large relative difference in the masses of

the two types of particles. Nuclei are at least three orders of magnitude heavier

than an electron and therefore move much slower than the electrons that surround

them, so the electrons can be approximated as moving on a potential energy surface

generated from the instantaneous positions of the nuclei.

To derive the BO equations, we begin by expanding the total wave-function (2.2)

in a series:

Ψ(x; R) =
∑
k

φk,R(x)χk(R), (2.5)

where {φk,R} are the complete set of electronic wave-functions and {χk(R)} are

coefficients of expansion that depend on the nuclear coordinates, R. This notation
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2.1. The Born-Oppenheimer approximation

has also been simplified such that x = x1, . . . ,xNe and R = R1, . . . ,RNn .

It is important to note that the electronic wave-functions still depend parametric-

ally on the nuclear coordinates and that these products are not completely separ-

able.

The electronic wave-functions {φk,R} are chosen as solutions to the electronic

Schrödinger equation:

Ĥelφk,R(x) = Ek(R)φk,R(x), (2.6)

where Ĥel = Ĥ − Tn is the electronic Hamiltonian.

Substituting (2.5) into the full Schrödinger Equation 2.3 and then multiplying

by φk′,R and integrating over the electronic coordinates x yields a set of coupled

equations for the nuclear functions χk(R):

[
T̂n + Ek′(R)− E

]
χk′(R) =

∑
k

Γk′kχk(R), (2.7)

where the coupling between different electronic states is given by Γk′k. If this

coupling to terms k 6= k′ is neglected (i.e. keep only the k = k′ terms), one obtains

the decoupled Born-Oppenheimer nuclear equation:

[
T̂n + Ek(R)

]
χk(R) = Eχk(R). (2.8)

At this point, we can now interpret the function χk(R) as a nuclear wave-function,

as
∫

dR|χk(R)|2 = 1.

In most situations the BO approximation is accurate, however, there are certain

cases that cause it to break down. Some further understanding of these cases can

be gained by studying the form of the coupling terms earlier discarded:

Γk′k = 1
2

Nn∑
α

1
Mα

[
2
〈
φk′,R

∣∣(∇αφk,R)
〉
· ∇α +

〈
φk′,R

∣∣∣(∇2
αφk,R

)〉]
. (2.9)

The first term in Γk′k is commonly referred to as the first-order non-adiabatic

or derivative coupling and the second term is the second-order derivative coupling.

The diagonal term (k = k′) of the second-order derivative coupling is also commonly
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2.2. Approximating the Wave-function

known as the diagonal BO correction (DBOC). Upon first inspection, it may seem

that both of these terms are always small due to the presence of the large nuclear

masses Mα in the multiplying denominator, although this is not always the case.

Most of the time, the first-order derivative coupling is the dominant term; to un-

derstand why it can be rewritten as [13]:

〈
φk′,R

∣∣(∇αφk,R)
〉

=
〈
φk′,R

∣∣∇αĤel
∣∣φk′,R

〉
Ek(R)− Ek′(R) . (2.10)

Here it is clear that the first-order derivative coupling term is only small when

the electronic energies are well separated. If for certain configurations of R the

energies, Ek(R) and Ek′(R) are equal, the electronic states are degenerate and the

BO approximation breaks down. Gidopoulos and Gross [14] proposed a method for

incorporating these effects by constructing non-adiabatic electronic states, however

for this thesis no systems are studied that exhibit these features and so the BO

approximation can be safely utilised throughout the following chapters.

2.2 Approximating the Wave-function

While we have drastically simplified the problem by decoupling nuclear and elec-

tronic motion, the electronic Schrödinger equation is still virtually impossible to

solve. As the number of electrons increases, the amount of memory required to

represent the electron-electron interaction on a real-space grid increases exponen-

tially; rendering exact calculations for even small atoms off-limits. We must there-

fore make further approximations to the many-body system to form a problem that

can be solved practically.

We now drop the electronic wave-function’s explicit parametric dependence on the

nuclear coordinates and focus only on the ground state solution. We write the

electronic Equation 2.6 simply as:

ĤΨ =
[
T̂e + V̂en + V̂ee

]
Ψ = EΨ, (2.11)
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where for conciseness, Ψ will now represent the electronic wave function for the

rest of this thesis; rather than φk,R used previously.

Before we proceed let us first specify two constraints that exact solutions to the

electronic Schrödinger equation must obey:

1. They must be normalised such that the probability of finding the Ne electrons

of the system over all space is exactly equal to one:∫
dx1

∫
dx2 · · ·

∫
dxNe |Ψ(x1,x2, . . . ,xNe)|2 = 1. (2.12)

2. As electrons are Fermions, the electronic wave-function must be anti-symmetric

under the exchange of any pair of spacial and spin electronic coordinates:

Ψ(x1,x2, . . . ,xi, . . . ,xj , . . . ,xNe) = −Ψ(x1,x2, . . . ,xj , . . . ,xi, . . . ,xNe).

(2.13)

2.2.1 The Hartree Approximation

The most basic approximation to the electronic wave-function that can be made

is the Hartree approximation [15–17], which consists of writing the many-body

wave-function as a product of single-particle orbitals:

Ψ(x1,x2, . . . ,xi, . . . ,xj , . . . ,xNe) = ψ1(x1)ψ2(x2) . . . ψNe(xNe), (2.14)

where each orbital ψi(x) = σi(ω)φi(r); a product of spin and spatial orbitals.

By definition, the spin orbitals are orthonormal, however, we must enforce this

constraint on the spatial orbitals in some manner.

Substituting this approximate wave-function into the expectation value of the elec-

tronic Hamiltonian yields the following expression for the total energy:

E = 〈Ψ| T̂e + V̂en + V̂ee |Ψ〉

= −1
2

Ne∑
i

∫
dr φi(r)∇2φi(r)−

Nn∑
α

∫
dr Zαρ(r)
|Rα − r|

+ 1
2

∫∫
dr dr′ ρ(r)ρ(r′)

|r− r′| −
1
2

Ne∑
i

∫∫
dr dr′ |φi(r)|2|φi(r′)|2

|r− r′| , (2.15)
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2.2.2. The Hartree-Fock Approximation

where the electronic density ρ(r) is defined as:

ρ(r) =
Ne∑
i=1
|φi(r)|2. (2.16)

As this form of the total wave-function is separable, each single-particle orbital

φi must satisfy its own coupled single-particle equation, known as the Hartree

equation:−∇2

2 −
Nn∑
α

Zα
|Rα − r| +

Ne∑
j 6=i

∫
dr′ |φj(r

′)|2

|r− r′|

φi(r) = εiφi(r), (2.17)

where the third term on the left-hand side can be separated into two terms:

Ne∑
j 6=i

∫
dr′ |φj(r

′)|2

|r− r′| =
∫

dr′ ρ(r′)
|r− r′| −

∫
dr′ |φi(r

′)|2

|r− r′| . (2.18)

The first of these terms is known as the Hartree potential, commonly written as vH,

and can be thought of as a classical mean-field interaction generated from all the

orbitals, including φi. The second term is known as the self-interaction correction

(SIC) term, as it removes the interaction between the i-th electron with itself from

the single-particle equations. The eigenvalue for the i-th single-particle orbital φi

is given by εi.

Although the Hartree equations (2.17) are relatively straightforward to solve and

self-interaction free, the approximation for the wave-function does not obey the

required anti-symmetry constraint. Therefore, to enforce these strict requirements,

more sophisticated approximations for the wave-functions are required.

2.2.2 The Hartree-Fock Approximation

In Hartree-Fock (HF) theory, each electron is treated as an independent particle,

with a single-particle wave-function assigned to each electron. The simplest form

of the total wave-function that obeys both the normalisation (2.12) and anti-

symmetry (2.13) constraints is therefore just an anti-symmetric product of the
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2.2.2. The Hartree-Fock Approximation

single-particle orbitals, known as a Slater determinant [18]:

ΨSD(x1, . . . ,xNe) = 1√
N !

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

ψ1(x1) ψ1(x2) · · · ψ1(xNe)

ψ2(x1) ψ2(x2) · · · ψ2(xNe)
...

... . . . ...

ψNe(x1) ψNe(x2) · · · ψNe(xNe)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
. (2.19)

An alternative way of writing the Slater determinant is acting with the anti-

symmetrising operator Â on the simple product of the Ne single-particle orbitals:

ΨSD(x1, . . . ,xNe) = 1√
N !
Â [ψ1(x1)ψ2(x2) · · ·ψNe(xNe)] . (2.20)

When this operator acts on the product of the Ne single-particle orbitals it res-

ults in the sum over all possible products of all possible combinations of position

coordinates and orbital indices.

Within the Hartree-Fock approximation, the electronic wave-function is represented

as a single Slater determinant. The optimal determinant can be found by minim-

ising the total energy of the system over the space of all possible single Ne-electron

Slater determinants:

EHF = min
Ψ̄→Ne

〈
Ψ̄
∣∣∣ Ĥ ∣∣∣Ψ̄〉 , (2.21)

where Ψ̄ is a normalised anti-symmetric trial Slater determinant and the minimising

state is ΨHF.

This minimisation approach to finding the optimal wave-function is based on the

Rayleigh-Ritz variational principle, which states that for any trial wave-function

that obeys both the normalisation and anti-symmetry constraints, the expectation

value of the Hamiltonian will always be greater than or equal to the ground state

energy E0. Only for the exact wave-function will the equality be satisfied and so we

infer that the Hartree-Fock energy, EHF = 〈ΨHF| Ĥ |ΨHF〉 > E0, is a strict upper

bound to the true ground state energy, for Ne > 1.

To proceed with this minimisation we must first find a representation of the Hartree-

Fock energy in terms of the single-particle orbitals. Making use of the Slater-
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2.2.2. The Hartree-Fock Approximation

Condon rules, we can express the Hartree-Fock energy as [18, 19]:

EHF = −1
2

Ne∑
i

∫
dr φi(r)∇2φi(r)

−
Nn∑
α

∫
dr Zαρ(r)
|Rα − r|

+ 1
2

∫∫
dr dr′ ρ(r)ρ(r′)

|r− r′|

− 1
2

Ne∑
i

Ne∑
j

δσiσj

∫∫
dr dr′

φ∗i (r)φj(r)φi(r′)φ∗j (r′)
|r− r′| , (2.22)

where the electronic density, ρ(r), is defined in Equation 2.16.

The last two terms in the expression are known as the Hartree energy EH and the

Fock exchange energy Ex respectively, and together represent the electron-electron

repulsion. The exchange energy is a consequence of the anti-symmetry of the wave-

function, ensuring that the energy remains unchanged under the exchange of any

pair of (space-spin) electronic coordinates.

Given this form of the Hartree-Fock energy, we can construct an objective functional

to be minimised with respect to variations in the spatial part of the single-particle

orbitals that enforces their orthonormality through a set of Lagrange multipliers

λij :

G = EHF −
Ne∑
i

Ne∑
j

λij

∫
dr φ∗i (r)φj(r). (2.23)

The minimisation of this objective functional yields a set of coupled equations

reminiscent of the Hartree equations (2.17):[
−∇

2

2 −
Nn∑
α

Zα
|Rα − r|

+
∫

dr′ ρ(r′)
|r− r′|

]
φi(r)

−
Ne∑
j

δσiσj

∫
dr′

φ∗j (r′)φj(r)
|r− r′|

φi(r′) =
Ne∑
j

λijφj(r). (2.24)

We can rewrite these equations as an eigenvalue problem by performing a unitary

transformation to the single-particle orbitals:[
−∇

2

2 + ven(r) +
∫

dr′ ρ(r′)
|r− r′|

]
φi(r)−

∫
dr′ ρ

σi(r, r′)
|r− r′| φi(r

′) = εiφi(r), (2.25)

13



2.2.2. The Hartree-Fock Approximation

where εi are the diagonal Lagrange multipliers, ven(r) is the electron-nuclear po-

tential given by:

ven(r) = −
Nn∑
α

Zα
|Rα − r| , (2.26)

and ρσi(r, r′) is the one-body density matrix for spin-σi:

ρσi(r, r′) =
Ne∑
j

δσiσjφ
∗
j (r)φj(r′). (2.27)

These single-particle equations are known as the Hartree-Fock equations [20]. They

can be written more compactly by defining the non-local Fock operator F̂ such that:

F̂ φi(r) = εiφi(r). (2.28)

Like most sets of simultaneous equations in electronic structure theory, the Hartree-

Fock equations must be solved self-consistently via an iterative procedure, known

as the self-consistent field (SCF) procedure. This is because the Fock operator is

itself constructed from the single-particle orbitals via the density and the density

matrix. The general outline of this process is as follows [21]:

1. Expand the Hartree-Fock orbitals in a basis set: φi(r) =
∑
k cikθk(r) and

define the matrix constructed from the set of coefficients {cik} as C.

2. Construct the overlap matrix S with elements Skl = 〈θk|θl〉.

3. Construct the Fock matrix F with elements Fkl = 〈θk| F̂ |θl〉.

4. Solve the Roothaan-Hall equations
∑
l Fklcli = εi

∑
l Sklcli for the coefficients

cik and orbital energies εi (or in matrix form FC = SCε, where ε is a diagonal

matrix constructed from the set {εi}) [22, 23].

5. Repeat steps 2-4 until you reach convergence in both the electronic density

and the total energy to within a certain tolerance.
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2.2.2.1. Properties of Hartree-Fock theory

2.2.2.1 Properties of Hartree-Fock theory

Despite providing an improvement to the Hartree approximation by correctly incor-

porating the anti-symmetric nature of the wave-function, the Hartree-Fock equa-

tions are far more computationally demanding to solve. This is due to the non-local

Fock exchange term which causes Hartree-Fock to scale in complexity as N4
e , unlike

the Hartree approximation with the SIC term omitted which scales as N3
e .

It is also important to note that the Hartree-Fock approximation treats the occu-

pied and unoccupied orbitals rather differently. For the lowest energy Ne orbitals,

self-interaction terms are exactly cancelled out and so each electron is correctly

repelled by the other Ne − 1 electrons. However, each of the unoccupied/virtual

orbitals feels a repulsion from all the electrons and therefore experiences a repulsion

by Ne electrons. Therefore, we can instead interpret the unoccupied HF orbitals

as orbitals of an Ne + 1 electron system. A direct consequence of this is that the

unoccupied orbital eigenvalues obtained from Hartree-Fock calculations provide a

very poor estimation of excitation energies since they are supposed to give electron

affinities (although not particularly accurately).

The Hartree-Fock approximation does however provide a good estimate for the

ionisation energies of a system [24]. If we assume that upon the removal of an

electron from the i-th orbital of a system all the orbitals are fixed or ‘frozen’, then

Koopmans’ theorem states that the total energy of the system after an electron is

removed is given by ENe−1 = ENe − εi [24]. Combined with the definition of the

ionisation energy, we can then say that:

Ii = ENe−1 − ENe = −εi. (2.29)

Ionisation energies obtained in this manner tend to overestimate the exact val-

ues obtained via experiments. This is caused by two competing errors of slightly

different magnitudes:

1. A lack of any orbital relaxation effects due to invoking the ‘frozen’ orbital
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2.2.2.1. Properties of Hartree-Fock theory

approximation.

2. A lack of any correlation terms in the underlying Hartree-Fock theory.

Relaxation effects are fairly easy to understand. Within the ‘frozen’ orbital approx-

imation we are assuming that the orbitals of the resulting Ne − 1 system after the

removal of an electron are identical to those of the Ne system before the electron

was removed. This approximate energy will always be greater than the relaxed HF

ground state energy of the Ne − 1 system due to the variational principle, there-

fore the resulting energy difference will be smaller. Clearly, this will then result

in a lower ionisation energy. The magnitude of these effects varies depending on

the number of electrons in the system, and the ‘depth’ of the electron within the

occupied states.

The other error is much harder to define exactly, and it is responsible for many

failures of commonly used methods within electronic structure theory. Let us first

discuss what we mean by correlation terms. Within Hartree-Fock theory, we model

the electronic wave-function as a single Slater determinant. The problem in this

approach is that a single Slater determinant cannot represent a fully-interacting

electron system. In fact, this form of the wave-function can only exactly represent

a non-interacting system, meaning that even if we obtain the optimal determinant

we can never recover the exact total energy of the interacting system. The missing

energy that accounts for the interacting nature of the electrons is called the correl-

ation energy. This energy is usually much smaller than other energy contributions,

such as the Hartree or exchange energies, normally accounting for ≈1% of the total

energy of the system.

If we study the form of the Hartree-Fock equations (2.25), we can see that each

electron effectively ‘sees’ a mean-field potential that has no explicit dependence

on the exact positions of all the other electrons. In a true interacting system,

the potential that an electron experiences should take into account these exact

positions, which will result in a diminished probability of finding an electron in
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2.2.2.2. Restrictions on electron spin

the neighbourhood of another electron. This type of correlation error is known

as ‘dynamic’ correlation. As Hartree-Fock does not contain any description of

this effect (except by anti-symmetry for same-spin electrons), the electrons are

not directly biased by the exact positions of the others and often over-localise in

areas where they should not. As the number of electrons in the system increases,

the magnitude of this effect also increases, meaning it will have a larger effect on

the energy of the Ne system than on the Ne − 1 system. As this effect increases

the magnitude of total energies, this error will work to increase the magnitude

of calculated ionisation energies; in contrast to relaxation to effects that do the

opposite.

For the unoccupied orbitals, which can be thought of as electron affinities, these

two errors however do not almost cancel out, but instead add up, resulting in less

accurate predictions for electron affinities relative to ionisation energies.

2.2.2.2 Restrictions on electron spin
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Figure 2.1: Comparison of the molecular dissociation curves for H2 obtained from
RHF and UHF. The point where the two solutions deviate is known as the Coulson-
Fischer point [25].
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2.2.2.2. Restrictions on electron spin

To conclude our discussion of Hartree-Fock theory, we consider a further restriction

that can be placed on the Hartree-Fock orbitals if the system in question is closed-

shell, i.e. has an equal number of spin-up and spin-down electrons. For such

systems, one can make the assumption that each of the orbitals are doubly occupied

containing electrons of opposite spins. This approach is called restricted Hartree-

Fock (RHF). If this restriction is not applied and electrons of opposite spins do not

necessarily occupy the same orbital, the method is known as unrestricted Hartree-

Fock (UHF), which lends itself well to open-shell calculations, often with an odd

number of electrons.

In the case of open-shell systems, one could also apply the same doubly occupied

restriction to all of the orbitals except the one that contains the highest energy

electron that is unpaired. As this method is essentially an extension of RHF for an

open-shell case it is called restricted open-shell Hartree-Fock (ROHF) [26].

For closed-shell systems the difference in the total energies calculated from RHF or

UHF is small, however, the wave-function obtained via UHF is not, in general, an ei-

genfunction of the total spin-squared operator Ŝ2 and hence contains some amount

of artificial mixing between different electronic spin states. This wave-function,

therefore, is said to suffer from spin-contamination, which can cause several issues

in calculations [27, 28]. As such, when performing Hartree-Fock calculations for a

closed-shell system RHF is generally more commonly used. However, for certain

applications, such as when we stretch a bond in a closed-shell system, the spin-

contamination found in the UHF wave-function can be a benefit, as it is able to

partially capture a specific case of a ‘static’ correlation effect by breaking the sym-

metry of the solution. A classic historical example is the dissociation curve of a H2

molecule. In RHF, as we stretch the molecule there is an equal probability of the

dissociation yielding two ions or two atoms. Physically, the diatomic should split

into two atoms, not two ions. As UHF is able to break spin symmetry, it allows

the molecule to dissociate into one hydrogen atom with a spin-up electron, and one

with a spin-down electron. This can be seen in Figure 2.1, where UHF is able to
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2.2.3. Post-HF methods

correctly model the H2 molecule’s accurate energetic behaviour in its dissociation

limit.

2.2.3 Post-HF methods

E

Hartree-Fock

Post-Hartree-Fock

Exact Solution

Correlation
Energy

Figure 2.2: Definition of electron correlation energy in terms of the energy difference
between the Hartree-Fock energy and the exact interacting energy.

During our discussion of Hartree-Fock theory, we highlighted that approximating

the wave-function as a single Slater determinant consisting of products of single-

particle orbitals fails to include the effect of electron correlation. By definition,

Hartree-Fock models electron exchange exactly and so any method aiming to im-

prove upon HF essentially needs to be able to accurately approximate the interact-

ing nature of the electrons in a system. Methods that improve upon Hartree-Fock

methods are collectively known as post-Hartree-Fock methods.

In Figure 2.2, we can see how electron correlation energy is defined in terms of

the energy difference between the Hartree-Fock energy and the exact interacting

energy. Post-Hartree-Fock methods aim to capture some of the difficult correlation

effects and in general provide more accurate results. This improvement comes with

a cost, however, as this collection of methods are computationally more demanding

than regular Hartree-Fock calculations.

Four of the most commonly used post-Hartree-Fock methods are:
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2.2.3. Post-HF methods

• Configuration interaction (CI) methods [29].

• Møller–Plesset (MP) perturbation theory [30].

• Coupled cluster (CC) theory [31].

• Stochastic methods, e.g. Quantum Monte Carlo [32]

All four of these methods are based on an expansion of the electronic wave-function

in terms of multiple Slater determinants corresponding to different excited states,

but their ansatz for the wave-function takes different forms depending on the

method in question. As expected, as the amount of excitation levels included in

these methods increases the computational cost increases sharply, meaning that the

application of these correlated methods is limited to systems with a small number

of electrons.
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Chapter 3

Ground State Density Functional

Theory

Having spent a great deal of time discussing how we can approximate the electronic

wave-function to achieve accurate solutions to the Schrödinger equation it is time

to revert to the beginning of the previous chapter and formulate a radically dif-

ferent approach to modelling electronic systems. Rather than focusing on finding

an accurate approximation to the wave-function, density functional theory (DFT)

makes use of electron density; which has many practical and theoretical advantages

that are discussed in this chapter.

Here the focus is specifically on DFT for obtaining the ground state energy of a

system, presenting a historical overview of the development of the most commonly

used approach for solving the electronic structure for molecular and solid-state

systems.

3.1 The Thomas-Fermi model

Before the development of Hartree-Fock theory, another method was developed

with the aim of providing a rough approximate solution to the electronic structure

in terms of the electronic density, known as the Thomas-Fermi method [33, 34].
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3.1. The Thomas-Fermi model

Rather than focusing on approximating the wave-function, Thomas and Fermi pos-

tulated that the electronic density could be thought of as the fundamental variable.

Unlike the complexity of the wave-function which scales exponentially with electron

number, the electronic density scales linearly, and so if we can construct a theory

that does not require the construction of a wave-function a huge computational

advantage is achieved.

Thomas and Fermi proposed that the total energy of an electronic system could be

written as a functional of the electronic density composed of three terms:

ETF[ρ(r)] = Ak

∫
dr [ρ(r)]

5
3 +

∫
drρ(r)ven(r) + 1

2

∫∫
dr dr′ ρ(r)ρ(r′)

|r− r′| , (3.1)

where the first term is an approximation of the kinetic energy modelled on the non-

interacting homogeneous electron gas (HEG); the second is the classical electron-

nuclei interaction energy, and the third is the Hartree energy representing the

electron-electron repulsion energy.

Using again the method of Lagrange multipliers to minimise the Thomas-Fermi

energy under the constraint that the electronic density integrates to the number of

electrons Ne (with a multiplier of µ), yields a single equation that can be solved to

obtain the electronic density:

5
3Ak [ρ(r)]

2
3 + ven(r) +

∫
dr′ ρ(r′)
|r− r′| − µ = 0. (3.2)

The Thomas-Fermi form of the total energy (3.1) has several serious problems,

including the absence of terms representing electron exchange or correlation. Its

most severe shortcoming however is its crude approximation to the kinetic energy

functional [35]; this is because building the fact that electrons must satisfy the

Pauli exclusion principle and occupy single-particle states one-by-one into any ex-

pression that depends only on the total electronic density is extremely difficult. As

the kinetic energy of an electronic system contributes a significant percentage of

the total energy, any errors in its approximation can lead to much larger errors

than say by neglecting correlation effects. Despite having no real-world usefulness,
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3.2. Hohenberg-Kohn theorems

the Thomas-Fermi method was the start of deep discussions within the electronic

structure theory community around the role of the electronic density. Several dec-

ades after Thomas and Fermi published their method, the breakthrough work by

Hohenberg and Kohn [5] proved that the formulation of an exact theory, based on

the electronic density, is actually possible.

3.2 Hohenberg-Kohn theorems

Figure 3.1: A schematic representation of the one-to-one mapping between elec-
tronic densities and external potentials established by the Hohenberg-Kohn theor-
ems.

Although it is clearly computationally favourable to use the electronic density as

the key variable when attempting to solve the Schrödinger equation, is it actually

justified in doing so? The solution to this fundamental question was provided

by the Hohenberg-Kohn (HK) theorems [5]. Together these two theorems paved

the way for the development of the most popular and significant approaches to

solving electronic structure problems. The two HK theorems and their proofs are

as follows:

1. The electron-nuclear potential ven(r) is a unique functional of the total elec-

tronic density ρ(r).
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3.2. Hohenberg-Kohn theorems

To prove this theorem we must first show that no two potentials that differ by

more than a simple constant c can yield the same ground state wave-function

(eigenfunction in general).

Let’s assume that we have two different systems, each with an external poten-

tial v(r) and v′(r) respectively, that differ by more than a constant and share

the same wave-function Ψv. These two systems satisfy their own Schrödinger

equations:

ĤvΨv =
[
T̂ + V̂ee + v̂

]
Ψv = EvΨv, (3.3)

Ĥv′Ψv =
[
T̂ + V̂ee + v̂′

]
Ψv = Ev′Ψv., (3.4)

where from this point on the electronic kinetic energy operator will simply

be written as T̂ .

By subtracting Equation 3.4 from Equation 3.3 we find:

[
v̂ − v̂′

]
Ψv = [Ev − Ev′ ] Ψv = cΨv, (3.5)

where c = Ev − Ev′ .

As both of the potentials are multiplicative, if we assume that the wave-

function Ψv 6= 0 we can divide the above equation by Ψv:

v̂ − v̂′ =
∑
k

[
v(rk)− v′(rk)

]
= c. (3.6)

Clearly, this is a contradiction to our initial assumption, that the potentials

differ by more than a constant. This completes the first half of our proof.

The next step is to prove that each ground-state wave-function arising from a

potential yields a unique ground-state electronic density. Using the Rayleigh-

Ritz variational principle, we know that for two systems with different wave-

functions Ψv and Ψv′ the following inequalities must be satisfied:

〈Ψv| Ĥv |Ψv〉 < 〈Ψv′ | Ĥv |Ψv′〉 , (3.7)

〈Ψv′ | Ĥv′ |Ψv′〉 < 〈Ψv| Ĥv′ |Ψv〉 . (3.8)
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3.2. Hohenberg-Kohn theorems

We can then take the difference between these two inequalities to find:

∫
dr
[
v′(r)− v(r)

]
[ρv′(r)− ρv(r)] < 0, (3.9)

where ρv(r) is the ground-state density of Hv.

By setting ρv(r) = ρv′(r) the inequality above reads 0 < 0, which is clearly

absurd and thus completes the second part of this proof (where we have

assumed no degeneracy).

Having established the one-to-one mapping between the external potential

and the electronic density, the total energy can be expressed as an explicit

functional of the electronic density. By defining the Hohenberg-Kohn energy

functional FHK[ρ] = 〈Ψρ| T̂ + V̂ee |Ψρ〉, the total energy for a given external

potential is:

Ev[ρ] = FHK[ρ] +
∫

dr v(r)ρ(r) = 〈Ψρ| T̂ + V̂ee + v |Ψρ〉 . (3.10)

From this expression, we deduce that knowledge of the exact form of the

functional FHK[ρ] would allow one to obtain the exact ground state density

and energy of the electronic system. Sadly, knowledge of the exact form of

FHK[ρ] is not possible; as we would need to effectively solve a problem as

complex as the one we are attempting to avoid. Despite this, several major

advances have been made in allowing the form of FHK[ρ] to be approximated

to practical degrees of accuracy, which are discussed later in this chapter.

2. The exact ground state density ρ0(r) is the density that minimises the total

energy functional Ev[ρ].

This proof can be completed easily by making use of the variational principle.

Let’s assume that we have an N electron system in v(r) with ground state

wave-function Ψ0 and ground state density ρ0(r). The ground state energy

E0 of such a system is given by:

E0 = 〈Ψ0| Ĥv |Ψ0〉 = 〈Ψ0| F̂HK + v̂ |Ψ0〉 . (3.11)
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By the variational principle, we know that for any density ρ(r) arising from

an external potential v(r) and wave-function Ψ 6= Ψ0, the value of the total

energy functional Ev[ρ] is greater than E0. Only if Ψ = Ψ0 does the value

of Ev[ρ] = E0, i.e. Ev[ρ] ≥ Ev[ρ0]. Therefore, the ground state density can

be determined by searching for the density that minimises the total energy

functional. In practice, this can be achieved by searching over all normalised

N electron wave-functions for the one that minimises the expectation value

of Ĥv:

E0 = min
Ψ→N

〈Ψ| Ĥv |Ψ〉 . (3.12)

3.3 Constrained search formulation

Despite their success in cementing the electronic density as the fundamental vari-

able, it is important to note a shortcoming of the above Hohenberg-Kohn proofs,

that they are only defined for densities that are v-representable, i.e. those that

are ground states of a Hamiltonian with a continuous local potential v(r). Both of

these issues can be alleviated by considering the constrained search formulation of

Levy and Lieb [36–38].

The constrained search approach bypasses the v-representability problem of the

regular HK proofs by instead enforcing the less strict condition that the density

must be N -representable [39], i.e. there exists an N -electron anti-symmetric wave-

function with that density. The main idea of this approach is to separate the

minimisation (3.12) into two separate minimisations. The first of these involves

minimising the expectation value of Ĥv over all N electron wave-functions that

yield a particular density ρ:

Ev[ρ] = min
Ψ→ρ
〈Ψ| Ĥv |Ψ〉 . (3.13)

Next, we minimise the functional Ev[ρ] by searching over all possible densities that
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3.4. Kohn-Sham theory

integrate to N electrons:

E0 = min
ρ→N

Ev[ρ] = min
ρ→N

{
F̂ [ρ] +

∫
dr v(r)ρ(r)

}
, (3.14)

where the universal functional F [ρ] is given by:

F [ρ] = min
Ψ→ρ
〈Ψ| T̂ + V̂ee |Ψ〉 . (3.15)

The minimum of Ev[ρ] is only obtained when ρ = ρ0, so when this condition is met

we know that the functional derivative under the constraint that the density must

integrate to the electron number N must be zero, leading us to the DFT Euler

equation:

ven(r) = −δF [ρ]
δρ(r)

∣∣∣∣∣
ρ=ρ0

+ µ. (3.16)

The presence of the Lagrange multiplier µ enforces the constraint that the density

must integrate to N and so we can write that µ = µ(N). By extending ground

state DFT to ensemble DFT (with states having different numbers of electrons),

µ can be identified as the chemical potential of the system, given by the partial

derivative of E0 with respect to the number of electrons [40]:

µ = ∂E0
∂N

. (3.17)

3.4 Kohn-Sham theory

The real stumbling block in pursuing DFT up to this point is, like Thomas-Fermi

theory, finding an accurate approximation for the kinetic energy functional. The

Kohn-Sham (KS) scheme cleverly decides this is a battle worth conceding and in-

stead opts to avoid this problem altogether [6]. Using the ideas put forward in the

HK theorems, Kohn and Sham mapped the interacting system to an auxiliary sys-

tem of non-interacting electrons, represented by a single Slater determinant, which

has the exact ground state density as the true interacting system. This auxiliary

system is commonly known as the KS system. To enforce the same densities, the
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3.4. Kohn-Sham theory

Figure 3.2: A graphical illustration of the Kohn-Sham scheme, showing how the
interacting system is mapped to a non-interacting system that retains the same
electronic density by modifying its potential.

KS system experiences a different potential than the interacting system, called the

KS potential vs(r) (see Figure 3.2 for a pictorial view of these ideas).

At first, this approach may seem counter-intuitive, as we appear to be moving

further away from finding the exact solution. However, there is a major advantage

to this approach, which lies in the knowledge of how to construct the kinetic energy

functional for a single Slater determinant Φ. From HF theory, the kinetic energy

functional is given by:

Ts[ρ] = 〈Φ| T̂ |Φ〉 = −1
2

N∑
i=1

∫
drφ∗i (r)∇2φi(r). (3.18)

Although this kinetic energy is not exactly the same as that of the interacting sys-

tem, it provides a far better approximation than the Thomas-Fermi model or other

orbital-free methods. We note here that the kinetic energy is not an explicit func-

tional of the density, in that the density does not appear directly in the definition of

the functional. Instead, its dependence on the density is implicit due to its explicit

dependence on the KS orbitals. Such functionals are known as orbital-dependent

or implicit density functionals, and they form the basis for the majority of the work

later in this thesis.

As we did for F [ρ] in the previous section, the kinetic energy functional can be

defined for this auxiliary non-interacting system as the minimisation over all pos-
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3.4. Kohn-Sham theory

sible Slater determinants that yield a density ρ:

Ts[ρ] = min
Φ→ρ
〈Φ| T̂ |Φ〉 . (3.19)

The single-particle orbitals of the KS system that experience a potential vs[ρ](r)

must obey their own set of single-particle Schrödinger equations, known as the KS

equations: [
−∇

2

2 + vs[ρ](r)
]
φi(r) = εiφi(r). (3.20)

Following the same method as for the interacting system, an Euler equation for the

KS system can be derived by minimising the kinetic energy functional under the

constraint that
∫

drρ(r) = N :

vs[ρ](r) = −δTs[ρ]
δρ(r) + µs. (3.21)

We must now work out how to directly relate the KS potential to the fully in-

teracting system. To account for the difference between the interacting and non-

interacting kinetic energy functionals, an additional remainder term must be intro-

duced called the exchange-correlation functional:

Exc[ρ] = F [ρ]− Ts[ρ]− EH[ρ], (3.22)

where the Hartree energy functional is given by:

EH[ρ] = 1
2

∫∫
dr dr′ ρ(r)ρ(r′)

|r− r′| . (3.23)

Together with Ts[ρ], and the expressions for the electron-nuclear and Hartree en-

ergies, the total energy functional of the interacting system can be rewritten as:

Ev[ρ] = Ts[ρ] +
∫

dr ven(r)ρ(r) + EH[ρ] + Exc[ρ]. (3.24)

In this form, the exchange-correlation density functional contains the only remain-

ing unknown information of the universal functional. It accounts not only for the

correction to the kinetic energy but also for electron exchange (which is included

exactly in HF) and correlation effects.
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3.4. Kohn-Sham theory

Substituting the definition of Exc[ρ] into the DFT Euler Equation 3.16 we find:

ven(r) = −δTs[ρ]
δρ(r) − vH[ρ](r)− vxc[ρ](r) + µ, (3.25)

where the exchange-correlation potential is given by the functional derivative:

vxc[ρ](r) = δExc[ρ]
δρ(r) . (3.26)

We can then rearrange Equation 3.21 and substitute it into Equation 3.16, to re-

express the KS potential as:

vs[ρ](r) = ven(r) + vH[ρ](r) + vxc[ρ](r) + c, (3.27)

where c = µs−µ. The Lagrange multiplier µs acts similarly to µ for the interacting

system, in that it enforces the constraint that the density must integrate to N . It

is clear from this equation therefore that in DFT, the KS potential is determined

with the freedom of a constant.

We now have an equation that allows us to directly relate the KS potential to the

fully interacting system. With both the KS equations (3.20) and Equation 3.27, we

have in principle everything required to determine the exact ground state density of

the fully interacting system. As with other methods previously discussed, the KS

equations must be solved self-consistently as constructing the KS potential requires

knowledge of the KS orbitals and vice versa. We explore the implementation of

these equations in numerical calculations later in this chapter.

However, one unknown remains, the exchange-correlation functional. Having dra-

matically reduced the error in the kinetic energy functional, we must still take care

in how we approximate Exc[ρ]. The following section presents a historical over-

view of the important stages in the development of accurate exchange-correlation

functionals.
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3.5 Exchange-correlation functionals

Within the KS scheme of DFT, the exchange-correlation functional holds all of

the remaining unknown information that prevents us from finding exact solutions

for the ground-state density and energy of the electronic problem. Therefore, it is

imperative that accurate approximations of this functional must be obtained. In

this section, we introduce the major classes of approximations to Exc[ρ], and how

these classes can be roughly arranged in order of accuracy and computational cost.

3.5.1 Local density approximation

Local density approximations are an important type of density functional approx-

imation where the exchange-correlation energy at any point in space is only de-

pendent on the electronic density at that point [5]. There are a variety of different

approaches that can be used to develop LDAs, however, most of these are based on

the homogeneous electron gas (HEG). We can write a LDA in the following way:

ELDA
xc [ρ] =

∫
dr εLDAxc [ρ(r)]ρ(r), (3.28)

where εLDAxc [ρ(r)] is the exchange-correlation energy-density, which can be decom-

posed into the exchange and correlation energy-densities:

εLDAxc [ρ(r)] = εLDAx [ρ(r)] + εLDAc [ρ(r)]. (3.29)

Within the LDA, we can define the exchange-correlation potential simply in terms

of the exchange-correlation energy-density by constructing the functional derivat-

ive:

vLDAxc (r) = δELDA
xc

δρ(r) = εLDAxc (ρ) + ρ(r)∂ε
LDA
xc [ρ(r)]
δρ(r) . (3.30)

As the exchange energy-density can be analytically determined for the HEG (see

the HF solution for jellium in Ref. [41]), we can write the exchange energy-density

as:

εLDAx [ρ](r) = −3
4

( 3
π

) 1
3
ρ(r). (3.31)
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3.5.1. Local density approximation

Finding an accurate expression for the correlation energy-density is slightly more

challenging. In the HEG model, εLDAc [ρ(r)] takes two different forms in the limits

of high and low density, which in turn correspond to the limits of weak and strong

correlation respectively. In the high-density limit, it can be shown that εc[ρ(r)] can

be written as:

εLDAc [ρ(r)] = c1 ln(rs) + c2 + rs [c3 ln(rs) + c4] , (3.32)

where the density dependence enters via the Winger-Seitz parameter rs, defined as

the radius of a sphere containing exactly one electron, divided by the Bohr radius

a0. In terms of the electronic density, it can be expressed as:

rs =
( 3

4πρ

) 1
3
. (3.33)

Correspondingly, in the low-density limit the correlation energy-density is given

by:

εLDAc [ρ(r)] = 1
2

[
g0
rs

+ g1

r
3/2
s

+ . . .

]
. (3.34)

By interpolating between these two limiting expressions and comparing against the

results of quantum Monte-Carlo calculations, several different parameterisations

of the correlation energy-density have been constructed, which each yield subtly

different numerical results [42–44].

LDAs based on the HEG may seem very reminiscent of the crude Thomas-Fermi

approximation, which yields poor results. However, in these approximations, only

the exchange-correlation energy is estimated in this way, not the much larger kinetic

energy. The LDA yields good results for systems where the electronic density is

near-uniform, i.e. where the electrons are delocalised over large regions of space.

For solid-state calculations on metallic systems, the LDA tends to work especially

well. When considering finite molecular systems, however, where the electronic

cloud is more strongly localised to the atoms, the LDA does not perform so well,

with a severe tendency to overbind molecules and the prediction of unbound ions

that are stable. One exception is that calculated total energies are usually within
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3.5.2. Generalised gradient approximations

a few percent of the experimental values. The major benefit of the LDA is that it

is extremely computationally efficient, especially when compared to more complex

approximations we will introduce shortly.

3.5.2 Generalised gradient approximations

An approach to constructing more sophisticated approximations for exchange-

correlation density functionals was in fact proposed by Hohenberg and Kohn in

their original paper [5]. They introduced an extension to the LDA which they

termed the gradient expansion approximation (GEA). Although this approach ini-

tially provided very disappointing results due to the failure to satisfy several condi-

tions on the exchange-correlation hole (the space around each electron that reduces

the probability of finding other electrons in that neighbourhood). Work by Per-

dew et al. provided a way to fix the issues present in the GEA [45], which led

to the construction of arguably the most successful (to date) class of functionals

known as the generalised gradient approximations (GGAs) [46–48]. In general, the

exchange-correlation functional for a GGA is given by:

EGGA
xc [ρ] =

∫
dr εGGA

xc [ρ(r),∇ρ(r)]ρ(r), (3.35)

where the GGA exchange-correlation energy density is constructed by modifying

the εLDAxc by an enhancement function Fxc [45]:

εGGA
xc [ρ(r),∇ρ(r)] = εLDAxc [ρ(r)]FGGA

xc [ρ(r),∇ρ(r)]. (3.36)

There are many GGAs that have been developed over the years with different

forms of the enhancement factor [10, 49–52]. The most well-known of these in-

clude the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional [10] (the most highly cited

paper in physics) which is used extensively within the physics community, and the

Becke-Lee-Yang-Parr (BLYP) functional [52] used more heavily in computational

chemistry. Despite belonging to the same category of exchange-correlation approx-

imations, the PBE and BLYP functionals differ significantly in the rationale behind
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3.5.3. Meta-GGA functionals

their construction. The PBE functional is an example of a GGA that is is para-

meterised solely in terms of fundamental physical constants. The BLYP functional

on the other hand is an empirically-fitted GGA, whose form was determined by

fitting to results obtained from specific systems. These functionals generally offer

an improvement over LDAs, however, the inclusion of additional terms that depend

on the gradient electronic density does incur an increased computational cost.

3.5.3 Meta-GGA functionals

More complex functional approximations can be constructed by including other

terms that depend on semi-local quantities in addition to the first derivative terms

included in GGAs. These terms can include high-order derivatives of the density,

or terms that depend on the kinetic energy density τ [53, 54]:

EmGGA
xc [ρ] =

∫
dr G[ρ(r),∇ρ(r),∇2ρ(r), τ(r), . . . ]. (3.37)

By depending on more quantities, these meta-GGA functionals (mGGAs) can be

constructed to satisfy even more properties than GGAs, however, they have not

been shown to generalise consistently. In recent years, more advanced mGGAs

have begun appearing, such as the SCAN functional [55], which has been shown

to offer an improvement over GGAs and comparable performance to many hybrid

functionals.

3.5.4 Hybrid functionals

Up to now, all of the classes of exchange-correlation functional approximations

reviewed have resided firmly within the realms of the KS scheme of DFT. An

extension to this scheme can be introduced by constructing new functionals from

a mixture of standard KS functionals such as LDAs or GGAs and Hartree-Fock

exchange. These functionals are known as hybrid functionals, whose general form

is given by:

EHYB
xc = (1− α)EGGA

x [ρ(r)] + αEHF
x [{φi(r)}] + EGGA

c [ρ(r)]. (3.38)
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3.5.4. Hybrid functionals

Becke introduced the first of these hybrid functionals with a 50:50 mixture of LDA

and HF, known as the “Becke half-half” functional [56]:

EHH
xc = 1

2E
HF
x [{φi(r)}] + 1

2E
LDA
xc [ρ(r)]. (3.39)

Becke justified this hybrid form by considering the limits of adiabatic connection

integral:

Exc =
∫ 1

0
dλ Uxc,λ ≈

1
2Uxc,0 + 1

2Uxc,1. (3.40)

Taking the average value of λ between these two limits provides a connection

between the non-interacting KS system and the interacting system. At λ = 0,

the system can be described by exchange-only Hartree-Fock theory, whereas at the

limit of λ = 1, the system is fully interacting and correlation effects beyond that of

Hartree-Fock must be included. To approximate the interacting limit, Becke chose

to use the LDA functional, however, any GGA could equally have been used in its

place with the same justification.

Hybrids have been shown to provide significant improvements over GGAs, for prop-

erties such as ionisation energies, electron affinities, and system geometries. Some

of the most commonly used examples include the PBE0 functional, constructed

from a 3:1 mixture of regular PBE and Hartree-Fock exchange [57], and the B3LYP

functional, which uses a more advanced weighting of several LDA and GGA approx-

imations alongside a HF contribution [9, 58]. One criticism of hybrid functionals is

that due to the empirical fitting required in their construction, many hybrids may

suffer from system bias, and like many mGGAs, may not generalise well to different

types of systems. In fact, so many different hybrid functionals have been developed

over the years that we now have a whole ‘zoo’ of functional approximations [8].

Since the development of the early hybrid functionals however, several additional

arguments have been put forward which have provided non-empirical evidence in

support of their construction, including an exact condition on the ratio of Hartree-

Fock exchange to be used in combination with regular PBE [59]. Perdew and his

co-workers also recently highlighted how the inclusion of a non-local exchange term
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3.5.5. The Generalised Kohn-Sham Scheme

can dramatically improve predicted band gaps in solids [60]. Obviously, due to the

inclusion of non-local Hartree-Fock exchange, hybrid functionals are significantly

more computationally demanding than (semi-)local approximations.

3.5.5 The Generalised Kohn-Sham Scheme

In the previous subsection, it was demonstrated how Becke’s adiabatic connection

approach could be used to justify the existence of hybrid functionals. However,

this argument is only valid when the exchange-correlation potential is constructed

via an alternative approach to solving the KS equations known as the optimised

effective potential (OEP) method, required for orbital-dependent functionals, which

will be covered shortly. A rigorous justification for these functionals can instead be

provided by the Generalised Kohn-Sham (GKS) scheme, of which the KS scheme

is actually a specific case [61].

The main idea behind the KS scheme of DFT, is to find the optimal Slater determ-

inant that represents a non-interacting N -electron system that yields the exact

ground state electronic density as the fully interacting system. When attempting

to calculate the expectation value of the Hamiltonian using this KS determinant,

however, it is not possible to determine the total energy of the system, as the de-

terminant cannot directly access the exchange-correlation energy. The main idea of

GKS theory is to instead introduce an auxiliary system, still described by a single

determinant, that takes into account some of the effects of the exchange-correlation

contribution to the total energy.

Mathematically, the GKS scheme can be derived by introducing a generalised ver-

sion of the universal functional, denoted by FS :

FS [ρ] = min
Φ→ρ

S[Φ] = min
{φi}→ρ

S[{φi}], (3.41)

where S[Φ] is an energy expression dependent on Φ[ρ] or {φi} that obeys the

following conditions:
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3.5.5. The Generalised Kohn-Sham Scheme

1. The minimum of the functional FS [ρ] must exist and its functional derivatives

with respect to ρ must be defined.

2. If we define the energy:

ES [{φi}, veff] = S[{φi}] +
∫

dr veff(r)ρ(r), (3.42)

where veff(r) is a multiplicative local potential, its minimum must yield a set

of single-particle equations of the form:

ÔS [{φi}]φj + v̂effφj = εiφj , (3.43)

where the operator ÔS cannot depend explicitly on the potential v̂eff and is

invariant under unitary transformations to the set of single-particle orbitals.

To proceed, the total energy of the interacting system E0[ven] is split into the

total energy of the new GKS auxiliary system and a remainder term. By defining

the difference between the universal functional F [ρ] and the generalised functional

FS [ρ] as a new functional RS [ρ] = F [ρ]− FS [ρ], we can express E0[ven] as:

E0[ven] = min
ρ→N

{
FS [ρ] +RS [ρ] +

∫
dr ven(r)ρ(r)

}
= min

ρ→N

{
min
Φ→ρ

S[Φ] +RS [ρ] +
∫

dr ven(r)ρ(r)
}

= min
Φ→N

{
S[Φ] +RS [ρ[Φ]] +

∫
dr ven(r)ρ[Φ](r)

}
= min

{φi}→N

{
S[{φi}] +RS [ρ[{φi}]] +

∫
dr ven(r)ρ[{φi}](r)

}
. (3.44)

Due to the second condition on the functional S[Φ], the single-particle GKS equa-

tions obtained from the minimisation 3.44 are:

ÔS [{φi}]φj + (v̂en + v̂R)φj = εjφj , (3.45)

where the potential vR(r) is defined by the functional derivative:

vR(r) = δRS [ρ]
δρ(r) . (3.46)

The GKS equations can then be solved self-consistently like regular KS DFT equa-

tions.
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We will now explore a couple of common choices of the functional S[Φ]. Firstly,

when S[Φ] is chosen to be equal to the kinetic energy functional for the determinant,

i.e. S[Φ] = 〈Φ| T̂ |Φ〉; the remainder functional will take the form:

RS [ρ] = EH[ρ] + Ex[ρ] + Ec[ρ]. (3.47)

Performing the minimisation 3.44 with this form ofRS [ρ] then yields GKS equations

that are the same as the standard single-particle equations of KS DFT:[
−∇

2

2 + ven(r) + vH(r) + vxc(r)
]
φi(r) = εiφi(r). (3.48)

If we instead make the alternative choice of:

S[Φ] = 〈Φ| T̂ + αV̂ee |Φ〉 , (3.49)

which gives:

RS [ρ] = (1− α) (EH[ρ] + Ex[ρ]) + Ec[ρ], (3.50)

the minimisation yields the following single-particle equations:[
−∇

2

2 + ven(r) + vH(r) + αv̂HFx + (1− α)vx(r) + vc(r)
]
φi(r) = εiφi(r). (3.51)

The above GKS equations clearly define a functional that combines contributions

from non-local Hartree-Fock exchange and some (semi-)local approximation; ex-

actly the definition of a hybrid functional. The GKS scheme, therefore, provides a

strong theoretical basis for the formation of this class of hybrid functionals. One

can also derive the GKS equations for mGGAs, which are still non-local but do not

include a term like Hartree-Fock exchange [60].

In summary, the GKS scheme essentially boils down to minimising over something

other than the density, e.g. the KS orbitals. Depending on the functional, the

equations that result from this alternative minimisation may or may not be the

same as those obtained from minimising with respect to the density. LDA and PBE

for example, yield the same equations, but the exact exchange functional (discussed

in the next section) yields a different set of equations when the minimisation is

performed with respect to the KS orbitals rather than the density.
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3.5.6 Exact exchange

The last type of functional approximations to introduce are the exact-exchange

(EXX) functionals, which look at first glance to be identical to those that include

an amount of Hartree-Fock exchange:

EEXX[{φi[ρ]}] = −1
2

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

∫∫
dr dr′

φ∗i (r)φj(r)φi(r′)φ∗j (r′)
|r− r′| . (3.52)

The subtle difference between the two is that for exact exchange functionals the

orbitals experience a local potential. In the case of the GKS hybrid functionals, the

single-particle equations that must be solved contain a non-local potential through

the Hartree-Fock exchange potential operator.

As the EXX functional is an implicit/orbital-dependent functional, to obtain the

exchange-correlation potential we must therefore use the OEP method, which was

mentioned when discussing hybrid functionals. The details of the OEP method

will be covered in § 3.6.

To obtain accurate results, EXX needs to be paired with an accurate correlation

energy functional approximation. Unfortunately, using a fraction of EXX in com-

bination with (semi-)local approximations for correlation yields worse results than

one might expect. This is due to the cancellation of errors between the exchange

and correlation parts of a typical (semi-)local functional, which does not occur

when paired with EXX. In practice, EXX is usually used in combination with

a correlation energy obtained via one of the correlated methods/post-HF men-

tioned in § 2.2.3, which introduces a dependency on the unoccupied KS orbitals

and significantly drives up the cost of calculations. Due to the historical difficulties

involved with the implementation of the OEP equation and their high computa-

tional demand, EXX-based functionals have not been used that often for practical

applications. Thanks to current advancements, however, the development of these

functionals has gained a lot of ground in recent years.
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3.5.7 Spin-polarised DFT

Before concluding the discussion of exchange-correlation functionals, it is import-

ant to demonstrate how all of these classes of functionals can be extended to spin-

polarised systems. At this stage, only spin-unpolarised systems have been con-

sidered, where each of the KS orbitals can be thought of as being doubly occupied

(in a similar manner to restricted Hartree-Fock). The extension to systems with

unpaired electrons is known as spin-DFT.

In spin-DFT, the behaviour of the spin-up and spin-down electrons is different

across the two spin channels. Unlike in regular spin-unpolarised or restricted KS

(RKS) theory, the system is governed not just by the total electronic density. In

spin-DFT, it is instead controlled by the two spin densities, given by (for collinear

spin cases):

ρσ(r) =
Nσ∑
i=1
|φσi (r)|2, σ ∈ {↑, ↓}. (3.53)

An important question to answer is whether or not there exists an equivalent unique

mapping between a spin-density and a spin-polarised potential. This query was

addressed, following the same general ideas behind the original HK theorems, by

von Barth and Hedin [62], who demonstrated the non-existence of such a mapping.

In addition, Capelle and Vignale [63] and Eschrig and Pickett [64] showed that it

is possible for several distinct potentials to have the same ground state density.

Further investigations however have provided the proof of the uniqueness of the

mapping [65, 66]; except for systems that are fully saturated to one particular

spin-channel.

As the spin-densities are the fundamental variables of spin-DFT (not the total

density), the minimisation of the kinetic energy functional must be performed dif-

ferently than in RKS, by first searching for the determinant that yields given fixed

spin-densities:

Ts[ρ↑, ρ↓] = min
Φ→ ρ↑, ρ↓

〈Φ| T̂ |Φ〉 . (3.54)
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Performing the minimisation yields the spin-polarised/unrestricted KS (UKS) equa-

tions: [
−∇

2

2 + vσext(r) + vH(r) + vσxc(r)
]
φσi (r) = εσi φ

σ
i (r), (3.55)

where vσext is a spin-dependent potential representing both ven and an external

applied magnetic field, Bext.

Notice that the UKS equations rely on the knowledge of the two local spin-potentials

v↑xc(r) and v↓xc(r), calculated by the functional derivative of the exchange-correlation

energy functional with respect to the spin-density. This is a necessary consequence

of the unrestricted theory; that we do not have one single KS potential to represent

the entire system.

In principle, if there is no external magnetic field acting on the system, the spin-

DFT formalism should not be required, and standard DFT should give the same

result. Nevertheless, in practice, open-shell systems (those with an unpaired elec-

tron) are usually treated with spin-DFT, not with DFT. One of the major de-

velopments presented in this thesis is a new formalism to treat these open-shell

systems accurately whilst not invoking spin-DFT and to provide a previously un-

known link between DFT and spin-DFT in this zero magnetic field limit; this will

be introduced in § 5.

3.5.8 Ascending Jacob’s Ladder

We now have explored the various classes of density functional approximations,

discussing their development, relative accuracy, and computational complexity. As

the field of DFT has matured, one of the main focuses has been making ever

more accurate approximations for the exchange-correlation energy functional. A

good way to visualise this development journey is through the ‘Jacob’s Ladder’

of DFT [67], depicted in Figure (3.3). Functional approximations near the top

of the ‘ladder’ are more complex but tend to provide improved accuracy. When

ascending the ‘rungs’, the approximations introduce dependencies on more complex
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Figure 3.3: The ‘Jacob’s Ladder’ of exchange-correlation functional approxima-
tions. The rungs of the ladder are coloured based on computational difficulty.

quantities, culminating in the dependency on the unoccupied orbitals in EXX-based

methods paired with correlation obtained via post-HF methods.

3.6 Implicit functionals and the OEP method

We have mentioned several times now that in order to find the local exchange-

correlation potential for implicit density functional approximations, we must make

use of the optimised effective potential method (OEP).

There are multiple methods to derive the OEP equation, beginning with the ori-

ginal approach of Sharp and Horton who directly minimised the total energy of the

Hartree-Fock energy [68] to obtain the equation. Although, the most common ap-

proach seen in the literature invokes the functional chain rule to directly construct

the functional derivative of the total energy functional with respect to the density

[69].

The OEP method can be derived by simply considering the one-to-one mapping

between non-interacting density and the KS potential. By making a variation to
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3.6. Implicit functionals and the OEP method

the potential vs(r) → vs(r) + εδvs(r), the density must also change due to the

one-to-one mapping between the two:

δρ(r) = ε

∫
dr′ χ[vs](r, r′)δvs(r′), (3.56)

where the object χ[vs](r, r′) is known as the density-density response function:

χ[vs](r, r′) = δρ[vs](r)
δvs(r′)

= δ

δvs(r′)

{
N∑
i=1
|φi[vs](r)|2

}
=

N∑
i=1

φ∗i [vs](r)δφi[vs](r)
δvs(r′)

+ c.c.

(3.57)

The functional derivative of the orbitals with respect to the potential can then

easily be found using first-order perturbation theory:

δφi[vs](r)
δvs(r′)

=
∑
k 6=i

φi[vs](r′)φ∗k[vs](r′)φk[vs](r)
εi[vs]− εk[vs]

. (3.58)

Separating the sum over i 6= k into two sums over occupied, i, and unoccupied

states, a, respectively, then allows the response function to be written as:

χ[vs](r, r′) = −
N∑
i=1

∞∑
a=N+1

φ∗i [vs](r)φa[vs](r)φi[vs](r′)φ∗a[vs](r′)
εa[vs]− εi[vs]

+ c.c. (3.59)

Notice that we are now writing quantities as explicit functionals of the potential,

not the density. Also, due to the denominator, the response function is defined

to be negative definite. We can also write other quantities such as the exchange-

correlation functional in this manner. However, to express these quantities as either

functionals of the density or the potential we must require that for vs = vs[ρ] the

values of the explicit and implicit functionals of the density must be equal, i.e.

φi[vs[ρ]] = φi[ρ], Exc[vs[ρ]] = Exc[ρ], etc.

Turning our attention back to the exchange-correlation functional, for a change

in the density ρ(r) → ρ(r) + εδρ(r) induced by the change in the potential, the

xc-energy will change by (for small ε):

∆Exc = ε

∫
dr δρ(r)δExc[ρ]

δρ(r) = ε

∫
dr′ δvs(r′)

∫
drχ[vs[ρ]](r, r′)δExc[ρ]

δρ(r) . (3.60)

By considering how the xc-functional changes directly as a consequence of variations

in the potential we can also write that:

∆Exc = ε

∫
dr′ δvs(r′)

δExc[vs]
δvs(r′)

∣∣∣∣∣
vs=vs[ρ]

. (3.61)
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Equating these two expressions yields:

ε

∫
dr′ δvs(r′)

∫
drχ[vs[ρ]](r, r′)δExc[ρ]

δρ(r) = ε

∫
dr′ δvs(r′)

δExc[vs]
δvs(r′)

∣∣∣∣∣
vs=vs[ρ]

, (3.62)

which by inspection implies:∫
drχ[vs[ρ]](r, r′)δExc[ρ]

δρ(r) = δExc[vs]
δvs(r′)

∣∣∣∣∣
vs=vs[ρ]

. (3.63)

Using the standard definition of the exchange-correlation potential from Equation

3.26, we can write the OEP equation as:∫
dr χ[vs[ρ]](r, r′)vxc[ρ](r) = δExc[vs]

δvs(r′)

∣∣∣∣∣
vs=vs[ρ]

. (3.64)

The xc-potential can then be determined by inverting the OEP equation:

vxc[ρ](r) =
∫

dr′χ−1[vs[ρ]](r, r′)δExc[vs]
δvs(r′)

∣∣∣∣∣
vs=vs[ρ]

. (3.65)

One important point to highlight is that the potential obtained from the OEP

equation is only determined up to a constant. So for a potential vxc[ρ](r) that is a

solution to Equation 3.64, any potential vxc[ρ](r) + c is also a valid solution. This

draws a nice parallel to the HK theorems where the potential is also shown to be

determined only up to a constant. More explicitly, a constant falls within the null

space of the response function, such that:∫
dr χ[vs[ρ]](r, r′)c = 0. (3.66)

The OEP equation does not only apply to the exchange-correlation potential. In

fact, the derivation above can be applied to any density functional. The most

commonly used case of the OEP equation is for the exact-exchange functional.

Using the definition of the EXX energy results in:

δEEXX[vs]
δvs(r′)

∣∣∣∣∣
vs=vs[ρ]

= −
N∑
i=1

∞∑
a=N+1

∫∫
dr dx ρ(x, r)

|r′ − x|
φ∗i (r′)φi(x)φa(r′)φ∗a(r)

εa − εi
+ c.c.,

(3.67)

where for compactness the explicit functional dependencies of the orbitals on the

potential and the density have been dropped. Using this form for the right-hand
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3.6. Implicit functionals and the OEP method

side of the OEP equation we then have knowledge of all of the quantities required

to find its solution.

In its current form above, the OEP equation is well-known to be costly and difficult

to solve numerically. The perceived high-cost of the OEP equation is mainly due

to the unnecessarily expensive methods that have traditionally been used to solve

it; where the auxiliary basis is fixed in size and the orbital basis is increased until

convergence is reached [70, 71]. In order to reach convergence, the space spanned

by the orbital basis must completely cover the space of the auxiliary basis, which,

in practice, requires huge orbital basis sets even for simple systems. The OEP

equation is also subject to numerical instabilities that can result in some undesirable

potentials, which in the past has made performing reliable calculations difficult.

Two commonly used approximations that can be used to completely bypass this

problems, are the Krieger, Li, and Iarfrate (KLI) approximation [72, 73], and the

more accurate (but related) common energy denominator approximation (CEDA)

[74, 75].

In CEDA, the energy difference εa − εi between every pair of occupied-unoccupied

orbitals is approximated by the average value of the differences, ∆CEDA, by invoking

the Unsöld approximation [76]. As all of these differences are positive, ∆CEDA is

strictly a positive quantity. This enables the left-hand side of the OEP equation

to be written as:∫
dr χ(r, r′)vxc(r′) = − 2

∆CEDA

[ ∫
dr ρ(r′)vxc(r′)

−
N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

φ∗i (r)φj(r)
∫

dr′φ∗i (r′)φ∗j (r′)vxc(r′)
]
, (3.68)

where the completeness relation has been used to remove the sum over the unoc-

cupied orbitals:
∞∑

a=N+1
φa(r)φ∗a(r′) = δ(r− r′)−

N∑
j=1

φj(r)φ∗j (r′). (3.69)

In the KLI approximation, the double summation is instead performed over occu-

pied orbitals and then by all of the orbitals (not just the unoccupied ones). This,
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therefore, means that the sign associated with each of the individual energy differ-

ences is not fixed, leading to a less accurate representation of the response function.

The response function in the KLI approximation is therefore not a strictly negative

operator as it should be, unlike in CEDA.

The CEDA approximation completely bypasses the numerical instabilities that

affect the full solution to the OEP equation and can be used as a robust alternative

to the full solution. The next chapter will explore these issues further and discuss

how we can alleviate them.

3.7 Implementation for molecular systems

Having reviewed all of the analytical theory required for understanding ground state

DFT, what remains unanswered is how to put these ideas into practice. When it

comes to implementing the KS equations, there are two main approaches:

1. Represent the KS orbitals directly on a real-space grid.

2. Represent the KS orbitals using a basis set.

Performing calculations on a real-space grid is the more simple approach, with the

most important concern revolving around how fine a grid to use. DFT calculations

often require a rather fine grid, which has the knock-on effect of increasing the

computational cost of calculations. As a result, grid-based methods are generally

only used for small systems. One should not completely disregard this approach,

however, as modern supercomputers allow for calculations to be parallelised across

huge numbers of cores.

The far less demanding approach is to use a basis set to represent the KS orbit-

als. For molecular/finite systems, the most commonly used basis sets are linear

combinations of atomic orbitals (LCAOs), which are adopted for all calculations

presented in this thesis. Within this approach, the KS orbitals are written as a
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3.7. Implementation for molecular systems

weighted sum over all of the basis functions in the orbital basis set:

φi(r) =
norb∑
k

cikξk(r). (3.70)

These localised basis sets work well for molecular systems as the electronic orbitals

are generally localised near the atoms of the molecule. For periodic systems, plane

waves are far more commonly used instead, due to the presence of often strongly

delocalised electrons in, for example, metallic systems.

r

φ
(r

)

STO

GTO

Figure 3.4: The shape of the radial part of a STO and a GTO with identical
parameters. The STO shows an exponential decay at large r and a cusp at r → 0.

A logical choice of LCAOs are Slater-type orbitals (STOs) [77] of the form (in

Cartesian coordinates):

ξSTOk,a,b,c(r) = Nkx
aybzce−ζkr, (3.71)

where a, b, and c are integers that control the angular momentum l = a + b + c,

Nk is a normalisation constant, and ζk is a constant related to the screened nuclear

charge that controls the width of the orbital. STOs are similar to the hydrogen-

like solutions of the Schrödinger equation; however, they do not possess any radial

nodes and are not true spherical harmonics.

Slater orbitals are a particularly suitable choice of functions to represent the atomic

orbitals, as they correctly decay exponentially at large r and satisfy Kato’s cusp
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3.7. Implementation for molecular systems

condition [78, 79] at the point of the nucleus. However, the use of STOs is usually

limited in calculations involving atomic species or linear molecules because of the

difficulty in calculating the multi-electron integrals required for any multi-atomic

system.

To bypass this difficulty, Gaussian-type orbitals (GTOs) [80–82] can be used in-

stead, which in Cartesian coordinates take the form:

ξGTO
k,a,b,c(r) = Nkx

aybzce−αkr
2
, (3.72)

where again the angular momentum of the orbital is given by a+ b+ c = l, Nk is

a normalisation constant, and the constant αk plays a similar role to ζk in STOs.

The difference in the general shape of a STO and a GTO is shown in Figure 3.4.

As the product of two GTOs centered at different atoms is simply another GTO

centered between the two atoms, the multi-electron integrals can be calculated ana-

lytically. This is a major computational advantage of GTOs over STOs. However,

due to the functional form of GTOs they do not exhibit the correct behaviour near

to the centres of the nuclei. To combat this, fixed linear combinations of individual

or ‘primitive’ GTOs are used, known as ‘contracted’ GTOs (CGTOs); given by:

ξCGTO
k,a,b,c (r) =

nk∑
l

clξ
GTO
l,a,b,c(r) = Nk

nk∑
l

clx
aybzce−αlr

2
, (3.73)

where the coefficients cl are called the contraction coefficients. By combining GTOs

with a range of values for αl, and weighting them by the contraction coefficients

the resulting CGTOs are able to achieve a small r behaviour closer to that of a

STO. Although, even with an infinite number of GTOs included in the contraction,

the resulting CGTO will always have a zero gradient at the nuclear centre.

The simplest class of GTO basis sets are minimal basis sets, where only one CTGO

is used to represent each atomic orbital in the system. The most well-known of these

are the STO-nG basis sets developed by John Pople [83]. Despite being extremely

cheap computationally, minimal basis sets are not very accurate, and thus larger

basis sets with multiple CGTOs per orbital are used in modern calculations.
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3.7. Implementation for molecular systems

To construct these larger basis sets, each atomic orbital is allowed to be represented

by multiple CTGOs. By including two CGTOs per orbital a double-zeta basis

set is constructed, with three per orbital a triple-zeta basis set, and with four a

quadruple-zeta basis set. This number can be extended further to construct even

larger basis sets, known as n-zeta basis sets where n is the number of CGTOs

per atomic orbital. One can also construct split-valence basis sets, where only one

CGTO is used to represent core atomic orbitals, and then multiple CGTOs for

the valence orbitals. This type of basis set was also pioneered by Pople and his

co-workers [84].

On top of the fitted CGTOs, the majority of modern basis sets include polarisation

functions. These functions provide a better representation of systems with orbitals

that polarise to one side of their respective atoms as they are brought into close

proximity with those from other atoms. In the presence of a p-orbital for example,

an s-orbital will often polarise in the direction of the p-orbital. To include polarised

functions, CGTOs with a higher angular momentum than those that are occupied

are incorporated into the basis set. Due to the inclusion of polarisation functions,

these basis sets are known as polarised basis sets.

Another type of function that are often added are diffuse functions. These are

CGTOs with very small values for the exponent coefficients, allowing for the rep-

resentation of electrons that are bound far from the atomic nucleus. These functions

are essentially a requirement for calculations involving anions or highly electroneg-

ative atoms, e.g. fluorine, and not including these functions can cause computed

properties for these systems to vary dramatically. Basis sets with these diffuse

functions added are called augmented basis sets.

The construction of basis sets is always a balance between accuracy and computa-

tional efficiency. In theory, as more basis functions are added to the orbital basis

set, we should gradually converge to the exact representation of the real orbitals of

the system; with full convergence reached in the infinite basis set limit. Some basis

sets are specifically designed with this convergence in mind, the main example being
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Dunning’s correlation-consistent basis sets [85, 86]. These basis sets are compactly

written as cc-pVnZ, which stands for correlation-consistent, polarised valence, n-

zeta, with n again representing the number of CGTOs per atomic orbital. The

augmented versions of these sets are simply written by adding the prefix aug- to

the base acronym. As these basis sets are designed to converge systematically with

basis set size, they are used frequently for DFT calculations and are the choice of

basis sets for every calculation presented in this thesis.

Having decided on using Gaussian-type orbitals to represent the atomic orbitals,

attention reverts to solving the KS equations. In fact, the SCF procedure is the

same as for solving the HF equations (2.25), with the elements of the Fock matrix

(now termed the KS Fock matrix) given by:

Fkl = F core
kl + FH

kl + F xc
kl , (3.74)

where the core and Hartree components are given by:

F core
kl =

∫
drξk(r)

[
−∇

2

2 + ven(r)
]
ξl(r), (3.75)

FH
kl =

norb∑
m=1

norb∑
n=1

ρmn

∫∫
dr dr′ ξk(r)ξl(r)ξm(r′)ξn(r′)

|r− r′| , (3.76)

and ρmn is the density matrix
∑N
i=1 cimcin.

The calculation of F xc
kl is not however quite as straightforward, owing to the many

different types of exchange-correlation functionals that can be used within a DFT

calculation. Normally, this part of the Fock matrix is constructed separately on a

grid, transformed into its basis set representation, and then finally combined with

the core and Hartree terms:

F xc
kl =

ngrid∑
g=1

wgξk(rg)vxc(rg)ξl(rg), (3.77)

where the coefficient wg is the weighting of the grid at rg. As most of the electronic

density can be found within the vicinity of the atoms, the grid can be constructed

with this in mind to increase the computational efficiency of this costly step in the

SCF cycle [87].
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3.7.1. Convergence methods

3.7.1 Convergence methods

All of the electronic structure methods that we have discussed are based on solving

an iterative procedure that aims to minimise the total energy of the system in

question. In the case of KS theory, to begin any calculation one must choose an

initial guess for the orbitals to enter the KS equations for the first SCF cycle,

to generate a new guess of the orbitals. The total energy is then constructed

using the new guess and compared to the previous total energy. If the new total

energy falls within a certain tolerance of the previous total energy, the calculation

is said to then be converged. However, performing successive iterations in this way

often results in the build-up of oscillations between successive solutions, and the

electronic density never reaches convergence. It is important to invoke additional

convergence techniques in order to avoid the build-up of these oscillations.

Figure 3.5: Comparison between local and global minima. For each of the dif-
ferent starting guesses, a different result is obtained after convergence due to the
complexity of the functions landscape.

Even with the more complex techniques described later in this section, reaching a

converged solution does not necessarily mean we have successfully found the global

minimum in the space of all possible Slater determinants. It is common for there to
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be several local minima present within the energy landscape. This is demonstrated

in Figure 3.5, where certain minima (e.g. the red minimum) are clearly far from

the true lowest value of the function, others (e.g. the orange minimum) are close

but still not the true global minimum; both are converged solutions, however.

3.7.1.1 Density mixing

The simplest method that can be used to try to dampen density oscillations near

convergence is density mixing, where the KS Fock matrix for the current iteration in

the SCF procedure is given by a linear weighting between the current and previous

matrices:

Fnkl = αFnkl + (1− α)Fn−1
kl . (3.78)

For small values of α, convergence is slower but more robust, as less of the new

Fock matrix is mixed with the previous one. With large values of α, convergence is

faster but prone to harsh oscillations in the density and overshooting. In practice,

a value of α around 0.2 is a good balance between SCF efficiency and stability for

a wide variety of systems.

3.7.1.2 Direct inversion in the iterative subspace (DIIS)

In more stubborn cases, relying on a simple mixing of the Fock matrix is not

sufficient. An alternative scheme was developed by Pulay, known as the direct

inversion in the iterative subspace (DIIS) routine [88, 89]. The DIIS procedure

makes the assumption that the final solution to an iterative problem pf can be

expressed approximately as a linear combination of the previousm iterative guesses:

p =
m∑
i=1

cipi. (3.79)

In practice, not all of the previous trial vectors are used in the expansion, such that

the above summation runs over the previous nDIIS iterations. The coefficients of
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this expansion are determined by defining a set of error vectors ∆pi = pi+1 − pi,

which collectively define the error associated with the vector p:

∆p =
m∑
i=1

ci∆pi, (3.80)

which are minimised under the constraint that the set of coefficients {ci} sum to

one. The intuition behind this constraint can be seen by writing each of the trial

solutions pi as the sum of the exact solution pf and an error vector ei, so that the

DIIS solution can be written as:

p = pf
m∑
i=1

ci +
m∑
i=1

ciei. (3.81)

To minimise the absolute error, the error term must be zero and p = pf , therefore

arriving at the condition that
∑m
i=1 ci = 1. The minimisation is performed by

constructing the following Lagrangian:

L =
m∑

i,j=1
cjBjici − 2λ

(
m∑
i=1

ci − 1
)
, (3.82)

where Bij =
〈
∆pi

∣∣∆pi
〉
, and setting its partial derivative with respect to the

coefficient ck equal to zero:

∂L
∂ck

=
m∑
j=1

cjBkj +
m∑
i=1

ciBik − λ = 2
m∑
i=1

ciBki − λ = 0. (3.83)

This equation can then be inverted to find the values of the set of coefficients for

the DIIS solution. For the case of KS DFT, we can apply the DIIS routine in the

construction of the Fock matrix and use the same method as outlined above.

3.7.1.3 Maximum overlap method (MOM)

When dealing with nearly or fully degenerate systems, i.e. where the energy dif-

ference between the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest

unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) is very small or zero, the DIIS algorithm

presented above is no longer able to converge; except for systems where the highest-

occupied KS orbital is a singly occupied s-orbital (l = 0). Within the RKS scheme,
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every open-shell system falls into this category of systems, as well as molecules that

are stretched beyond their equilibrium geometries. As a calculation involving one of

these systems approaches convergence, it will begin to oscillate between occupying

each of the degenerate KS orbitals, and thus convergence is never reached.

An algorithm called the maximum overlap method (MOM) [90] can be used to deal

with these cases. The idea of this method is that for each SCF iteration, the newly

occupied orbitals should be those that have the largest overlap with the occupied

orbitals from the previous iteration. The amount of overlap can be measured by

calculating the projection pi of the new i-th orbital onto the previous set of occupied

orbitals:

pi =
norb∑
k=1

norb∑
l=1

N∑
j=1

ρnjkSklρ
n−1
li . (3.84)

The new occupied orbitals are then the N with the largest values in the set of

{pi}. The MOM method generally leads to converged solutions that do not obey

the Aufbau principle, which at first may seem somewhat alarming. However, as

the KS orbitals are not the physical electrons this solution can safely be accepted.

3.7.1.4 Gradient minimisation methods

Figure 3.6: A schematic representation of the efficiency of steepest descent vs
conjugate gradient for different starting guesses.
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To find the minimum of any function or functional, we must be able to plot a route

from our starting guess to its minimum efficiently and robustly. There are several

schemes that can be used, but perhaps the most simple is known as the steepest

descent method, which provided that the gradient of a function f can be defined,

chooses the direction to take at each iterations starting point xn to be the direction

of steepest descent, i.e. −f ′(xn). The new starting point for the next iteration is

therefore given by:

xn+1 = xn − αnf ′(xn), (3.85)

where αn is determined from the minimum of f(xn+1). The steepest descent ap-

proach is prone to a couple of issues, especially when certain parameters of a func-

tion are highly correlated with each other. In these cases, the algorithm may take

a lot of steps to reach the minimum, slowing down the computation. This can be

seen in the left subplot of Figure 3.6, where it takes the steepest descent algorithm

many steps when starting in the shallow regions of the functional landscape.

An alternative and improved method for plotting a route to the minimum can

be obtained by slightly modifying the steepest descent algorithm after the first

iteration, to instead step in a direction that is conjugate to the direction of the

previous iteration. This method is known as the conjugate gradient approach, and

it can provide far superior performance over the steepest descent method; especially

in the cases where the latter tends to struggle (as shown in Figure 3.6).

3.7.2 Codes Used

All of the major developments of this thesis were implemented into the Gaussian

basis set code HIPPO∗ [91]. The required one-electron and two-electron integ-

rals for the Cartesian Gaussian basis functions are calculated using the quantum

chemistry package GAMESS [92, 93]. This code utilises the LIBXC library for

exchange-correlation functionals [94] to obtain the xc-potential and energy density
∗Contact N. Lathiotakis at lathiot@eie.gr for information.
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on a numerical grid. Basis set data was extracted from the Basis Set Exchange

(BSE) database [95–97]. Additionally, the open-source code PSI4 [98, 99] was used

to perform any unrestricted Hartree-Fock/DFT calculations, as well as any coupled

cluster calculations that are not supported by the HIPPO code.
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Chapter 4

Solving the OEP equation &

constrained density functional

approximations

This chapter will discuss how the OEP equation can be implemented and solved in

a finite basis set code, and demonstrate that despite well-known mathematical and

numerical issues that have plagued the OEP method for finite basis implementa-

tions in the past numerically robust solutions can in fact be obtained.

The OEP equation will be solved using the constrained minimisation method, first

proposed by Gidopoulos and Lathiotakis [100, 101], which applies physically intu-

itive constraints to the effective potential to correct the asymptotic behaviour of

the KS potential. I rewrote the existing routines that implemented this method

in the HIPPO code to improve their computational efficiency and use-ability, and

present results highlighting the systematic improvements this method provides for

several system properties.

The major improvement of the constrained method presented in this chapter how-

ever is the study of when the positivity constraint can be relaxed. This constraint

will be introduced and explained in a following section and previous implementa-

tions of the method enforced it on the OEP potential. This constraint proved to
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be a computational bottleneck, and lifting it allows the constrained method to be

applied efficiently to larger systems.

This chapter is based on work published in Ref. [102].

4.1 Theory

4.1.1 The asymptotic behaviour of the Kohn-Sham potential

A key analytical property of the exact KS Hxc potential for a finite N -electron

system is that its asymptotic behaviour far from the system should decay ∝ N−1
r .

It is also known that the Hartree potential alone should decay as ∝ N
r . Thus, is it

easy to deduce the exact condition on the asymptotic behaviour of the exact KS

xc potential, as ∝ −1
r . This is not however the asymptotic behaviour found when

considering standard density functional approximations (DFAs), which model the

KS Hxc potential as having a decay ∝ N
r . The cause of this incorrect behaviour

is self-interaction. All of the most commonly used (semi-)local density functional

approximations, e.g. LDA and GGAs, do not correct for self-interaction errors

(and those that do only partially correct these errors).

It is possible to gauge the strength of the self-interaction errors inherent in a given

density functional approximation by expressing the effective potential in terms of

an effective screening density, ρscr. Mathematically this connection can be written

as a Poisson equation [100, 103]:

∇2veff(r) = −4πρscr(r), (4.1)

which may be solved using Green’s theorem; yielding:

veff(r) =
∫

dr′ ρscr(r)
|r− r′| . (4.2)

This relation allows us to quantify the strength of self-interactions by integrating

the screening density over all space to calculate the screening charge, Qscr, and
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checking its value against the exact N − 1 charge expected. If Qscr = N − 1, then

the functional can be thought of as self-interaction free or corrected (at least with

regards to the asymptotic behaviour, as these interactions can manifest in other

ways). If however, Qscr > N −1, self-interactions are to some degree present in the

underlying density functional approximation.

Obtaining an accurate representation of the decay of the exact potential far from

the system is in fact a key concern when one is interested in, for example, ionisation

energies. Koopmans’ theorem, where the ionisation energy of the i-th electron is

equal to minus the eigenvalue of i-th electronic orbital (under the frozen orbital ap-

proximation) was already discussed earlier in § 2.2.2.1. This relationship between

eigenvalue and ionisation energy applies to every occupied electron within HF the-

ory. However, within DFT no such general relation exists, except for the proof for

the exact equality between minus the HOMO eigenvalue and the principal ionisa-

tion energy (commonly termed the Koopmans’ theorem of DFT) [104, 105]. It has

been shown recently however that there does exist an approximate correspondence

between each occupied KS eigenvalue and their respective ionisation energies [106–

108].

Analytically, the asymptotic decay of electronic density of the interacting system

can be shown to have an explicit dependence on the exact ionisation energy [109]:

lim
r→∞

ρ(r) ∝ exp
{
−2
√

2IN |r|
}
. (4.3)

A similar expression can also be derived for the non-interacting KS system, where

the decay of the density depends on the HOMO eigenvalue [110]:

lim
r→∞

ρ(r) ∝ exp
{
−2
√
−2εN |r|

}
. (4.4)

By construction however, the KS density is equal to the exact interacting density,

and therefore the two above relations can be equated, resulting in IN = −εN . It

is important to note that although this relation is exact in the case of the exact

KS potential, it becomes approximate with the introduction of density functional
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approximations. Consequently, it is possible to use the accuracy of calculated

ionisation energies as an example to benchmark DFAs against one another (see

Table 4.3).

4.1.2 The OEP equation for finite basis sets

Solving the KS equations for an orbital-dependent functional requires the use of

the OEP equation, which cannot simply be constructed on the grid and fed into

the construction of the Fock matrix. The following discussion focuses on how the

OEP equation can be solved numerically when the orbitals and effective potential

are expanded in (different) finite basis sets.

We begin with the general OEP equation:∫
dr′χ(r, r′)veff(r′) = b(r), (4.5)

which is not restricted to the specific case of veff = vxc. Here, the effective potential

and b(r) depend on the quantity of interest; this is usually either the xc potential

or the Hartree-xc (Hxc) potential.

There are several implementations of the OEP equation for finite systems, all of

which begin by expanding the effective potential in terms of an effective screening

density, ρscr(r), which is then, in turn, expanded in terms of an auxiliary basis set:

veff(r′) =
∫

dx ρscr(x)
|x− r′| ; ρscr(r) =

naux∑
k

ρs
kθk(r), (4.6)

where {θk} is the set naux auxiliary basis functions. Inserting this form for the

effective potential into the OEP equation yields:
naux∑
k

ρs
k

∫∫
dr′ dxχ(r, r′)

|r′ − x|θk(x) = b(r). (4.7)

Defining the function θ̃k(r′) =
∫
dxθk(x)/|r′ − x|, multiplying by θ̃l(r) and integ-

rating over the spatial coordinates reformulates the OEP equation as a matrix

equation:
naux∑
k

ρs
kAkl = bl ⇐⇒

naux∑
k

(
A−1

)
kl
bl = ρs

k, (4.8)
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4.1.3. The constrained minimisation of density functionals

where the matrix form of the response function Akl =
〈
θ̃k
∣∣∣χ ∣∣∣θ̃l〉 and the right-hand

side vector bl =
〈
b
∣∣∣θ̃l〉.

The exact form of bl is dependent on the problem that is being solved. In contrast,

for a given finite orbital basis set containing norb basis functions, the matrix ele-

ments Akl always take the same form (where we have assumed that the orbitals φi,

φa are real):

Akl = 2
∑
σ

Nσ∑
i=1

norb∑
a=Nσ+1

〈φi| θ̃k |φa〉 〈φi| θ̃l |φa〉
εi − εa

. (4.9)

With a given form for bl, the above matrix OEP equation could be solved numer-

ically. Before directly trying this, however, we must remember that the solution to

the OEP equation for the effective potential is only determined up to a constant.

Therefore, a procedure must be implemented that is able to fix this constant,

preferably to a physically meaningful quantity.

4.1.3 The constrained minimisation of density functionals

To fix the screening charge the constrained minimisation approach [100, 101] will

be used, which begins by employing the standard total energy functional in DFT,

where a density functional approximation is used to model the exchange-correlation

functional, EDFA
xc [ρ]:

EDFA[ρ] = Ts[ρ] + U [ρ] +
∫

dr ven(r)ρ(r) + EDFA
xc [ρ], (4.10)

where Ts[ρ] is the non-interacting kinetic energy functional, U [ρ] is the Hartree

energy functional and ven(r) is the external potential.

Following the OEP method, the KS orbitals are constructed to satisfy their own

set of single-particle equations, experiencing an effective potential veff(r):[
−∇

2

2 + ven(r) + veff(r)
]
φi(r) = εiφi(r). (4.11)

The total energy functional is now minimised with two constraints applied to the

effective potential veff(r). In this form of the OEP equation, the effective potential
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4.1.3. The constrained minimisation of density functionals

takes the place of the Hartree-exchange-correlation potential vHxc(r). However,

due to the constraints imposed on the effective potential detailed below, in general

veff(r) 6= vHxc(r).

It is also possible to factor out the Hartree potential vH(r), such that the KS

orbitals satisfy the following KS equations:[
−∇

2

2 + ven(r) + vH(r) + veff(r)
]
φi(r) = εiφi(r), (4.12)

where in this form, the effective potential mimics the exchange-correlation potential

vxc(r). However, attention will firstly be focused on the formulation where the

Hartree potential is included in the effective potential in Equation 4.11.

As discussed previously, the integral of the screening density is a measure of the

strength of self-interactions present in a given density functional approximation.

As such, the screening density is treated as the fundamental quantity within the

constrained method. It is already established that analytically the exact self-

interaction free xc potential should have a Hxc screening charge equal to N − 1.

Therefore, the first constraint that we impose on the effective potential is that:

Qscr =
∫

dr ρscr(r) = N − 1. (4.13)

Most of the commonly used density functional approximations do not satisfy this

constraint out of the box, and instead show an effective screening charge of N , i.e.

are fully self-interaction contaminated, as this implies that each electron experi-

ences an effective repulsion from N electrons (thus including itself).

It is important to note here that the violation of the constraint 4.13 by a density

functional approximation does not imply that the well-known sum rule for the

exchange-correlation hole,
∫

dr ρxc(r, r′) = −1[111], is also violated. Although

the quantities ρxc(r, r′) and ρxcscr(r) appear similar, they are not directly related

quantities and should not be confused with one another.

The second constraint that we impose on the screening density is that it must be
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4.1.3. The constrained minimisation of density functionals

strictly positive across all space:

ρscr(r) ≥ 0. (4.14)

Although the first constraint is based on a analytical property of the exact KS

potential, the second constraint imposed on the screening density has two differing

motivations and justifications.

Firstly, it is somewhat intuitive to assume that the Hxc screening density is positive,

as it is effectively the repulsive potential experienced by each electron from the

other N − 1 electrons. This is not however an exact property satisfied by the exact

KS potential and the presence of negative regions of screening density within the

vicinity of a system are not strictly prohibited. It is worth noting however that

although it is not an exact property, previous studies that employed this constraint

demonstrated that it yields good results [100, 101, 112].

Secondly, the inclusion of the positivity constraint is what allows the mathematical

problem of constrained minimisation to be well-posed in the complete orbital and

auxiliary basis set limits. If we do not include this constraint, the screening density

has a tendency to decompose into two components, one with the natural screening

charge of the underlying density functional approximation, QDFA
scr = N , and the

other with QSIC
scr = −1 (where SIC stands for self-interaction correction), that

arises from the overall N − 1 constraint on the total screening density. The first

component stemming from the approximation employed will always remain in the

vicinity of the molecule, as this region is energetically important. The second

component however will be pushed out to infinity as the size of the auxiliary basis

set is increased, as this is energetically the most favourable solution. Remember,

the underlying functional naturally wants to have an overall screening charge of N

and this method attempts to reduce this to N − 1. With the positivity constraint

however this behaviour is not possible, and the system is forced to cope with this

unnatural screening charge, by incurring a slight penalty to the total energy.

Due to the constraints on the effective potential, the total energy resulting will
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4.1.3. The constrained minimisation of density functionals

always be slightly higher than the unconstrained solution. However, in the results

section it is shown that the total energy difference between the two methods is

negligible ( 10−4 eV).

To perform the constrained minimisation under these two described constraints we

reformulate the total energy expression to be minimised as an objective functional,

G[ρscr] to be minimised:

G[ρscr] = EDFA[ρscr] + ESIC[ρscr] + EPOS[ρscr], (4.15)

where EDFA[ρscr] is total energy functional defined in Equation 4.10 and ESIC[ρscr]

is the term that enforces the N − 1 constraint of the screening density:

ESIC[ρscr] = −λ
[∫

dr ρscr(r)− (N − 1)
]
, (4.16)

and EPOS[ρscr] is the penalty term that imposes the positivity constraint:

EPOS[ρscr] = η

[∫
dr |ρscr(r)| − (N − 1)

]
; η >> 1. (4.17)

At its minimum the functional derivative of G[ρscr] with respect to the screening

density must vanish, i.e.:
δG[ρscr]
δρscr(x) = 0. (4.18)

Evaluating the functional derivatives for the three components of the objective

functional we find:∫∫
dr dr′ δE

DFA[ρscr]
δρ(r)

δρ(r)
δveff(r′)

δveff(r′)
δρscr(x) − λ+ η sgn (ρscr(x)) = 0, (4.19)

where the functional chain rule is used to evaluate δEDFA[ρscr]/δρscr(x).

The first derivative can be calculated by making use of Equation 3.21 and the

definitions of the Hartree and exchange-correlation potentials:

δEDFA[ρscr]
δρ(r) = vDFA

Hxc (r)− veff(r), (4.20)

where:

veff(r) = −δTs[ρ]
δρ(r) . (4.21)
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4.1.3. The constrained minimisation of density functionals

Using the definition of the response function 3.57 we know that:

δρ(r)
δveff(r′) = χ(r, r′). (4.22)

It is also easy to evaluate the third derivative using the definition of the effective

potential 4.2:
δveff(r′)
δρscr(x) = 1

|r′ − x| . (4.23)

Putting everything together the OEP equation is given by:

∫∫
dr dr′

[
vDFA
Hxc (r)− veff(r)

] χ(r, r′)
|r′ − x| − λ+ η sgn (ρscr(x)) = 0. (4.24)

Rearranging this equation and inserting the expansion of the effective potential in

terms of the screening density we arrive at a form of the OEP equation for the

screening density:

∫
dy χ̃(x,y)ρscr(y) = b(x)− λ+ η sgn (ρscr(x)) , (4.25)

where:

χ̃(x,y) =
∫∫

dr dr′ χ(r, r′)
|r′ − x||r− y| , (4.26)

b(x) =
∫∫

dr dr′ χ(r, r′)
|r′ − x|v

DFA
Hxc (r). (4.27)

The next step is to transform this equation into the finite basis set representation

as demonstrated in § 4.1.2. Inserting the expansion 4.6 result in a modified version

of Equation 4.8 which incorporates the two constraints:

naux∑
k

ρs
kAkl = bl − λXl + ηYl, (4.28)

or alternatively:
naux∑
k

(
A−1

)
kl

[bl − λXl + ηYl] = ρs
k, (4.29)

where Akl has the same definition as in Equation 4.9, bl =
〈
b
∣∣∣θ̃l〉, and:

Xl =
∫

dr θl(r); Yl =
∫

dr θl(r) sgn (ρscr(x)) . (4.30)
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4.1.4. The complement of the response function

The value of the Lagrange multiplier, λ, can be found by expanding the screening

charge in the auxiliary basis set and substituting Equation 4.29 for the coefficients,

yielding:

λ =
∑naux
k,l Xk

(
A−1)

kl [bl + ηYl]−Qscr∑naux
k,l Xk (A−1)klXl

. (4.31)

In this representation, the matrix Akl contains extremely small eigenvalues. As

such, when attempting to construct its inverse a singular value decomposition

(SVD) is required to remove the eigenvectors with near-zero eigenvalues. Even

with these components removed however, the effective potential still can exhibit

undesirable oscillations [113]. One could make use of the KLI or CEDA approxim-

ations to find robust solutions for the OEP equation, though both of these suffer

from some accuracy loss (although we shall see that CEDA performs well for the

systems studied in this thesis). Therefore, a form of the OEP equations for finite

basis sets needs to be constructed that can systematically avoid these numerical

issues.

4.1.4 The complement of the response function

In principle, the above equations could be used to solve the OEP equation. How-

ever, even in this form, the OEP equation suffers from several numerical issues that

must be addressed in order to find robust solutions. The most obvious example of

these problems is the presence of extremely unphysical oscillations in the effective

potential.

Over the years there have been numerous approaches put forward with the aim

of finding robust solutions to the OEP equation which avoid these issues. One

commonly used approach is to construct the orbital and auxiliary basis sets in such

a way that the orbital basis is always well-converged with respect to the auxiliary

basis [70, 71]. This is achieved by selecting an auxiliary basis and than gradually

increasing the size or of the orbital basis until convergence is achieved. Although

this approach has proved successful, it is very computationally expensive.
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4.1.4. The complement of the response function

Instead the ‘complement’ method, introduced by Gidopoulos and Lathiotakis [113],

can be used to construct density-density response functions that avoid these issues.

This method has been tested extensively, and it has been shown to systematically

alleviate the difficulties faced in solving the OEP equation for closed-shell systems.

In the following chapters, this method will also be extended to construct response

functions for open shell systems and for ensemble with varying numbers of electrons.

Both sides of the OEP equation depend on the response function χ(r, r′). As

such, finding an accurate matrix representation, Akl, is crucial to solving the OEP

equation. To discuss the complement method, it is important to revisit the general

form of the response function (from Equation 3.59):

χ(r, r′) = 2
↑↓∑
σ

Nσ∑
i=1

∞∑
a=Nσ+1

φi(r)φa(r)φi(r′)φa(r′)
εi − εa

= χ↑(r, r′) + χ↓(r, r′), (4.32)

where it is assumed that the KS orbitals are real (which is the case for finite systems

with zero external applied magnetic field).

The infinite sum over all of the unoccupied orbitals present in this form is clearly

something we want avoid if possible in a finite basis set implementation. Naively

is would be possible to truncate this summation at the number of orbital basis set

functions, norb, to simplify its construction. Unfortunately however, this leads to a

poor representation for χ(r, r′), as the higher unoccupied orbital terms in the sum

have a significant influence on the response function. Instead, the summation is

split over all unoccupied orbitals into two parts:

χλ(r, r′) = χ0(r, r′) + λχ̄(r, r′), (4.33)

where for λ = 1, χ0(r, r′) can be expressed in terms of the known norb lowest lying

orbitals:

χ0(r, r′) = 2
↑↓∑
σ

Nσ∑
i=1

norb∑
a=Nσ+1

φi(r)φi(r′)φa(r)φa(r′)
εi − εa

= χ↑0(r, r′) + χ↓0(r, r′), (4.34)

and χ̄(r, r′) is termed the ‘complement’ of the response function, constructed from

the rest of the unoccupied orbitals that do not lie within the orbital basis set:

χ̄(r, r′) = 2
↑↓∑
σ

Nσ∑
i=1

∞∑
a=norb+1

φi(r)φi(r′)φa(r)φa(r′)
εi − εa

= χ̄↑(r, r′) + χ̄↓(r, r′). (4.35)
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In all other OEP methods, the complement part of the response function is typically

ignored and one must resort to very large basis sets to ensure an accurate repres-

entation of χ0(r, r′) is constructed. Doing so clearly has a large computational

impact, as larger basis sets leads to longer computation times.

In this form however, the complement still contains the difficult sum that we wish

to avoid. This sum can be bypassed by first employing the Unsöld approximation

[76] to simplify the denominator:

χ̄(r, r′) ≈ − 2
∆

↑↓∑
σ

Nσ∑
i=1

∞∑
a=norb+1

φi(r)φi(r′)φa(r)φa(r′), (4.36)

where the constant −∆ is the common energy denominator that replaces the dif-

ferent εi − εa.

The insertion of the completeness relation 3.69 into the sum over the unoccupied

orbitals then yields:

χ̄(r, r′) ≈ − 2
∆

↑↓∑
σ

Nσ∑
i=1

φi(r)φi(r′)
[
δ(r− r′)−

norb∑
k=1

φk(r)φk(r′)
]
. (4.37)

The final term in the above equation can then be split into two parts, the first

containing all of the occupied terms, and the other the lowest unoccupied orbitals

up to norb:

norb∑
k=1

φk(r)φk(r′) =
Nσ∑
j=1

φj(r)φj(r′) +
norb∑

a=Nσ+1
φa(r)φa(r′). (4.38)

On the right-hand side, the second sum, which is also present in χ0(r, r′), can

be safely discarded, as in the desired limit of λ → 0 its contribution to the total

response function vanishes.

By applying the same procedure to the construction of the right-hand side of the

OEP equation, b(r), the splitting of the response function results in:

b0(r) = 2
↑↓∑
σ

Nσ∑
i=1

norb∑
a=Nσ+1

φi(r)φa(r)
εi − εa

∫
dr′φi(r′)

[
vH(r′) + vDFA

xc (r′)
]
φa(r′)

= b0↑(r) + b0↓(r), (4.39)
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and:

b̄(r) = − 2
∆ρ(r)

[
vH(r) + vDFA

xc (r)
]

−
norb∑
k=1

φk(r)
∫

dr′ φi(r′)
[
vH(r′) + vDFA

xc (r′)
]
φk(r′)

}
= b̄↑(r) + b̄↓(r), (4.40)

where the total b(r) is given the the sum of the two terms, i.e. bλ(r) = b0(r)+λb̄(r).

Finally, the OEP equation can be written as:∫
dr′

[
χ0(r, r′) + λχ̄(r, r′)

]
vλeff(r′) = b0(r) + λb̄(r). (4.41)

A similar methodology is used to convert this form of the OEP equation into a

matrix representation as we previously detailed. As a result, the response function

matrix is given by:

Akl = A0
kl + αĀkl, (4.42)

where α = λ
∆ , A0

kl is the same as in Equation 4.9, and the complement term Ākl is

given by:

Ākl = −
∑
σ

Nσ∑
i=1

〈φi| θ̃kθ̃l |φi〉 −
Nσ∑
j=1
〈φi| θ̃k |φj〉 〈φi| θ̃l |φj〉

 . (4.43)

In Ref. [113], the OEP equation is shown to contain a discontinuity at λ = 0.

This difference between the effective potentials vλ=0 and vλ→0+ , implies that for

a finite orbital basis representation the effective potential does not (in general)

coincide with the limit of the complete orbital basis result for λ→ 0, λ > 0. Only

if the orbital basis used is large enough to overlap or cover completely the space

of the auxiliary basis would these two potential converge smoothly. The inclusion

of the complement for small λ > 0 (and thus small α > 0) solves the issue of

unphysical oscillations in the potential; though it is required to trial several values

to find the smallest value of α which remains (but slightly larger than the near-zero

eigenvalues of χ0) that completes the space of the response function. An interesting

point to note is that in the limit λ → ∞, the response function is dominated

by the complement contribution, χ̄(r, r′), and reduces to the same representation
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for χ(r, r′) as in the CEDA approximation. So, we now have a meaningful OEP

equation in the whole range of 0 < α < ∞ with a response function that varies

smoothly and is always invertible up to a constant.

Since Ref. [113] was published, I have carried out extensive testing and refinement

of this method for solving the OEP equation, with a new, more efficient and flexible

routine written from the ground up. Notably, I streamlined the construction of the

right-hand side of the OEP equation, b(r), to improve computational efficiency for

all the functionals implemented.

I mainly worked on an original study investigating the possibility of relaxing the

positivity constraint to test if it is required, as this constraint proves to be a

computational bottleneck (having to integrate the screening charge over the real-

space grid to check to negative regions is extremely slow).

All of the results presented in the following section were obtained using the newly

updated version of the HIPPO code; building on the original implementations of

Gidopoulos, Lathiotakis, and Pitts [100, 112].

4.2 Results

4.2.1 The constrained xc potential

In the previous section, it was established that one of the aims of the constrained

method was to correct the asymptotic decay of the xc potential. As the exact xc

potential decays as −1
r , enforcing the xc-screening density to integrate to −1 is ex-

pected to systematically embed this property of the exact xc potential into any cal-

culated effective potential. In Figure 4.1 the difference between the unconstrained

and constrained xc potentials is very apparent - the constrained calculations is

shifted downwards from the unconstrained solution, and exhibits a different decay

as r →∞.
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Figure 4.1: The unconstrained and constrained xc potentials calculated for (top)
the Beryllium atom (Be), (middle) Lithium hydride (LiH), and (bottom) Hydrogen
isocyanide (HCN), using a cc-pVTZ orbital basis and an uncontracted cc-pVDZ
auxiliary basis.
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Figure 4.2: A comparison of the asymptotic decay of the xc potential obtained
from unconstrained and constrained LDA for a Beryllium atom.

The asymptotic decay can be investigated further by plotting the xc potentials on

a logarithmic scale in the large r region. Figure 4.2 plots both the unconstrained

LDA potential for the Beryllium atom, compared to the constrained LDA poten-

tial to compare their asymptotic decay. It is clear that the cLDA potential follows

the exact −1
r decay expected, whereas the unconstrained LDA curve deviates from

the exact decay, and this behaviour is observed in all calculated N − 1 constrained

effective potentials. All of these above calculations were performed with the positiv-

ity constraint enforced on the effective potential, however, in the following sections,

we will instead present results obtained when this constraint is relaxed.

4.2.2 Lifting the constraint of positivity

The positivity constraint was originally enforced on the screening density to ensure

that in the complete orbital and auxiliary basis set limits, the tendency for the

screening density to decompose into two distinct components, one with the natural

screening charge of the underlying DFA and the other with a screening charge of
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−1. In these large basis set limits, the negative component (the self-interaction

correction) has the tendency to move away from the system as it becomes the

more energetically favourable solution. Enforcing the positivity constraint on the

total screening density renders it impossible for this leaking of negative change

far from the system to take place, allowing the constrained minimisation to be

mathematically well-posed (see § 4.1.3 for a more detailed discussion).

However, checking and enforcing this constraint over all space is time-consuming

and computationally costly. Furthermore, as the screening density is a fictitious

density, is there any reason why regions of this density, specifically in the region

of the molecule could be negative in some regions within the vicinity of the sys-

tem? If it were possible to relax this restriction in practice without incurring any

undesired behaviour, it would not only dramatically reduce the computation times

for constrained calculations but it would also allow for the possibility of modelled

systems with regions of negative effective screening density.

In this section the effects of relaxing this constraint and relying solely on the con-

straint of Qscr = N − 1 are discussed. Each of the following calculations presented

were performed using a finite α value of 10−2 across a range of orbital and auxiliary

basis sets. This was selected by performing successive calculations with a smaller

value until the effective potential does not change. Although this selected value for

α is in principle system dependent, for the four systems presented here convergence

in the potentials was obtained at roughly the same value of α = 10−2.

As the positivity constraint allowed the solution of the OEP equation to remain

well-posed in the infinite basis set limit, we expect to see a change in the screening

density as the auxiliary basis set size is increased. If however this change is not

significant, then it can be concluded that relaxing the positivity constraint is indeed

a safe thing to do. To investigate the removal of the positivity constraint, the

convergence of the xc potential and screening density of a small selection of systems

are analysed.
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Figure 4.3: The effective potential calculated for a Neon atom for range of basis
set combinations. The legend denotes the size of the orbital basis set used for each
calculation and is consistent across all three subplots. Each of the subplots has a
fixed uncontracted (left) cc-pVDZ, (middle) cc-pVTZ, (right) cc-pVQZ auxiliary
basis set respectively.
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Figure 4.4: The screening density plotted as r2ρscr(r) for a Neon atom for range of
basis set combinations. The legend denotes the size of the orbital basis set used for
each calculation and is consistent across all three subplots. Each of the subplots has
a fixed uncontracted (left) cc-pVDZ, (middle) cc-pVTZ, (right) cc-pVQZ auxiliary
basis set respectively.

Figure 4.3 shows the convergence of the cLDA xc potential for the Neon atom

with respect to the size of the orbital basis set for three different auxiliary basis

sets; each of these calculations was performed without the positivity constraint.

The constrained potentials are also compared to the unconstrained LDA potential

obtained with a cc-pV5Z orbital basis set (dashed green line). It is clear from these

plots that the variations in the combinations of basis sets has very little effect on

the OEP potential, provided the calculation can converge. We can also inspect

the screening densities calculated for the same basis set combinations, which are

presented in Figure 4.4. As the screening density is very hard to converge this is
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Figure 4.5: The effective potential calculated for a Beryllium atom for range of
basis set combinations. Each of the subplots has a fixed uncontracted (left) cc-
pVDZ, (middle) cc-pVTZ, (right) cc-pVQZ auxiliary basis set respectively, with
the orbital basis indicated by the different coloured curves.
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Figure 4.6: The screening density plotted as r2ρscr(r) for a Beryllium atom for range
of basis set combinations. Each of the subplots has a fixed uncontracted (left) cc-
pVDZ, (middle) cc-pVTZ, (right) cc-pVQZ auxiliary basis set respectively, with
the orbital basis indicated by the different coloured curves.

a very strict test for overall convergence. When plotting the screening density for

an atom, it makes sense to plot r2ρscr(r) so it is easier to observe the decay of the

screening density; otherwise the behaviour near the atom will dominate. For Neon,

the convergence of the xc potential is very good despite not enforcing the positivity

constraint. There is also no sign of any negative screening density moving away

from the atom, even for the very large uncontracted cc-pVQZ auxiliary basis.

A similar picture can be seen when comparing the results from Neon above to

those of an atom of Beryllium. In Figure 4.5 the effective potential is extremely

well converged even at modest orbital basis set size. The screening charge plots

in Figure 4.6 also appear to be well converged, despite the presence of some small
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4.2.2. Lifting the constraint of positivity

oscillations in the uncontracted cc-pVQZ results.
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Figure 4.7: The effective potential calculated for a Helium atom for range of basis
set combinations. Each of the subplots has a fixed uncontracted (left) cc-pVDZ,
(middle) cc-pVTZ, (right) cc-pVQZ auxiliary basis set respectively, with the orbital
basis indicated by the different coloured curves.

If the system is made even smaller however, more severe issues begin to manifest.

As for Neon and Beryllium, Figure 4.7 shows good convergence in the effective

potential across all basis set combinations for the Helium atom. In the screening

density plots in Figure 4.8 however, we note that convergence for a fixed auxiliary

basis and increasing orbital basis set size is slower. Also unlike in the previous

two systems discussed, for Helium there is a region of negative screening density

that appears to shift away from the atom as the size of the auxiliary basis set

increases. The presence of a negative region of screening density, although perhaps

unintuitive, is not necessarily a sign of bad convergence; the movement of this neg-
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Figure 4.8: The screening density plotted as r2ρscr(r) for a Helium atom for range
of basis set combinations. Each of the subplots has a fixed uncontracted (left)
cc-pVDZ, (middle) cc-pVTZ, (right) cc-pVQZ auxiliary basis set respectively, with
the orbital basis indicated by the different coloured curves.
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Figure 4.9: The effective potential calculated for a Chloride anion for range of basis
set combinations. The legend denotes the size of the orbital basis set used for each
calculation and is consistent across all three subplots. Each of the subplots has a
fixed uncontracted (left) cc-pVDZ, (middle) cc-pVTZ, (right) cc-pVQZ auxiliary
basis set respectively.
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Figure 4.10: The screening density plotted as r2ρscr(r) for a Chloride anion for
range of basis set combinations. The legend denotes the size of the orbital basis
set used for each calculation and is consistent across all three subplots. Each of
the subplots has a fixed uncontracted (left) cc-pVDZ, (middle) cc-pVTZ, (right)
cc-pVQZ auxiliary basis set respectively.

ative density away from the atom with increasing auxiliary basis set size is however

an undesirable outcome. Without the positivity constraint to force constrained

minimisation to remain well-posed, the minimum energy solution is obtained by

shifting the negative region away from the system in an attempt to converge to

a solution with a screening charge of N in the neighbourhood of the atom. This

effect is far more prevalent in Helium due to the relative magnitude of difference

between N and N −1. As the number of electrons increases, the relative difference

between these two values decreases. Therefore, in Helium we expect this effect to

be strongest; which is indeed confirmed in the results presented.
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4.2.3. Ground state energies

The final system to discuss is the Chloride anion (Cl−). Negatively charged ions

are notoriously difficult for LDA and regular, unconstrained calculations, are often

predicted to be unbound. This result was already observed in Table 4.4, where

the calculated HOMO eigenvalue for the Cl− ion was 2.731 eV. The constrained

method however correctly predicts these systems as bound ions (again see Table

4.4), and it is clear from Figs. 4.9 and 4.10 that convergence for the Chloride anion

is excellent across all basis sets tested.

Through discussing the screening densities and OEP potentials obtained for these

systems, it is clear that at very large auxiliary basis sets and a small number

of electrons the unphysical tendency for the screening charge hole to separate into

two components, with the self-interaction term (the negative density) being pushed

away from the molecule, does indeed manifest. It is however possible to conclude

that for moderately sized auxiliary basis sets and systems with more than a few

electrons the positivity constraint can be relaxed without incurring any severe

issues. Lifting the positivity constraint allows a major computational bottleneck

to be bypassed and allows for the flexibility of having negative regions of screening

densities in the neighbourhood of a system.

4.2.3 Ground state energies

It is important that the constrained OEP method can yield ground state total

energies that are near to the unconstrained solutions. Placing additional constraints

on the system through the screening charge and positivity constraints, it is to be

expected that total energies will be slightly higher than a regular DFT calculation.

In Table 4.1 ground state total energy results obtained from both the constrained

method and standard DFT for the LDA functional for a range of small closed shell

systems. These results were obtained without the constraint of positivity enforced

on the screening density, however (with the exception of the smallest systems, He,

Be, and LiH), total energies calculated with this constraint enforced are very sim-
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4.2.3. Ground state energies

System ELDA (Ha) EcLDA (Ha) ∆E (mHa)

He -2.8717 -2.8716 0.1209
Be -14.5202 -14.5201 0.0273
C -37.5140 -37.5136 0.3611
O -74.5801 -74.5799 0.1979
Ne -128.4218 -128.4218 0.0297
Mg -199.3689 -199.3686 0.3206
Si -288.4517 -288.4513 0.4028
S -396.9984 -396.9982 0.1758
Ar -526.3012 -526.3012 0.0324
H2 -1.1722 -1.1721 0.0605

C2H2 -76.8945 -76.8944 0.0663
C2H4 -78.1630 -78.1628 0.2654
CH4 -40.2082 -40.2081 0.0883
CO -112.7440 -112.7439 0.1267
CO2 -187.7068 -187.7066 0.1756
CH2O -113.9527 -113.9525 0.2078
CHN -92.9260 -92.9258 0.1871
HF -100.0409 -100.0409 0.0531
N2 -108.9666 -108.9665 0.1651
NH3 -56.2977 -56.2976 0.1216
NaCl -620.8285 -620.8285 0.0301
LiH -7.9921 -7.9920 0.0256
Li2 -14.8343 -14.8343 0.0292
Be2 -29.0617 -29.0616 0.0482
LiF -106.9356 -106.9356 0.0511
LiCl -466.5985 -466.5985 0.0292
BH3 -26.4238 -26.4237 0.0971
F2 -198.6967 -198.6963 0.4158
O3 -224.4376 -224.4373 0.2726

HNO -129.8671 -129.8669 0.1852
HCF -137.7739 -137.7738 0.1624
CHCl -497.4301 -497.4299 0.1961
Avr. 0.1478

Table 4.1: Total energies for a selection of closed shell systems calculated using
LDA and constrained LDA (cLDA), as well as the difference between these two
energies. All calculations use a cc-pVTZ orbital basis set and the constrained
calculations use an uncontracted cc-pVDZ auxiliary basis.
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4.2.4. Ionisation energies

System ENPOS (Ha) EPOS (Ha) ∆E (Ha) log(∆E)

He -2.8716 -2.8690 -2.58E-03 -2.59
LiH -7.9917 -7.9915 -2.19E-04 -3.66
Be -14.5201 -14.5201 -3.56E-06 -5.45
C -37.5122 -37.5122 -1.22E-06 -5.91
O -74.5765 -74.5765 -4.00E-07 -6.40
HF -100.0337 -100.0337 -1.54E-07 -6.81
Ne -128.4161 -128.4161 -2.00E-08 -7.70

Table 4.2: Ground state total energies obtained for cLDA both with (POS) and
without (NPOS) the positivity constraint enforced on the effective potential. In the
third and forth columns a measure of the energy difference ∆E = ENPOS − EPOS

is given. All calculations use a cc-pVTZ orbital basis set and the constrained cal-
culations use an uncontracted cc-pVDZ auxiliary basis. For the positivity enabled
calculations a penalty of Λ = 100 a.u. was used.

ilar and within < 10−5 Ha. Energies obtained with the positivity constraint are

also expectedly slightly higher due to the additional constraint placed on minim-

isation (see Table 4.2). It is clear from the results presented that the total energies

calculated using the constrained method are indeed slightly higher in energy than

those calculated from an unconstrained DFT calculation, as we would expect. We

can also note that the average difference between the two energies is of the order of

0.1 − 0.2 mHa, hence we can conclude that imposing these additional constraints

on the system has very little impact on its total energy and the converged solution

is the same as a standard DFT calculation.

4.2.4 Ionisation energies

In theory, using the Koopmans’ theorem of DFT (see § 4.1.1), the ionisation energy

is given exactly by minus the value of the HOMO eigenvalue, εho. For approximate

functionals however, only approximations for the ionisation energy can be obtained.

Therefore, the accuracy of the KS HOMO eigenvalue to the experimental result for

a systems ionisation energy is a good measure of functional accuracy.

Table 4.3 provides a comparison of the experimental ionisation energies listed in

the NIST computational chemistry database [114] to the KS HOMO eigenvalue
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4.2.5. Electron affinities

obtained from a standard, unconstrained LDA calculation and the constrained

LDA method. For the set of systems presented in this table, the average error

between the experimental and calculated values from unconstrained LDA is 4.16

eV compared to an average error of 0.62 eV for constrained LDA. Therefore, it

is clear that the self-interaction correction enforced through the N − 1 screening

charge constraint yields a dramatic improvement in calculated ionisation energies,

without increasing considerably the total energy.

4.2.5 Electron affinities

After investigating ionisation energies, the next logical step is to investigate ac-

curacy of electron affinities calculated using the constrained method. Unlike for

ionisation energies, the electron affinity of the system is not given exactly by the KS

LUMO eigenvalue (a relationship does exist and will be explored in § 6). Therefore,

when comparing εlu against the affinity of a system, accurate results for (semi-)local

density functional approximations (even with the constraint of N − 1), are not to

be expected.

There is however an alternative way to obtain more accurate affinity using the

constrained method. As presented in Table 4.4, calculated ionisation energies from

the constrained method are systematically closer to experimental results than the

unconstrained results. It is therefore possible to invoke the Koopmans’ theorem for

DFT for the N + 1 electron system, and approximate its ionisation energy as the

electron affinity of the N electron system, where:

A ≈ εN+1
ho . (4.44)

Table 4.4 compares results for the electron affinities for a range of systems against

the experimental values listed in the NIST computational chemistry database

(CCCBDB) [114]. As with the ionisation energies, there is a clear improvement in

the calculated values for electron affinities using the constrained method applied

to the N + 1 system, compared to those calculated using unconstrained LDA. For
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4.2.5. Electron affinities

System Iexp −εLDAho −εcLDAho ∆ILDA ∆IcLDA

He 24.59 16.02 23.22 8.57 1.37
Be 9.32 6.04 8.96 3.28 0.36
C 11.26 6.27 9.85 4.99 1.41
O 13.62 9.21 13.80 4.41 -0.18
Ne 21.57 14.06 19.47 7.50 2.10
Mg 7.65 5.20 7.75 2.44 -0.10
Si 8.15 4.86 7.55 3.29 0.60
S 10.36 7.24 10.36 3.12 0.00
Ar 15.76 10.89 14.47 4.87 1.29
H2 15.43 10.78 15.77 4.65 -0.34

C2H2 11.40 7.83 11.12 3.57 0.28
C2H4 10.51 7.83 10.47 2.68 0.04
CH4 12.61 7.80 11.40 4.81 1.21
CO 14.01 9.60 13.17 4.41 0.84
CO2 13.78 9.81 13.10 3.97 0.68
CH2O 10.89 6.82 10.24 4.07 0.64
CHN 13.60 9.68 13.17 3.92 0.43
HF 16.03 10.30 14.82 5.73 1.22
N2 15.58 10.89 14.49 4.69 1.10
NH3 10.07 6.75 10.58 3.32 -0.51
LiH 7.90 4.79 7.53 3.11 0.37
Li2 5.11 3.63 5.60 1.48 -0.49
LiF 11.30 6.82 9.88 4.48 1.42
LiCl 9.57 6.47 9.59 3.10 -0.02
BH3 12.03 8.96 12.42 3.06 -0.40
F2 15.70 10.14 13.37 5.56 2.32
O3 12.53 8.69 11.18 3.84 1.35

HNO 10.10 6.15 9.58 3.95 0.52
HCF 10.06 6.27 9.58 3.79 0.48
Avr. 4.16 0.62

Table 4.3: Ionisation energies in eV for a selection of closed shell systems calcu-
lated using LDA and constrained LDA compared to experimental values obtained
from the NIST computational chemistry database (CCCBDB) [114]. All of the
calculations were performed using a cc-pVTZ orbital basis set and an uncontracted
cc-pVDZ auxiliary basis set.
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System Aexp −εLDAho[N+1] −εcLDAho[N+1] ∆ALDA ∆AcLDA

Li 0.618 -0.515 0.427 1.133 0.191
F 3.401 -0.892 2.304 4.293 1.097
Na 0.548 -0.491 0.534 1.039 0.014
Cl 3.613 0.332 2.731 3.281 0.882
OH 1.828 -1.543 1.096 3.371 0.732
CN 3.862 0.586 3.066 3.276 0.796
NH2 0.771 -1.947 0.410 2.658 0.301
HS 2.314 -0.398 1.765 2.712 0.549
ClO 2.276 -1.234 1.032 3.510 1.244
CNO 3.609 0.210 2.797 3.399 0.812
SCN 3.537 0.812 2.986 2.725 0.551
Avr. 2.942 0.652

Table 4.4: Electron affinities in eV for a selection of base open shell systems calcu-
lated using LDA and constrained LDA compared to experimental values obtained
from the NIST computational chemistry database (CCCBDB) [114]. All of the
calculations were performed using an augmented cc-pVTZ orbital basis set and an
uncontracted cc-pVTZ auxiliary basis set.

these calculations, an augmented orbital basis set was employed to more accurately

represent the delocalised HOMO orbital. Results obtained from this updated ver-

sion of the cLDA code without positivity compare favourably to previous results

obtained for several of these ions [100, 112], providing more justification for the

relaxation of the positivity constraint in practice.

One issue that is worth mentioning here is that the N + 1 electron system of a

closed-shell N electron system is always open-shell. This causes problems for the

unpolarised DFAs used in both the unconstrained and constrained calculations

discussed so far. Normally, one would resort to SDFT to calculate open-shell

systems but clearly the current formulation is strictly for restricted DFT. This

problem will be revisited in the next chapter, however at this stage only N + 1

systems that are closed-shell are considered.
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Avr. time (s) Ratio
System norb naux old new pos. old/new pos./new
He 15 7 7.04 0.97 101.60 7.26 104.74
Be 35 26 20.67 2.98 59.26 6.94 19.89
O 35 25 40.11 5.99 53.70 6.70 8.96
Ne 35 25 16.03 2.22 22.06 7.22 9.94
Si 39 39 42.54 7.02 61.06 6.06 8.70
Ar 39 38 18.10 3.18 24.92 5.70 7.84
H2 30 14 26.37 5.21 146.32 5.06 28.08
LiH 50 33 53.88 12.78 1112.07 4.22 87.02
HF 50 32 47.40 10.94 73.84 4.33 6.75
O2 70 50 256.75 70.01 409.86 3.67 5.85
CO 70 50 133.63 31.00 1107.14 4.31 35.71
F2 70 50 127.74 35.80 221.86 3.57 6.20

NaCl 78 77 159.31 49.89 606.01 3.19 12.15
CH2 65 39 284.46 96.04 773.68 2.96 8.06
HNO 85 57 339.26 128.15 671.24 2.65 5.24
CO2 105 75 418.33 140.20 640.82 2.98 4.57
NH3 80 46 445.51 213.88 1329.60 2.08 6.22
C2H2 100 64 527.10 188.32 1050.54 2.80 5.58
CH2O 100 64 694.42 309.77 1223.60 2.24 3.95

Table 4.5: Average full SCF cycle computation times for a range of small systems
to highlight the effect of streamlining the old OEP routines and the relaxation of
the positivity constraint. Calculations labelled as ‘old’ and ‘new’ were performed
without the positivity constraint, whereas those labelled as ‘pos.’ were performed
using the new streamlined routines and the positivity constraint enforced.

4.2.6 Computational optimisations

Since the original implementation of the constrained method, many improvements

have been made to the HIPPO code to improve the computation speeds of con-

strained OEP calculations. Table 4.5 highlights the difference that these changes

have made as a function of the total number of basis functions using calculations

from a selection of systems. The changes made to the routines to optimise the

code yielded between a 2-7 times reduction in overall SCF computation time for

the example systems studied. Streamlining the routines resulted in a larger re-

duction in average full SCF time in smaller systems, where a larger percentage of

time is spent outside of loops over basis sets relative to in much larger systems.

As previously discussed, the relaxation of the positivity constraint also provides a
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4.3. Summary

huge reduction in calculation times, particularly in systems with a small number

of electrons where the N − 1 constraint plays a more significant role. All of these

benchmark calculations were ran serially on a MacBook Pro (2021 model, M1 Max

chip, 32GB memory), and each value averaged over 5 runs.

4.3 Summary

In this chapter, the constrained minimisation method was discussed and improve-

ments were presented. It is clear that constraining the screening charge of a system

to N − 1 can correctly reproduce the asymptotic behaviour as the exact KS po-

tential. Using this method systematic improvements to both ionisation energies

and electron affinities can be made, with minimal impact of total energies. Fur-

ther optimisations were also made to the HIPPO code to increase computational

efficiency.

The relaxation of the positivity constraint previously enforced in the constrained

minimisation method was shown to yield excellent convergence in systems with

more than a couple of electrons, and for modest auxiliary basis sets. By lifting this

constraint, a major computational bottleneck can therefore be avoided without

incurring any significant accuracy loss in calculated ground state total energies, xc

potentials, and orbital energies.
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Chapter 5

Kohn-Sham DFT equations for

open-shells

So far, the main focus of this thesis has been solving for the electronic structure

of closed-shell systems. In these systems, every electron is paired, meaning the

exchange-correlation potential can be approximated equally well by the potential

arising from the spin-up electrons or the spin-down electrons, using an unpolarised

exchange-correlation energy functional.

Open-shell systems on the other hand pose an additional level of complexity because

they contain unpaired electrons. Using the standard, unpolarised approximations

for the exchange-correlation functional yield poor results for these systems, and

normally spin-DFT is used to more accurately model these systems.

In principle, however, DFT is a theory that can be applied to any electronic system,

so why is it then that commonly used functionals in DFT yield poor results for

any system with unpaired electrons compared to spin-DFT? Furthermore, if there

is no external magnetic field applied to an electronic system, both DFT and spin-

DFT should yield the same ground state density and the same total energy; and

therefore the same value of any observable. In this limit, both DFT and spin-DFT

are formally exact theories, but thus far no definitive link between the two has been

established.
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This chapter begins by addressing this apparent disconnect, where I derive a new

set of generalised Kohn-Sham DFT equations for open-shell systems. I will then

show how this new set of equations can provide a direct link to the Kohn-Sham

equations of spin-DFT; defining in the process the first exact functional for an

observable in DFT other than the density and total energy.

After establishing this link, I will discuss the long-held belief in the field that spin-

DFT approximations are intrinsically more accurate than DFT approximations,

by introducing and correcting an error that contaminates unpolarised DFT ap-

proximations. This involved the development of a new class of ‘implicit’ density

functionals, and these new functionals are implicit functionals of the electronic

density, they also require an OEP equation to be solved.

To implement these functionals into the HIPPO code, I worked extensively with

Timothy Callow to adjust the constrained OEP formalism from the previous chapter

to allow the separation of the two spin-channels; the details of which will be dis-

cussed. This collaborative work has been published in Ref. [115].

Finally, results I obtained from these new functionals are examined and compared

against both spin-DFT and regular unpolarised DFT functionals, along with a

discussion of how these new functionals provide a systematic improvement over

any unpolarised density functional approximation for open-shell systems without

incurring any accuracy loss for closed-shell systems. I then present several approx-

imations that can be made to bypass the OEP scheme but retain a high level of

accuracy in total energies and potentials calculated.
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5.1. Theory

5.1 Theory

5.1.1 The missing link between exact formulations of DFT and

spin-DFT

As was just mentioned, in the absence of any external magnetic fields both DFT and

spin-DFT should yield (for the exact functional) exactly the same electronic dens-

ity and total energy for any electronic system. The equality of these two theories in

this limit has not however been explicitly derived, and in general, spin-DFT is the

preferred method of choice when dealing with any systems that contain unpaired

electrons. This is because the approximate functionals employed in the formalisms

are fundamentally different. In DFT, the most commonly used xc-functionals are

modelled on the homogeneous spin-unpolarised electron gas, whereas in spin-DFT

they are modelled on the spin-polarised electron gas. The two fundamental vari-

ables of spin-DFT, the spin-up and spin-down densities (ρ↑ and ρ↓), compared

to the single variable in DFT, the total density, ρ, are thought to provide more

flexibility in the construction of exchange-correlation energies. This has been sum-

marised by Parr and Yang [116], where they write that for (semi-)local density

functional approximations “the exchange-correlation energy of the electrons is ap-

proximated locally by results for the homogeneous spin-compensated electron gas.

Such a procedure is not appropriate for systems with unpaired electrons, like open-

shell molecules. A better description for such systems will be obtained through the

use of the exchange-correlation energy of the homogeneous spin-polarised electron

gas”. It is the density functional approximations therefore that introduce the dif-

ference in the calculated values for observables obtained from the two theories, and

this explains the origin of the belief that spin-DFT yields more accurate results for

open-shell systems.

Before discussing the construction and implementation of DFT approximations

that can yield (near) spin-DFT accuracy, first, the disconnect between DFT and
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5.1.2. The DFT-generalised Kohn-Sham scheme

spin-DFT in the limit of zero applied magnetic field will be explored. Below, a

new set of Kohn-Sham equations for DFT are derived that reduce to the Kohn-

Sham equations of spin-DFT. This set of equations, therefore, provides a connection

between the two theories in this limit.

5.1.2 The DFT-generalised Kohn-Sham scheme

This derivation begins with the universal energy functional from the constrained

search formulation of Levy and Lieb [36–38] that was introduced earlier in this

thesis:

F [ρ] = min
Ψ→ρ
〈Ψ| T̂ + V̂ee |Ψ〉 . (5.1)

The state that minimises the universal functional, Ψρ, depends on the total density

ρ. This total density will be the ground state density of a fully-interacting electronic

system bound by a local potential, v. Therefore, the minimising state, Ψρ, is exactly

the ground state wave-function of this system (assuming that we limit our search

to only consider densities that are pure-state v-representable).

For collinear applied magnetic field, including the case of B = 0, the number of

spin-up and spin-down electrons, N↑ and N↓, are good quantum numbers for the

Hamiltonian (though strictly, this is only the case for an insulator), and it follows

therefore that the minimising state Ψρ can be chosen to have integer values for

N↑ and N↓. In standard KS DFT, the KS reference state, Φρ, is determined by

minimising the non-interacting kinetic energy functional Ts[ρ], and it too can be

chosen to have integer values of N↑ and N↓. This minimisation is similar to the

minimisation of the universal functional and later the outcomes of these two will

be compared.

Inspired by the approach of Levy [36], the total minimisation of the universal

functional is split into two separate minimisation steps, which have the same overall

minimum as the single minimisation:

F [ρ] = min
(ρ↑,ρ↓)→ρ

[
min

Ψ→(ρ↑,ρ↓)
〈Ψ| T̂ + V̂ee |Ψ〉

]
. (5.2)
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5.1.2. The DFT-generalised Kohn-Sham scheme

The first minimisation inside the angled brackets is performed over all possible

states Ψ that have a spin-density (ρ↑, ρ↓). This is then followed by the second

minimisation that is performed over all spin-densities that sum to a total density

ρ. It is important to note here that the minimising total density in this two-stage

minimisation is exactly the same as the minimising total density of the second

minimisation of equation 5.1, as both have the same overall minimum. This is

an interesting result, as it confirms that not only is the minimising total density

obtained from the two-step minimisation process exactly the true ground-state

density of the real interacting system, but also that the minimising spin-densities

are equal to the spin-densities of the exact interacting system; which are themselves

functionals of the total density. Hence, here we obtain the elusive density functional

of the spin-density in DFT. This is a very significant result, as here we have in fact

defined the first exact functional within DFT for a quantity other than the density

or the total energy.

Taking a closer look at the first minimisation step in 5.2, it is clear that it actually

defines the universal energy functional for spin-DFT:

F [ρ] = min
(ρ↑,ρ↓)→ρ

F [ρ↑, ρ↓], (5.3)

where:

F [ρ↑, ρ↓] = min
Ψ→(ρ↑,ρ↓)

〈Ψ| T̂ + V̂ee |Ψ〉 . (5.4)

It can therefore be concluded that the universal functional on DFT can be obtained

by an extra minimisation of the universal functional of spin-DFT over all spin-

densities with the same total density.

Expanding the spin-DFT universal functional in terms of its component functionals

yields:

F [ρ] = min
(ρ↑,ρ↓)→ρ

[
Ts[ρ↑, ρ↓] + Exc[ρ↑, ρ↓]

]
+ U [ρ], (5.5)

where Ts[ρ↑, ρ↓] and Exc[ρ↑, ρ↓] are the known kinetic and exchange-correlation

functionals of spin-DFT, respectively.
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At the minimum, by definition, the functional derivative must vanish under the con-

straint that the total density, ρ, must integrate to N↑+N↓. With these constraints

in hand, the following Euler-Lagrange equation can be derived that determines the

minimising spin-DFT KS system with the minimising spin-density:

∂Ts[ρ↑, ρ↓]
∂ρσ(r)

∣∣∣∣∣
ρ↑
ρ,ρ

↓
ρ

+ ∂Exc[ρ↑, ρ↓]
∂ρσ(r)

∣∣∣∣∣
ρ↑
ρ,ρ

↓
ρ

+ veff[ρ](r) = 0, (5.6)

where veff[ρ](r) is a local potential consisting of a continuous set of Lagrange mul-

tipliers that enforces the total density constraint on the system.

The first term in the above equation, the functional derivative of the non-interacting

kinetic energy functional with respect the spin density at (ρ↑ρ, ρ↓ρ) is equal to minus

the spin-dependent KS potential (within a constant). The second term is simply

the spin-dependent exchange-correlation potential. The effective potential can also

be broken up into the sum of the Hartree potential and a remainder potential.

Therefore, the unrestricted KS potential in DFT with the correct minimising spin-

density, also in DFT, is given by:

vσs [ρ↑ρ, ρ↓ρ](r) = vσxc[ρ↑ρ, ρ↓ρ](r) + vH[ρ](r) + v[ρ](r). (5.7)

Notice that all of the terms in the definition of the KS potential are functionals

of the total density, not the spin-densities. Furthermore, the spin-densities, ρσρ ,

are also implicit functionals of ρ. Using the HK theorem of spin-DFT [66], the

remaining local potential v[ρ](r) can be identified as the external potential of the

fully-interacting system.

The system that is determined by this new set of KS equations at B = 0 is a new

system that will be termed the generalised DFT KS system. Despite the absence of

a non-local Fock-exchange like term, this new set of equations are still an example

of a GKS scheme [61]. The potential present in this new DFT GKS scheme is

always local but spin-dependent. The key result here is not simply the reduction

of the spin-DFT KS equations to the generalised DFT KS equations. This new

minimising state is the Slater determinant Φ
ρ↑
ρ,ρ

↓
ρ
which yields not only the correct
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5.1.3. Implicit functionals for open-shell systems

total density of the interacting system but also the correct spin-density. This is

an important new result: the observable spin-density is a functional of the total

density.

Now that this link between the two exact theories in this limit has been established,

attention turns to constructing density functional approximations in DFT that

can yield near spin-DFT accuracy for open-shell systems and to explaining why

spin-DFT approximations are perceived as intrinsically more accurate than their

unpolarised counterparts.

5.1.3 Implicit functionals for open-shell systems

Local and semi-local density functional approximations that only depend explicitly

on the total electronic density, ρ, generally assume that the spin-up and spin-down

densities of a system are equal. For closed-shell systems, where every occupied

orbital contains two paired electrons, this assumption is valid. This changes how-

ever for systems with unpaired electrons, i.e. open-shell, where clearly the two

spin-densities are not ever equal. In the case of closed-shell systems, the following

relation for the total electronic exchange energy holds:

Ex[ρ] = Ex

[
ρ

2 ,
ρ

2

]
, (5.8)

where the functionals Ex[ρ] and Ex
[ρ

2 ,
ρ
2
]
are the exchange energy functionals of

DFT and spin-DFT respectively. As we are considering closed-shell systems, each

of the spin-densities, ρ↑ and ρ↓, are equal to half of the total density ρ; hence they

do not appear explicitly in the above spin-DFT exchange functional.

For an open-shell system, this relationship is only approximate, however, as it

wrongly introduces partial mixing between the spin-up and spin-down densities.

By inserting an error term into this relationship that accounts for this mixing,

Equation 5.8 can be made exact for all systems:

Ex[ρ] = Ex

[
ρ

2 ,
ρ

2

]
+Gx, (5.9)
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where this error, Gx, termed the ‘ghost exchange’ error, is defined as the difference

between the spin-unpolarised and spin-polarised exchange energies:

Gx = Ex

[
ρ

2 ,
ρ

2

]
− Ex[ρ↑, ρ↓] (5.10)

An important point to stress before continuing is that this error is not caused

by representing the exchange energy in an approximate manner via a (semi-)local

density functional approximation. Even the exact form of the exchange energy will

be contaminated with this error within DFT for open-shells if one uses ρ↑ = ρ↓ =

ρ/2. The origin of the ghost exchange is solely due to spin-mixing in the exchange

energy incurred by the mistreatment of an open-shell system as effectively closed-

shell.

To visualise the magnitude of the ghost exchange error, its definition can be linearly

interpolated between the edge cases of completely spin-up and spin-down polarised

systems:

Gx(ω) = Ex[ρω, ρω]− Ex[ρ↑, ρ↓], (5.11)

where ρω = (1 − ω)ρ↑ + ωρ↓, 0 ≤ ω ≤ 1. In the top subplot of Figure 5.1, the

magnitude of the ghost exchange error for several atoms is plotted as a function

of ω. It is clear that when there is no mixing between the spin-up and spin-down

densities, i.e. at ω = 0 and ω = 1, the value of the ghost exchange error is zero,

and that at ω = 0.5, where the maximal amount of mixing is present, the Gx is also

maximised. The bottom subplot in this figure highlights the relative contribution

of the ghost exchange error to the total energy of the system. As the number of

electrons increases, the percentage of the total energy contributed by the ghost

exchange error decreases.

Having identified the ghost exchange error, the focus changes to the construction

of density functional approximations that can correct for it. Starting from the Fock

expression for the exact exchange energy in KS DFT:

Ex[ρ↑, ρ↓] = −1
2

↑↓∑
σ

∫∫
dr dr′ |ρ

σ(r, r′)|2

|r− r′| , (5.12)
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Figure 5.1: The magnitude of the ghost exchange error in LSDA and its relative
percentage of the total exchange-correlation energy as a function of ω for a selection
of atoms to get an idea of its relative contribution.

where ρσ(r, r′) is the one-body reduced density matrix for the spin-σ Kohn-Sham

orbitals, it follows that the exact exchange functional can be separated into two

terms, one related to each spin-channel:

Ex[ρ↑, ρ↓] = Ex[ρ↑, 0] + Ex[0, ρ↓] (5.13)

Any density functional that depends only on the total electronic density and its

respective derivatives will not satisfy Equation 5.13, and will therefore contain some

amount of spin-mixing. If however the exchange energy is modelled in terms of the

KS spin-density, the relation is always satisfied. At first glance, this approach may
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5.1.3. Implicit functionals for open-shell systems

not appear to be within DFT. However, as the KS spin-densities are treated as

functionals of the total density, the overall functional is an implicit functional of

the total density; therefore remaining within the scope of DFT and not spin-DFT.

The exchange energy for these implicit density functionals (iDFs) can be expressed

as:

Ex[ρ] = EiDF
x [ρ] = EsDF

x [ρ↑[ρ], ρ↓[ρ]], (5.14)

where EsDF
x is a spin-polarised density functional (sDF), where the spin-densities

are themselves functionals of the total density (with the exact EsDF
x given by the

Fock exchange-energy).

So far, only the exchange part of exchange-correlation functionals has been con-

sidered. Unlike with electron exchange, where the exact functional Ex[ρ] is equal

to EiDF
x [ρ], the correlation energy functional does not satisfy a similar relation, as

correlation between opposite spin electrons can occur. The exact correlation energy

functional can therefore be written as:

Ec[ρ] = EiDF
c [ρ] + ∆Ec[ρ], (5.15)

where ∆Ec[ρ] is a correlation remainder functional and the implicit correlation

energy functional is given by:

EiDF
c [ρ] = EsDF

c [ρ↑[ρ], ρ↓[ρ]]. (5.16)

Up until now everything has been exact. However, as in general the remainder term

∆Ec[ρ] 6= 0, the following treatment becomes approximate if it is neglected. Luck-

ily, spin-polarised correlation functionals tend to provide only a small improvement

in accuracy over unpolarised ones, unlike for exchange where the ghost exchange

error is far more significant.

Combining expressions 5.14 and 5.16 for the exchange and correlation functionals

respectively, an accurate approximation for the xc functional is:

Exc[ρ] ≈ EiDF
xc [ρ] = EsDF

xc [ρ↑[ρ], ρ↓[ρ]]. (5.17)
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It follows therefore that the total electronic energy functional containing the new

implicit exchange-correlation functional is:

EiDF[ρ] = Ts[ρ] +
∫

dr ven(r)ρ(r) + EH[ρ] + EiDF
xc [ρ], (5.18)

where Ts[ρ], ven(r), and EH[ρ] are the familiar Kinetic energy functional, external

potential, and Hartree energy functional, respectively.

5.1.4 The OEP equation for vxc as an implicit density functional

for open-shells

As for all implicit exchange-correlation functionals, the xc-potential, vxc[ρ](r), must

be calculated via an OEP equation. For this new kind of implicit functionals, the

OEP equation takes the following form:

∫
dr′χ(r, r′)vxc[ρ](r′) =

↑↓∑
σ

∫
dr′χσ(r, r′)vσxc[ρ↑[ρ], ρ↓[ρ]](r′), (5.19)

where:

vσxc[ρ↑[ρ], ρ↓[ρ]](r′) = ∂EsDF
xc [ρ↑, ρ↓]
∂ρσ(r′)

∣∣∣∣∣
ρ↑=ρ↑[ρ], ρ↓=ρ↓[ρ]

, (5.20)

and χ(r, r′) =
∑↑↓
σ χσ(r, r′), where the spin-σ response function is given by:

χσ(r, r′) = 2
Nσ∑
i=1

∞∑
a=Nσ+1

φi(r)φa(r)φi(r′)φa(r′)
εi − εa

. (5.21)

It is important to note how this above formulation reduces to the same form of the

OEP equation from § 4 in the case of a closed-shell system. In this case, the total

response function is simply given by either 2χ↑ or 2χ↓, and the two spin potentials,

v↑xc(r) and v↓xc(r) are equal. Therefore, we expect this new OEP formulation to yield

identical results for closed-shell systems as the previously discussed implementation

of the constrained OEP method.

Furthermore, if a system is completely spin-polarised, i.e. ρσ = ρ, ρσ̄ = 0 for

σ, σ̄ ∈ {↑, ↓}, the spin-σ̄ response function is zero. Therefore, the solution of the

OEP equation will simply be the spin-σ xc-potential.
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5.2. Results

For truly open-shell systems, it is clear that the two spin-dependent response func-

tions will not be equal, and that they will act as weighting factors on each of the

two spin-channels. Several approximations for this weighting that allow one to

bypass the solution of the OEP equation will be explored later in this chapter.

This new method for constructing the ghost exchange corrected implicit density

functionals can be applied to any existing (semi-)local approximation. For this

work, both the iLDA and iPBE functionals were implemented into the HIPPO code,

by extending the constrained OEP code. This involved changing the construction

of the right-hand side of the OEP equation, b(r), as the inversion procedure and

left-hand side of the equation remain unchanged from the improved constrained

OEP routine discussed in the previous chapter.

The implementation of the iPBE functional presented in [117] has been modified to

prevent numerical instabilities that occurred when expanding the spin-xc potentials

in certain auxiliary basis sets.

5.2 Results

5.2.1 Convergence of the implicit OEP potential

It is important to first establish whether solving the implicit OEP equation yields

well-behaved potentials. We can begin by studying the convergence of the impli-

cit OEP with the addition of a complement term. It is worth noting that results

presented in this chapter, and in those that follow, were obtained without enfor-

cing the positivity constraint discussed in § 4 (unless otherwise stated). Figure 5.2

shows the calculated xc potentials for NH2 and CN obtained using a fixed augmen-

ted cc-pVTZ orbital basis set, with an auxiliary basis set of increasing size, from

uncontracted cc-pVDZ to QZ from top to bottom. The expected behaviour of the

potentials with decreasing values of α is evident; with well-behaved potentials ap-

pearing from α = 10−2. Some minor deviations around the atoms are observed
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Figure 5.2: Convergence of the implicit OEP xc potential for NH2 and CN for
a range of values of α. The orbital basis set was fixed as augmented cc-pVTZ
for all calculations, with an uncontracted (top) cc-pVDZ, (middle) cc-pVTZ, and
(bottom) cc-pVQZ auxiliary basis set.
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at α = 10−4, and more pronounced oscillations at α = 10−6 in the uncontracted

cc-pVQZ results. A value of α = 10−2, therefore, appears to be a good default

choice for these systems; matching the observations made back in § 4.

It is also clear from Figures 5.2 and 5.3 that the CEDA approximation yields poten-

tials that are very close (within ∼ 0.05 Ha for each of the basis set combinations)

to those obtained from the full OEP solution that includes a small complement

term. This highlights an important point, in that the CEDA approximation can

nearly always produce results that lie close to the full OEP solution. In addition,

CEDA does not suffer from any of the mathematical issues of the OEP equation

in finite basis implementations that can manifest with the addition of too small of

a complement; these start developing in the bottom two plots of 5.2. Another be-

nefit of the CEDA approximation is that it is also computationally less demanding

than constructing the full right-hand side of the OEP equation via the comple-

ment method. Although, for the small systems studied in this thesis, the boost

in efficiency is not significant, especially when compared to the relaxation of the

positivity constraint of the constrained method.

As a final check, the convergence of the potentials with the orbital basis set should

also be analysed. For the same two systems, Figure 5.4 plots the xc potentials

obtained for a fixed uncontracted cc-pVDZ auxiliary basis set and a varying orbital

basis set. For both systems, we observe very good convergence even with the cc-

pVDZ basis, as the relative differences relative to the cc-pVQZ potential are small.

Increasing the orbital basis to cc-pVTZ yields excellent convergence with only minor

variations to the potential occurring with further increases in the size of the basis

set.

5.2.2 Ground state energies

One of the key comparisons that can be made between these new implicit density

functional approximations and their unpolarised counterparts is in the calculated
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System ELSDA EcLDA EiLDA ∆EcLDA (mHa) ∆EiLDA (mHa)

He -2.8717 -2.8716 -2.8716 0.1209 0.1209
Be -14.5202 -14.5201 -14.5201 0.0273 0.0273
C -37.5140 -37.5136 -37.5136 0.3611 0.3611
NH -54.8362 -54.8360 -54.8360 0.1930 0.1930
NH3 -56.2977 -56.2976 -56.2976 0.1216 0.1216
O -74.5801 -74.5799 -74.5799 0.1979 0.1979

C2H2 -76.8945 -76.8944 -76.8944 0.0663 0.0663
LiF -106.9356 -106.9356 -106.9356 0.0511 0.0511
Ne -128.4218 -128.4218 -128.4218 0.0297 0.0297
Mg -199.3689 -199.3686 -199.3686 0.3206 0.3206
Si -288.4517 -288.4513 -288.4513 0.4028 0.4028
S -396.9984 -396.9982 -396.9982 0.1758 0.1758

Avr. 0.1723 0.1723

Table 5.1: Total ground state energies in Ha calculated using LSDA, cLDA, and
implicit LDA for a few closed-shell systems. Energy differences are taken with
respect to the LSDA result. All of the calculations were performed using an aug-
mented cc-pVTZ orbital basis set and an uncontracted cc-pVDZ auxiliary basis
set.

System ELSDA EcLDA EiLDA ∆EcLDA (mHa) ∆EiLDA (mHa)

H -0.4962 -0.4622 -0.4962 34.0539 0.0545
Li -7.3982 -7.3888 -7.3981 9.4288 0.0339
B -24.4477 -24.4335 -24.4470 14.2164 0.7198
N -54.1537 -54.1316 -54.1521 22.1303 1.5918

NH2 -55.5935 -55.5739 -55.5919 19.5853 1.5913
OH -75.3767 -75.3528 -75.3749 23.8587 1.7376
CN -92.2029 -92.1881 -92.2014 14.7918 1.5140
F -99.2844 -99.2559 -99.2827 28.4983 1.7364
Na -161.6572 -161.6492 -161.6572 8.0358 0.0845
Al -241.5719 -241.5636 -241.5714 8.3826 0.5705
P -340.2326 -340.220607 -340.2316 12.0157 0.9749
Cl -459.0034 -458.9886 -459.0023 14.7843 1.0580
Avr. 17.4818 0.9723

Table 5.2: Total ground state energies in Ha calculated using LSDA, cLDA, and
implicit LDA for a selection of open-shell systems. Energy differences are taken
with respect to the LSDA result. All of the calculations were performed using an
augmented cc-pVTZ orbital basis set and an uncontracted cc-pVDZ auxiliary basis
set.
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total energy, and there are two separate classes of systems that should be compared.

First, the calculated total energies for a set of closed-shell systems can be compared.

As the implicit OEP equation reduces to the regular closed-shell constrained OEP

equation for systems with an equal number of spin-up and spin-down electrons, it

is expected that total energies for these systems should be identical. In Table 5.1,

a quick sanity check is performed for a few closed-shell systems to confirm that this

is indeed the case; with calculated cLDA and iLDA energies being equal (to within

any numerical noise). The average differences between these total energies and

the calculated LSDA energies are also small (approximately 0.17mHa), with these

slight derivations attributed to the additional constraint of N − 1 on the screening

density that has been enforced on the OEP solutions.

Having established that the implicit OEP method can reproduce the results of the

constrained method for closed-shell systems, attention turns to the analysis of open-

shell total energies. In Table 5.2, the ground state total energies obtained using

the constrained and implicit methods are again compared to the LSDA energies;

this time for a set of open-shell atoms/radicals. This table highlights a significant

increase in the accuracy of calculated total energies for the iLDA functional com-

pared to cLDA. The difference between the iLDA and cLDA energies is a measure

of the ghost exchange error present in cLDA for these systems. By correcting for

this error iLDA is able to yield total energies that are close to LSDA energies, with

an average difference again reducing to the order of a millihartree. As before, this

small energy difference is expected due to the additional constraints placed on the

constrained minimisation in the implicit OEP implementation. An additional small

error is also expected due to the treatment of the correlation energy functional in

the same manner as exchange (see § 5.1.3).

A similar analysis can be performed on a small set of closed- and open-shell systems

for the PBE functional. In Table 5.3, the ground state total energies determined

using the spin-polarised PBE functional (SPBE) and the spin-unpolarised con-

strained (cPBE) and implicit PBE (iPBE) are presented. For the closed-shell sys-
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System ESPBE EcPBE EiPBE ∆EcPBE (mHa) ∆EiPBE (mHa)

H -0.4998 -0.4588 -0.4996 41.0534 0.3591
He -2.8924 -2.8918 -2.8918 0.6441 0.6441
Li -7.4619 -7.4511 -7.4606 10.7883 1.2351
NH -55.0876 -55.0855 -55.0855 2.0180 2.0180
NH2 -55.8320 -55.8050 -55.8271 26.9200 4.8233
NH3 -56.5124 -56.5100 -56.5100 2.3578 2.3578
OH -75.6833 -75.6512 -75.6783 32.0975 4.9605
Ne -128.8527 -128.8507 -128.8507 1.9450 1.9450
Na -162.1666 -162.1584 -162.1652 8.1271 1.3685

Table 5.3: Total ground state energies in Ha calculated using SPBE, cPBE, and
iPBE for a selection of small systems. Energy differences are taken with respect
to the SPBE result. All of the calculations were performed using an augmented
cc-pVTZ orbital basis set and an uncontracted cc-pVDZ auxiliary basis set.

tems, again the constrained and implicit energies are identical as expected. For the

open-shell systems, the iPBE functional shows a similar improvement compared to

the unpolarised cPBE, however, the magnitude of the energy differences relative

to the spin-polarised functional are slightly larger than the LDA results previously

discussed.

5.2.3 Non-OEP approximations

Although the constrained and implicit formulations of the OEP equation allow for

robust solutions to be obtained, they still invoke solving for the full-OEP solution

which is always more computationally demanding than a regular DFT calculation,

especially for very large auxiliary basis sets. It would be useful therefore to be

able to develop accurate non-OEP approximations that correct for the ghost ex-

change error and provide near spin-DFT accuracy whilst avoiding this additional

computational complexity. Furthermore, any non-OEP approximation could be

implemented into an existing electronic structure code that does not include an

OEP implementation with relative ease.

By inspecting the form of the spin-response functions given in Equation 5.21, we

note that its denominator contains the difference between occupied and unoccupied
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5.2.3. Non-OEP approximations

eigenvalues, εi− εa. Therefore, the weighting of each spin-response function on the

overall OEP potential depends roughly on the inverse of the HOMO-LUMO gap,

∆σ = εNσ+1 − εNσ , of the spin KS orbitals.

The observation provides a starting point for developing approximations that can

bypass the OEP entirely. By introducing an open-shell system where N↑ > N↓ (for

consistency, the majority spin-channel with the greater number of electrons will be

referred to as the ‘up’-channel), there are three clear approximations that could be

made:

1. vxc(r) ≈ v↑xc(r)

2. vxc(r) ≈ v↓xc(r)

3. vxc(r) ≈ vwxc(r) =
[
∆↓v↑xc(r) + ∆↑v↓xc(r)

]
/
(
∆↑ + ∆↓

)

In the first approximation, the xc-potential is given by just the up-spin channels

xc-potential. As ∆↑ < ∆↓, the up-spin channel spin-response function will always

dominate in the right-hand side of the OEP equation, making this an easily jus-

tifiable approximation. In Figures 5.5 and 5.6, it is clear that this approximation

produces xc-potentials that are very close to the full-OEP solution. These figures

also show that using this approximation yields potentials that are a distinct im-

provement over the spin-unpolarised, or ghost exchange contaminated, solutions.

In addition, total energies obtained in this manner, as seen in Table 5.4 are within

close agreement with the full-OEP energies; especially when compared to those

calculated from spin-unpolarised LDA.

The second approximation assumes that the xc-potential is instead given by just the

spin xc-potential arising from the down-spin (minority spin) channel. It is clear in

Figures 5.5 and 5.6 that the potentials obtained for this approximation are far more

inaccurate compared to using just the up-channels potential. Finally, relative to the

unpolarised potentials, this approximation yields potentials that are considerably

worse. This can be easily explained by again considering the relative magnitude of
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Figure 5.5: A comparison of the LDA potentials for Lithium obtained using non-
OEP approximations to the implicit OEP equation compared to the full OEP
solution with α = 10−2 and the unpolarised LDA solution. The bottom subplot
shows the differences in the various potentials relative to the full-OEP solution.

the HOMO-LUMO gaps of the two spin-channels. As ∆↑ < ∆↓, the down-channels

contribution to the right-hand side of the OEP equation is far smaller than that

of the up-channel and therefore provides a much smaller weighting to the overall

xc-potential. Upon inspecting Table 5.4 again, it is clear that total energies are

also less accurate than the previous approximation. However, it is interesting to

note the relative errors in the total energies compared to spin-unpolarised DFT.
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Figure 5.6: A comparison of the LDA potentials for Sodium obtained using non-
OEP approximations to the implicit OEP equation compared to the full OEP
solution with α = 10−2 and the unpolarised LDA solution. The bottom subplot
shows the differences in the various potentials relative to the full-OEP solution.

This may seem surprising given the seemingly poor potentials calculated via this

approximation, though by considering the definition of the ghost exchange error,

which arises from the mixing between the two spin-channels, this approximation is

ghost exchange free and are therefore ‘relatively’ accurate for total energies.

The third approximation takes a slightly more sophisticated form and attempts

to directly include the observed inverse dependence of the spin-response functions
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System Method E (Ha) εho (eV) ∆E (mHa) ∆εho (eV)

Li

LSDA -7.3982 -3.5833 — —
iLDA -7.3981 -5.8547 0.0339 —

iLDA (vwxc) -7.3981 -3.5354 0.0345 0.0479
iLDA (v↑xc) -7.3981 -3.5838 0.0348 -0.0005
iLDA (v↓xc) -7.3964 -2.4103 1.7935 1.1730

LDA -7.3888 -3.2612 9.4288 0.3221

Na

LSDA -161.6572 -3.4930 — —
iLDA -161.6572 -5.7884 0.0845 —

iLDA (vwxc) -161.6572 -3.4207 0.0882 0.0723
iLDA (v↑xc) -161.6572 -3.5020 0.0866 -0.0090
iLDA (v↓xc) -161.6565 -2.5124 0.7656 0.9806

LDA -161.6492 -3.1963 8.0358 0.2967

OH

LSDA -75.3767 -8.7239 — —
iLDA -75.3749 -12.7460 1.7376 —

iLDA (vwxc) -75.3747 -8.5943 1.9367 0.1296
iLDA (v↑xc) -75.3745 -8.3139 2.1431 0.4100
iLDA (v↓xc) -75.3733 -8.3065 3.3562 0.4174

LDA -75.3528 -8.4275 23.8587 0.2964

NH2

LSDA -55.5935 -7.9001 — —
iLDA -55.5919 -10.9760 1.5913 —

iLDA (vwxc) -55.5911 -7.5210 2.4193 0.3791
iLDA (v↑xc) -55.5915 -6.5714 2.0325 1.3287
iLDA (v↓xc) -55.5903 -6.3158 3.2031 1.5843

LDA -55.5739 -7.0391 19.5853 0.8610

Table 5.4: Calculated ground state total energies and HOMO eigenvalues for four
open-shell systems, obtained using LSDA, full and approximate iLDA and spin-
unpolarised LDA, with differences relative to the LSDA results. The full iLDA
results are OEP solutions that incorporate the screening charge constraint of N−1,
whereas the approximate iLDA, LSDA and LDA solutions do not. All of the
calculations were performed using an augmented cc-pVTZ orbital basis set and an
uncontracted cc-pVDZ auxiliary basis set.

on their respective HOMO-LUMO gaps. By weighting the two potentials in this

manner, one would expect to find potentials that are the most accurate of the

three approximations; which is indeed observed in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 (although

the improvement is minor over using just the up-channel due its dominance over

the down-channel). Once again, the potentials obtained using this approximation

are superior to the spin-unpolarised potentials. Total energies are comparable to

the approximating the xc-potential as the spin-up potential, which again is to be
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expected given the relative weighting of the two response functions.

From these observations, both the spin-up-only and gap-weighted approximations

appear to provide both accurate potentials and energetics and offer a practical

way of performing ghost exchange corrected calculations with no added cost or

complexity compared to a regular spin-unpolarised DFT calculation.

An important point to note however is that employing a non-OEP approxima-

tion does not correct the asymptotic decay of the xc-potential enforced by the

N − 1 screening charge constraint in the full OEP calculation. Therefore, HOMO

eigenvalues are expected to be in close agreement to those calculated using the

unconstrained LDA functional; this can be observed in Table 5.4, where all of the

approximations yield values of εho much closer to the non-OEP LSDA results than

to iLDA. Comparing the HOMO eigenvalues for the different methods and ap-

proximations to experimental ionisation energies (taken from the NIST CCCBDB

[114]), the average differences obtained from LSDA, full-OEP iLDA and LDA are

2.66 eV, −0.26 eV and 3.10 eV, respectively. As the approximations discussed are

unconstrained, it is clear therefore if one is interested in obtaining accurate orbitals

eigenvalues for ionisation energies, full-OEP iLDA should be used.

5.3 Summary

In this chapter, a previously unknown link between spin-DFT and DFT was es-

tablished by deriving a new set of generalised Kohn-Sham DFT equations in the

limit of zero external magnetic field. The ghost exchange error was shown to be a

major contributor to the misconception that spin-DFT approximations are intrins-

ically more accurate than DFT approximations, with minor contributions due to

correlation neglected in this current work.

Through a collaborative effort, the implicit OEP method was implemented into

the HIPPO code. This method provided a way to construct density functional
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approximations that can yield spin-DFT accuracy for open-shell systems whilst

firmly remaining within the realms of DFT.

Approximations to bypass the OEP framework were also introduced, providing an

efficient way to calculate the electronic structure of open-shell systems that corrects

a significant portion of the ghost exchange error.
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Chapter 6

Ensemble OEP and the derivative

discontinuity

Having now established a consistent OEP scheme that can accurately describe

both closed-shell and open-shell systems, we can start to develop extensions to this

theory that unlock the ability to calculate properties of the exact KS potential that

are generally absent from most DFAs.

One of these properties is the discontinuous shift in the xc potential when the

number of electrons in the system infinitesimally increases above an integer number,

known commonly as the xc derivative discontinuity. Commonly used (semi-)local

functionals, i.e. LDA and GGAs, completely lack a description of this derivative

discontinuity.

In this chapter, we begin by presenting a brief overview of ensemble DFT (eDFT)

and introduce in detail the derivative discontinuity and how it can be calculated.

Next, we derive an OEP equation to determine the local potential that minimises

the total ensemble energy for a system with a fractional average number of elec-

trons. As in previous OEP schemes discussed, we will also discuss how the new

ensemble OEP can be implemented into a finite basis set code.

Once we can solve this OEP equation for any fixed value of the ensemble weights,

we then explore the properties of the calculated ensemble energies and potentials.
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6.1. Theory

Finally, results obtained for the xc derivative discontinuity will be presented; calcu-

lated both directly from the gradient of the ensemble energies with varying electron

number, and from the constant shift in the ensemble OEP potential observed within

the vicinity of the system when an infinitesimal amount of an electron is added and

removed. It is argued that the discontinuous change in the screening charge of the

ensemble system as the average number of electrons surpasses an integer number

is responsible for a large fraction of the overall xc derivative discontinuity.

6.1 Theory

6.1.1 Ensemble density functional theory

Kohn-Sham DFT was originally formulated as a theory for describing the ground

state of an electronic system with a fixed integer N number of electrons [5, 6]. In

its original formulation, it cannot however be used to accurately describe excited

states. When we think about electronic excitations, it is important to note that

there are two main types: neutral excitations (where the number of electrons is

fixed) and charged excitations (where the number of electrons varies).

For neutral excitations, the most popular approach is to employ time-dependent-

DFT (TD-DFT) [118, 119], whose main success is largely due to the relatively

accurate results obtained using the adiabatic approximation. We will however

focus on the case of charged excitations for the purposes of this brief review.

Charged excitations were first described by the extension of DFT to systems with

a fractional electron number introduced by Perdew et al. [104]. However, imple-

mentation of this approach for the most commonly used (semi-)local functionals,

i.e. LDA and GGAs, unfortunately, yields fundamental gaps that are far too small

[120, 121]. This is largely due to the lack of the discontinuity in the derivative of the

exact xc energy functional when the number of electrons in the system surpasses an

integer number (see the next section for more detail) that is absent at this level of
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6.1.2. The derivative discontinuity

approximation. As a result, to obtain more accurate fundamental gaps from DFT

calculations, the most common approach is to invoke hybrid functionals [122], or to

use a post-SCF technique such as GW [123]. Both of these approaches are however

far more computationally demanding than (semi-)local DFAs (especially GW ).

Ensemble density functional theory (eDFT) builds on the ideas first proposed in

the extension of DFT to fractional electron number (which itself can be thought

of as a type of ensemble theory). There have been several formulations of eDFT

developed since its inception, to describe both neutral and charged excitations. For

neutral excitations, the eDFT scheme is often termed Gross-Oliveria-Kohn DFT

(GOK-DFT) as it is built on the variational principle introduced by the same au-

thors [124, 125]. Senjean and Fromager then proposed an ensemble formalism,

which they termed ‘N -centered eDFT’ that can describe both neutral and charged

excitations [126]. These ensemble formulations offer several advantages over time-

dependent approaches; most obviously the significantly less computationally de-

manding nature of these methods. In addition, eDFT can in theoretically model

any kind of electronic excitation, some of which are not described by TD-DFT

[127]. A more detailed review of the developments within eDFT can be found in

Ref. [128].

In this chapter, we will recycle ideas proposed in the original fractional electron

number extension of DFT [104], by constructing an OEP formulation for systems

with a fractional average number of electrons.

6.1.2 The derivative discontinuity

One of the most common criticisms of many (semi-)local density functional ap-

proximations in DFT is their inability to calculate accurate fundamental gaps,

with errors of around 40–50% frequently reported in the literature [120, 121]. A

significant fraction of this large error is that these functionals lack a description

of a non-analytical property of the exact KS potential known as the exchange-
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Figure 6.1: A schematic diagram (not actual calculations) of ensemble total energy
curves obtained for the exact functional, a (semi-)local functional, and a non-local
functional.

correlation derivative discontinuity, ∆xc.

To understand the origin of this property, consider an open electronic system con-

nected to a reservoir of electrons [104]. For this system the total energy varies

linearly between integer numbers of electrons, however, its derivative exactly at an

integer is discontinuous. The size of this discontinuity in the gradient of the total

energy at N electrons defines the fundamental gap of the N electron system.

For the KS system, it is known that the HOMO eigenvalue has a direct physical

meaning; minus the ionisation energy of the interacting system, i.e. I(N) = −ε(N)
ho .

The rest of the KS eigenvalues do not however correspond directly to an observable

quantity of the interacting system; although, Janak’s theorem [129] does prove

that each of these eigenvalues is discontinuous at an integer number of electrons.

Therefore, for a system with N − ω electrons when ω → 0, the HOMO eigenvalue

is simply:

lim
ω→0

ε
(N−ω)
ho = −I(N), (6.1)

whereas a system consisting of N +ω in the same limit electrons possess a HOMO
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eigenvalue of:

lim
ω→0

ε
(N+ω)
ho = −I(N+1) = −A(N). (6.2)

As the KS potentials for the N − ω and N + δ electron systems must yield the

two above ionisation energies respectively, the exchange-correlation potential must

shift by a constant (as the rest of the total energy functional is unaffected in this

limit) as the number of electrons in the system exactly surpasses N electrons:

∆xc = lim
ω→0

{
v(N+ω)

xc (r)− v(N−ω)
xc (r)

}
, (6.3)

where ∆xc is strictly a function of r, but in this limit of ω → 0, ∆xc becomes a

constant over all space.

From the above relations, the xc derivative discontinuity can also be expressed in

terms of the ionisation energy, electron affinity, and the KS HOMO-LUMO gap for

the N electron system:

∆xc = lim
ω→0

{
I(N) + ε

(N−ω)
N −

[
A(N) + ε

(N+ω)
N

]}
= I(N) −A(N) −

[
ε
(N)
lu − ε(N)

ho

]
. (6.4)

Since I(N) = ε
(N)
ho , it follows that that electron affinity is given by:

A(N) = −
[
ε
(N)
lu + ∆xc

]
. (6.5)

Therefore, if it is possible to calculate the two potentials v(N+ω)
xc (r) and v(N−ω)

xc (r)

in the region of ω → 0 around an integer number of N electrons, then one would

be able to calculate directly of the derivative discontinuity for a given density

functional approximation. In the following section, an OEP equation will be derived

for an ensemble electronic system with a fractional average electron number which

allows for the direct calculation of these two potentials.

6.1.3 The ensemble OEP equation

To derive an OEP equation that solves for the local potential that describes an

ensemble system with fractional electron number between N and N+1, the starting
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point is the definition of the ensemble total energy. For this type of ensemble, the

total energy functional which interpolates between a system with N electrons at

ω = 0 and a system with N + 1 electrons at ω = 1, is given by:

E(N+ω)[{φi[ρ(N+ω)]}] = (1− ω)E(N)[{φi[ρ(N)]}]

+ ωE(N+1)[{φi[ρ(N+1)]}]; 0 ≤ ω < 1, (6.6)

where for ν ∈ {N,N + 1},

E(ν)[{φi[ρ(ν)]}] =
ν∑
i=1

〈
φi[ρ(ν)]

∣∣∣ t+ ven
∣∣∣φi[ρ(ν)]

〉
+ E(ν)

xc [{φi[ρ(ν)]}]

+ 1
2

∫∫
drdr′ ρ

(ν)(r)ρ(ν)(r′)
|r− r′| , (6.7)

where t is the usual single particle kinetic energy operator and ven(r) is the electron-

nuclear potential.

The ensemble density, ρ(N+ω)(r), is given by a weighted sum of the N and N + 1

electron subsystem densities:

ρ(N+ω)(r) = (1− ω)ρ(N)(r) + ωρ(N+1)(r), (6.8)

where the ground state densities of the N and N + 1 electron subsystems are

constructed as:

ρ(N)(r) =
N∑
i=1

ρ
(N)
i (r) =

N∑
i=1

∣∣∣φi[ρ(N)](r)
∣∣∣2 , (6.9)

ρ(N+1)(r) =
N+1∑
i=1

ρ
(N+1)
i (r) =

N+1∑
i=1

∣∣∣φi[ρ(N+1)](r)
∣∣∣2 . (6.10)

It is important to note that the set of orbitals {φi[ρ(N)]} and {φi[ρ(N+1)]} are

the occupied KS orbitals of the N and N + 1 electron systems, respectively. The

ensemble system possesses its own set of KS orbitals, {φi[ρ(N+ω)]}, which are in

general linear combinations of the KS orbitals for the two subsystems.

The ensemble density can therefore be written either in terms of the ensemble KS

orbitals as:

ρ(N+ω)(r) =
N∑
i=1

∣∣∣φi[ρ(N+ω)](r)
∣∣∣2 + ω

∣∣∣φN+1[ρ(N+ω)](r)
∣∣∣2 , (6.11)
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or in terms of the KS orbitals of the subsystems:

ρ(N+ω)(r) =
N∑
i=1

[
(1− ω)

∣∣∣φi[ρ(N)](r)
∣∣∣2 + ω

∣∣∣φi[ρ(N+1)](r)
∣∣∣2]

+ ω
∣∣∣φN+1[ρ(N+1)](r)

∣∣∣2 . (6.12)

These ensemble orbitals satisfy their own set of KS equations:

[
t+ ven(r) + vHxc[ρ(N+ω)](r)

]
φi(r) = εiφi(r), (6.13)

For conciseness, from this point on the explicit functional dependence on the density

for energy and potential terms will be dropped in favour of a single superscript

indicating the number of electrons.

Using the above definitions for the densities, the total ensemble energy functional

can be re-expressed as:

E(N+ω) =
N∑
i=1
〈φi| t+ ven |φi〉+ ω 〈φN+1| t+ ven |φN+1〉

+ 1
2

∫∫
dr dr′ 1

|r− r′|

{
ρ(N)(r)ρ(N)(r′)

+ ω2ρN+1(r)ρN+1(r′) + 2ωρ(N)(r)ρN+1(r′)
}

+ (1− ω)E(N)
xc + ωE(N+1)

xc , (6.14)

where the ensemble kinetic, Hartree, and xc functionals are defined respectively as:

T (N+ω)
s =

N∑
i=1
〈φi| t |φi〉+ ω 〈φN+1| t |φN+1〉 , (6.15)

E
(N+ω)
H = 1

2

∫∫
dr dr′ 1

|r− r′|

{
ρ(N)(r)ρ(N)(r′)

+ ω2ρN+1(r)ρN+1(r′)

+ 2ωρ(N)(r)ρN+1(r′)
}
, (6.16)

E(N+ω)
xc = (1− ω)E(N)

xc + ωE(N+1)
xc . (6.17)

As the ensemble Hxc energy is an implicit functional of the ensemble density, the

functional derivative must be taken using the OEP method. Keeping ω fixed, for
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any value between 0 and 1, the total ensemble energy can be minimised indirectly

by searching for the effective local potential, whose orbitals satisfy Equations 6.13

and minimise the total energy of the system. At the minimum, that potential is

equal to v(N+ω)
Hxc (r), given by the functional derivative of the ensemble Hxc energy

with respect to the ensemble density:

vHxc[ρ(N+ω)](r) = δE
(N+ω)
Hxc
δρ(r)

∣∣∣∣
ρ(N+ω)

. (6.18)

During the above variation the particle number does not change; it is always

fixed once the ensemble weights have been chosen. When this potential is var-

ied, v(N+ω)
Hxc → v

(N+ω)
Hxc + εu, it induces a variation in the ensemble KS orbitals:

∣∣φ′i〉 = ε
∑
n

′ 〈φi|u |φn〉 〈φn|
εi − εn

. (6.19)

This change in the orbitals then induces a corresponding change in the total en-

semble energy. Substituting the perturbation to the orbitals into the form of the

total ensemble energy in Equation 6.14 yields:

∆E(N+ω) = ε
N∑
i=1

〈φN+1|u |φi〉
εi − εN+1

{
〈φi| t+ ven + v

(N+ω)
H

+ (1− ω)v(N)
xc + ωv(N+1)

xc |φN+1〉
}

+ ε
N∑
i=1

∞∑
a>N+1

〈φa|u |φi〉
εi − εa

{
〈φi| t+ ven + v

(N+ω)
H

+ (1− ω)v(N)
xc + ωv(N+1)

xc |φa〉
}

− ε ω
N∑
i=1

〈φN+1|u |φi〉
εi − εN+1

{
〈φi| t+ ven + v

(N+1)
H

+ v(N+1)
xc |φN+1〉

}
+ ε ω

∞∑
a>N+1

〈φa|u |φN+1〉
εN+1 − εa

{
〈φN+1| t+ ven + v

(N+1)
H

+ v(N+1)
xc |φi〉

}
+ c.c. (6.20)

At the minimum, the functional derivative ensemble energy functional must vanish.

For the expression for the change in the ensemble energy above, the functional
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derivative is given by:

(1− ω)
N∑
i=1

〈φN+1| v(N)
Hxc − v

(N+ω)
Hxc |φi〉

εi − εN+1
φ∗i (r)φN+1(r)

+ ω
∞∑

a>N+1

〈φa| v(N+1)
Hxc − v(N+ω)

Hxc |φN+1〉
εN+1 − εa

φ∗N+1(r)φa(r)

+
N∑
i=1

∞∑
a>N+1

{
〈φa| v(N+ω)

H + (1− ω)v(N)
xc + ωv

(N+1)
xc − v(N+ω)

Hxc |φi〉
εi − εa

× φ∗i (r)φa(r)
}

+ c.c. = δE(N+ω)

δv(r) = 0. (6.21)

Moving all of the terms that depend on the ensemble potential v(N+ω)
Hxc to the left-

hand side of the above equation yields:∫
dr′χ(N+ω)(r, r′)v(N+ω)

Hxc (r′)

= (1− ω)
N∑
i=1

∫
dr′

φ∗i (r)φN+1(r)φi(r′)φ∗N+1(r′)
εi − εN+1

v
(N)
Hxc(r

′)

+ ω
∞∑

a>N+1

∫
dr′

φ∗N+1(r)φa(r)φN+1(r′)φ∗a(r′)
εN+1 − εa

v
(N+1)
Hxc (r′)

+
N∑
i=1

∞∑
a>N+1

∫
dr′φ

∗
i (r)φa(r)φi(r′)φ∗a(r′)

εi − εa

×
{
v

(N+ω)
H + (1− ω)v(N)

xc + ωv(N+1)
xc

}
+ c.c. (6.22)

where the ensemble response function is defined as:

χ(N+ω)(r, r′) = (1− ω)
N∑
i=1

φ∗i (r)φN+1(r)φi(r′)φ∗N+1(r′)
εi − εN+1

+ ω
∞∑

a>N+1

φ∗N+1(r)φa(r)φN+1(r′)φ∗a(r′)
εN+1 − εa

+
N∑
i=1

∞∑
a>N+1

φ∗i (r)φa(r)φi(r′)φ∗a(r′)
εi − εa

+ c.c. (6.23)

As the ensemble Hartree potential is given by the ensemble weighted sum of the N

and N + 1 subsystem Hartree potentials:

v
(N+ω)
H (r) = (1− ω)v(N)

H (r) + ωv
(N+1)
H (r), (6.24)

where:

v
(ν)
H (r) =

∫
dr′ ρ

(ν)(r′)
|r− r′|

, (6.25)
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6.1.3. The ensemble OEP equation

the final term on the right-hand side of Equation 6.22 can be condensed into Hxc

potentials and written as two terms, each dependent on one of the two subsystems:

∫
dr′χ(N+ω)(r, r′)v(N+ω)

Hxc (r′)

= (1− ω)
∫

dr′
[
N∑
i=1

φ∗i (r)φN+1(r)φi(r′)φ∗N+1(r′)
εi − εN+1

+
N∑
i=1

∞∑
a>N+1

φ∗i (r)φa(r)φi(r′)φ∗a(r′)
εi − εa

]
v

(N)
Hxc(r

′)

+ ω

∫
dr′
[ ∞∑
a>N+1

φ∗N+1(r)φa(r)φN+1(r′)φ∗a(r′)
εN+1 − εa

+
N∑
i=1

∞∑
a>N+1

φ∗i (r)φa(r)φi(r′)φ∗a(r′)
εi − εa

]
v

(N+1)
Hxc (r′) + c.c. (6.26)

The form of this ensemble response function in Equation 6.23 can be refactored

into a far more intuitive form. To do so, we first split the third term in the response

function into two terms, each with a weighting of 1− ω and ω respectively:

N∑
i=1

∞∑
a>N+1

{ . . . } = (1− ω)
N∑
i=1

∞∑
a>N+1

{ . . . }+ ω
N∑
i=1

∞∑
a>N+1

{ . . . }. (6.27)

Factoring out these weightings then allows the response function to be condensed

into only two terms:

χ(N+ω)(r, r′) = (1− ω)
[
N∑
i=1

φ∗i (r)φN+1(r)φi(r′)φ∗N+1(r′)
εi − εN+1

+
N∑
i=1

∞∑
a>N+1

φ∗i (r)φa(r)φi(r′)φ∗a(r′)
εi − εa

]

+ ω

[ ∞∑
a>N+1

φ∗N+1(r)φa(r)φN+1(r′)φ∗a(r′)
εN+1 − εa

+
N∑
i=1

∞∑
a>N+1

φ∗i (r)φa(r)φi(r′)φ∗a(r′)
εi − εa

]
+ c.c. (6.28)

Next, the sums within these terms can be combined. For the first term, the sum

over i shifts the lower index on the sum over a from N + 2 to N + 1. For the

second, the sum over a shifts the upper index on the sum over i from N to N + 1.
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6.1.3. The ensemble OEP equation

Together, these changes allow the ensemble response function to be written as:

χ(N+ω)(r, r′) = (1− ω)
N∑
i=1

∞∑
a=N+1

φ∗i (r)φa(r)φi(r′)φ∗a(r′)
εi − εa

+ ω
N+1∑
i=1

∞∑
a>N+1

φ∗i (r)φa(r)φi(r′)φ∗a(r′)
εi − εa

+ c.c. (6.29)

Recalling the original definition of the response function in Equation 3.59:

χ(ν)(r, r′) =
ν∑
i

∞∑
a>ν

φ∗i (r)φa(r)φi(r′)φ∗a(r′)
εi − εa

+ c.c.; ν ∈ {N,N + 1}, (6.30)

we can identify each of the two terms in the above expression as none other than the

response functions for each of the two subsystems, χ(N) and χ(N+1), respectively.

The total ensemble function can therefore simply be written as the ensemble

weighted sum of the response functions for each of the subsystems:

χ(N+ω)(r, r′) = (1− ω)χ(N)(r, r′) + ωχ(N+1)(r, r′). (6.31)

In a similar manner to the ensemble response function, the right-hand side of

Equation 6.26, which we will define as b(N+ω)
Hxc (r), can also be expressed in terms of

the subsystem response functions χ(N) and χ(N+1) by performing the same tricks

on the indices on the summations:

b(N+ω)
xc (r) = (1− ω)

∫
dr′χ(N)(r, r′)v(N)

Hxc(r
′)

+ ω

∫
dr′χ(N+1)(r, r′)v(N+1)

Hxc (r′), (6.32)

where the potentials v(N)
Hxc and v

(N+1)
Hxc are known from the integer N and N + 1

electrons systems.

Finally, putting everything together, the OEP equation that determines the exact

ensemble potential, v(N+ω)
Hxc , is:∫

dr′χ(N+ω)(r, r′)v(N+ω)
Hxc (r′) = b

(N+ω)
Hxc (r), (6.33)

with the ensemble xc potential obtained directly by inverting the above equation:

v
(N+ω)
Hxc (r) =

∫
dr′

(
χ(N+ω)(r, r′)

)−1
b
(N+ω)
Hxc (r′). (6.34)
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6.1.4. Numerical implementation

Equation 6.33, and its corresponding inverted form in Equation 6.34, is an im-

portant result, defining for the first time the formally exact KS DFT equations for

an ensemble system with a fractional number of electrons. Using this equation,

the exact ensemble potential can be constructed in terms of the ground-state vHxc

potentials for an integer N and N + 1 electrons without incurring any approxima-

tions (note again that the ensemble potential is defined for fixed ω up to a constant,

which is chosen such that v(N+ω)
Hxc (r)→ 0 for r →∞).

To use this OEP formulation in practice, density functional approximations must,

however, be invoked in order to obtain the xc potentials v(N)
xc and v(N+1)

xc . Therefore,

the accuracy of calculated properties is limited by the underlying approximation

that is employed.

6.1.4 Numerical implementation

In order to solve numerically the ensemble OEP equation 6.33 derived above, it

must first be implemented in our code for finite basis sets. To begin, the ensemble

xc potential is expanded in terms of a screening density, in line with the previous

implementations of the OEP method for finite basis set calculations used in the

constrained and implicit methods. This screening density is then expanded in terms

of an auxiliary basis set {θk}:

v
(N+ω)
Hxc (r) =

∫
dr′ ρscr(r

′)
|r− r′| ; ρscr(r) =

naux∑
k=1

ρskθk(r). (6.35)

Inserting this expansion into the OEP equation gives:
naux∑
k=1

ρsk

∫
χ(N+ω)(r, r′)θ̃l(r′) = b

(N+ω)
Hxc (r), (6.36)

where θ̃k(r′) =
∫
dx θk(x)/|r′ − x|.

Multiplying both sides by θ̃k(r) and integrating over dr yields a matrix equation

for the coefficients {ρsk}:

ρsk =
naux∑
l=1

(
A(N+ω)

)−1

kl
b
(N+ω)
Hxc, l , (6.37)
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6.1.4. Numerical implementation

where,

A
(N+ω)
kl =

〈
θ̃k
∣∣∣χ(N+ω)

∣∣∣θ̃l〉 , b(N+ω)
Hxc, l =

〈
b
(N+ω)
Hxc

∣∣∣θ̃l〉 . (6.38)

Once again, it is necessary to introduce a constraint on the screening density, where

Qscr =
∫

drρscr(r). For a regular OEP calculation for the Hxc potential of an N

electron system, each electron should be repelled by N − 1 electrons; as electrons

should not experience self-interactions. However, the choice of screening charge for

the ensemble of N and N + 1 electron systems is not as obvious [102]. Considering

the behaviour of the ensemble OEP potential in the asymptotic regions, it is known

that the decay of the density depends only on the eigenvalue of the HOMO:

lim
r→∞

ρ(r) ∝ e−2
√
−2εho|r|. (6.39)

So, in the case of the ensemble system, as soon as an infinitesimal amount of an

electron, δ, is added such that the total number of electrons surpasses the integer

number of electrons, N , the effective electrons ‘felt’ by each electron increases

discontinuously from N − 1 to N ; this is due to the partially occupied HOMO of

the N + 1 electron system now being also the HOMO of the N + δ electron system.

To include this screening charge constraint, the matrix equation can be reformu-

lated as a minimisation of an objective functional, G[{ρsk}], with respect to the

expanded screening density coefficients:

G[{ρsk}] = 1
2

naux∑
k=1

naux∑
l=1

ρskA
(N+ω)
kl ρsl −

naux∑
l=1

(
b
(N+ω)
Hxc, l + λXl

)
ρsl , (6.40)

where Xl =
∫
dr θl(r) and λ is a Lagrange multiplier that enforces the constraint

on the screening charge. The coefficients {ρsk} can then be determined by solving

the following equation:

ρsk =
naux∑
l=1

(
A(N+ω)

)−1

kl

(
b
(N+ω)
Hxc, l − λXl

)
. (6.41)

To obtain the value of λ the above expression can be inserted into the definition of
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6.1.4. Numerical implementation

the screening charge:

Qscr =
naux∑
k=1

ρskXk =
naux∑
k=1

[
naux∑
l=1

(
A(N+ω)

)−1

kl

(
b
(N+ω)
Hxc, l − λXl

)]
Xk

=⇒ λ =
∑naux
k=1

∑naux
l=1 Xk

(
A(N+ω)

)−1

kl
b
(N+ω)
Hxc, l −Qsrc∑naux

k=1
∑naux
l=1 Xk

(
A(N+ω))−1

kl Xl

(6.42)

The matrix A(N+ω)
kl can be easily constructed from the subsystem response func-

tions χ(N)(r, r′) and χ(N+1)(r, r′), by expanding them both on the orbital basis set.

The right-hand side of the equation however requires some more care to calculate.

Conveniently, expressions from the implicit method can be utilised here, as each

of the terms can be expanded into the spin-up and spin-down channels for each

subsystem:

b
(N+ω)
Hxc (r) =

∑
σ=↑↓

∫
dr′
{
χ(N)σ(r, r′)v(N)σ

Hxc (r′)

+ ωχ(N+1)σ(r, r′)v(N+1)σ
Hxc (r′)

}
. (6.43)

Therefore, the above expression allows the vector b(N+ω)
Hxc, l to be constructed solely

from quantities recycled from the implicit OEP implementation.

To continue, the potentials v(N)σ
Hxc and v

(N+1)σ
Hxc can each be split into the sum of

a Hartree and an xc potential. As in previous OEP implementations discussed in

this thesis, the individual xc potentials can be calculated via the LIBXC package

[94]. Given these potentials on the grid, they can be transformed to the auxiliary

basis:

ρ
(ν)σ
xc,k =

naux∑
k=1

〈
θ̃k
∣∣∣θl〉−1 〈

θl
∣∣∣v(ν)σ

xc
〉

; ν ∈ {N,N + 1}. (6.44)

Finally, the vector b(N+ω)
Hxc, l can then be expressed as:

b
(N+ω)
Hxc, l =

∑
ν

naux∑
k=1

ων

ρ(ν)
H,kA

(ν)
kl +

∑
σ=↑↓

ρ
(ν)σ
xc,kA

(ν)σ
kl

 , (6.45)

where ων are the respective weighting factors of ωN = (1− ω) and ωN+1 = ω.

At this point, the form of all quantities needed for the ensemble OEP implement-

ation are known and can be implemented into a finite basis set code. Once again,
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6.2. Results

this work was incorporated into the HIPPO code, building on existing routines de-

veloped for the implicit OEP method discussed in the previous chapter. To avoid

any spurious oscillations in the potentials, the complement method for χ in a finite

orbital basis was again used in order to obtain well-behaved OEP solutions.

6.2 Results

6.2.1 Ensemble energies

One of the first quantities that can be investigated for this new OEP method is

the total ensemble ground-state energy. Due to the form of the ensemble energy

functional in Equation 6.6, the ensemble OEP should yield a linear variation in the

ground-state total energy along the variation of ω = 0→ 1.

In Figure 6.2, the total ensemble energy is plotted, starting from the Be2+ ion up

to the Be atom, for the ensemble OEP method (using the LDA functional), implicit

OEP, and regular unpolarised LDA. This figure shows a very strong resemblance to

the exact and (semi-)local curves from Figure 6.1. Both the implicit and unpolar-

ised LDA vary continuously, i.e. there is no discontinuous change in their gradient

at the exact point where the number of electrons in the ensemble surpasses N = 3

(i.e. at the Be+ ion).

On the other hand, the ensemble LDA curve does exhibit the desired discontinuous

change in the gradient of the energy curve, and therefore possesses a non-zero de-

rivative discontinuity. We also stress that although the ensemble energy is expected

to interpolate linearly between these limits, this is the first time that this has been

demonstrated using LDA for ensemble systems.

Focusing instead on the bottom subplot of Figure 6.1, which plots the difference

relative to the ensemble energy, we observe that the implicit LDA energy at an

integer number of electrons is equal to the ensemble energy. The unpolarised LDA

curve does match at the endpoints where the number of electrons is even, but it
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Figure 6.2: Total energy calculations ranging from the Be2+ ion to the Be atom
for ensemble OEP method (red), compared to regular unpolarised LDA (blue)
and ghost exchange corrected LDA (orange). All calculations use an augmented
cc-pVTZ orbital basis set and an uncontracted cc-pVTZ auxiliary basis set.

is not equal to the ensemble curve at N = 3. This difference between the iLDA

and the LDA curves is a clear example of the ghost exchange error in action, with

the difference between these curves at N = 3 defining the value of this error for

the Be+ ion. As the ensemble OEP method is constructed as an extension of the

implicit OEP, it directly incorporates the ghost exchange correction. We should

also note that although it is not plotted (as it yields total energies that are very

close to those obtained from iLDA), the spin-polarised LSDA functional also does

not possess a non-zero derivative discontinuity in the total energy; only the new

ensemble method has a non-zero change in the energy derivative at integer N .

As the ensemble energy exhibits a discontinuous change in its gradient, it is, there-

fore, possible to calculate the gradient for N = 3 ± ω → 0 to estimate the value

of the xc derivative discontinuity. Doing so would then enable a new value for the
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Figure 6.3: Potentials obtained using the ensemble LDA method for the Be+ ion
across a range of values of ω. The ensemble Hartree potential (middle) is subtracted
from the Hxc potential (left) to obtain the ensemble xc potential (right). For each
of these calculations, the orbital and auxiliary basis sets used were augmented
cc-pVTZ uncontracted cc-pVTZ respectively.

electron affinity to be calculated using Equation 6.5. Results obtained using this

method will be presented and discussed in § 6.2.3.

6.2.2 Ensemble potentials

As in the preceding two chapters, we should also take a closer look at the OEP

potentials that are calculated via this new ensemble formulation, across the entire

range of values of the ensemble weight, ω. In § 5.2.1, we investigated the conver-

gence of the OEP potentials with respect to the basis sets and the value of α. For

the systems studied in this thesis, we found that a value of α = 10−2 consistently

yielded well-behaved and converged potentials, and so in the following figures we

will fix α = 10−2. All results presented (unless otherwise stated) employ the LDA

approximation in the construction of the exchange-correlation potentials.

Figure 6.3 highlights how the underlying potentials; vHxc, vH, and vxc, vary as

the value of omega is increased from 0 to 1 for the Be+ ion. From the left-hand

subplot, we can clearly see that as a very small amount of an electron is added

(here we show ω = 10−5) to the ion, the asymptotic tail of the Hxc potential

shifts discontinuously. However, as we continue to increase ω → 1, the asymptotic

tail exhibits no further variation. This is a direct consequence of the intuitive

constraints that were placed on the screening density (see § 6.1.4 for a more detailed
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Figure 6.4: Calculated ensemble xc potentials for the Be+ ion for increasingly
smaller values of δ. On the right-hand side, the difference between the xc potentials
for the N+δ and N−δ ensemble electron systems are plotted (∆xc). The basis sets
were kept fixed with are calculations using an augmented cc-pVTZ orbital basis
and an uncontracted cc-pVTZ auxiliary basis.

discussion). As an infinitesimal amount of an electron is added to the ion, it

begins to occupy the LUMO of the ω = 0 system. Therefore, as the decay of the

electronic density is related to the highest occupied eigenvalue (see Equation 6.39)

the screening charge must change discontinuously to compensate.

Studying the middle plot of Figure 6.3, it is clear that across the entire range of

values of ω the ensemble Hartree potential varies linearly; there is no discontinuous

shift present. We can therefore conclude that the shift in the Hxc potential is due

to a shift in the xc potential. This is confirmed by inspecting the right-hand plot

in Figure 6.3, where the xc potential does indeed change discontinuously on the

addition of a very small fraction of an electron. Another observation that can be

made from this figure, is that after the ‘jump’, the xc potential moves closer to the

ω = 0 result as ω → 1. If we again consider the value of the screening charge along

this range, this should be expected. At ω = 0, the Hxc screening charge is equal

to N − 1, and the effective xc screening charge is equal to −1. As a small fraction

of an electron is added, the Hxc screening charge jumps to N , and therefore the xc

screening charge shifts to 0. Continuing to add a larger fraction of an electron until

ω → 1, the Hxc screening charge remains unchanged. However, the xc screening

charge will increase linearly until it reaches −1. This, therefore, explains why the xc

potentials calculated at ω = 0 and ω → 1 exhibit the same asymptotic behaviour.
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This observed shift in the xc potential as an infinitesimal amount of an electron is

worth investigating in more detail. From Equation 6.3, we know that the xc deriv-

ative discontinuity can be calculated from the difference between the two ensemble

potentials with an infinitesimal amount of an electron, δ, added and removed from

the N electron system. In the above discussion, we have already calculated the

N + δ xc potential, therefore we also need to calculate the potential for N − δ

electrons. This is very straightforward to accomplish using the ensemble method,

as the N − δ xc potential is exactly the N + (1− δ) potential for the ensemble of

N − 1 and N electron subsystems.

In the left-hand plot of Figure 6.4, the ensemble xc potentials for the N + δ and

N − δ ensembles are plotted for three increasingly smaller values of δ. As before,

we observe a shift in the xc potentials as the fractional amount of an electron is

added, however, the shift in the two potentials for fixed δ appears to converge as

δ → 0. If we inspect the differences between the two in the right-hand figure, this

becomes very apparent; with the change appearing to converge to a constant within

the vicinity of the atom.

This shift is exactly the definition of the xc derivative discontinuity, although here

we do not see a constant shift across all space. At first, it was assumed that this de-

cay was an artifact of the (semi-)local density functional approximations employed

in the ensemble OEP equation to construct the individual spin-xc potentials for the

two subsystems. This however is not likely to be the only reason, as independent

results obtained from the inversion of full configuration interaction (CI) densities

for finite basis sets have recently been shown to yield similar behaviour; a constant

shift in the xc potential that decays to zero far from the system [130]. Therefore,

we can conclude that this decay is also a Gaussian basis set effect.

We can also investigate the convergence of this constant with respect to the aux-

iliary basis set, to ensure that we are not simply observing an artifact from using

basis sets that are too small and that it does not vanish in the complete basis set

limit. In Figure 6.5, the convergence of ∆xc with respect to the size of the auxili-
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Figure 6.5: Convergence of the derivative discontinuity, ∆xc(r), with respect to
the size of the auxiliary basis set for the Be+ ion, calculated via the difference
between the two ensemble potentials v(N+δ)

xc (r) and v(N−δ)
xc (r) for δ = 10−5. For all

calculations a fixed augmented cc-pVQZ orbital basis was used, with the auxiliary
basis set varying from uncontracted cc-pVDZ to QZ.

ary basis set is plotted for a fixed augmented cc-pVQZ orbital basis, for a value of

δ = 10−5. A similar result to the above is observed, with the constant appearing to

converge to a flat plateau in the region of the atom, decaying off at large distances.

The spatial extent of this plateau increases slightly with the size of the auxiliary

basis, whereas its height decreases; although the drop in its magnitude is shown to

converge well with the number of auxiliary basis set functions (see nested subplot).

So far, we have only studied the ensemble potentials obtained for the single atom

Be+ ion; although we can still observe the same behaviour in larger systems. Fig-

ure 6.6 plots the derivative discontinuity obtained from the difference in ensemble

potentials for a molecule of Benzene (C6H6). Across the zx-plane, we observe a

constant ∆xc within the neighborhood of the molecule. A similar picture can also
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Figure 6.6: The calculated derivative discontinuity for Benzene (C6H6) via the
difference of the ensemble potentials for N ± δ, δ = 10−5. The two calculations
were performed using an augmented cc-pVTZ orbital basis set and an uncontracted
cc-pVTZ auxiliary basis set.

be obtained by plotting the variation in the plane perpendicular to the molecule,

with the shift manifesting in all three real-space dimensions.

Convergence of the derivative discontinuity for molecules with respect to the aux-

iliary basis set can also be checked; with Figure 6.7 presenting the variation in the

magnitude of ∆xc for a molecule of H2O for an increasing auxiliary basis set size.
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Figure 6.7: The calculated derivative discontinuity for H2O via the difference of
the ensemble potentials for N ± δ, δ = 10−5. These calculations were performed
using an augmented cc-pVQZ orbital basis set and an uncontracted (left) cc-pVDZ,
(middle) cc-pVTZ, and (right) cc-pVQZ auxiliary basis set.

Again, the value appears to plateau in the vicinity of the system with the change

in magnitude decreasing as the basis size increases.

Now that it has been demonstrated that the ensemble OEP can yield a non-zero

derivative discontinuity in the region of the system which does not vanish in the

complete basis set limit, we can now investigate the magnitude of the ∆xc calculated

via this difference and compare it against values calculated from the difference in

the gradient of the total ensemble energy as the number of electrons surpasses an

integer.

6.2.3 Estimating the derivative discontinuity

As already mentioned, (semi-)local density functional approximations do not gen-

erally possess a non-zero derivative discontinuity. However, we have seen in the

previous two sections that by solving the ensemble OEP equation with these func-

tionals, we can in fact obtain a non-zero ∆xc for any (semi-)local DFA.

First, we can calculate the total ensemble ground state energy for a system from

N − 1 to N electrons, the total ensemble energy from N to N + 1 electrons,

and directly calculate the change in the gradient of these total energy curves.

The ensemble total varies linearly along the path of w = 0 → 1 and changes

discontinuously at exactly N electrons (see Figure 6.2). Calculating the difference
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6.2.3. Estimating the derivative discontinuity

System Exp ∆dEeLDA

dN ∆ω=0
xc ∆ω=1

xc

Li 4.77 4.95 2.54 5.14
Be+ 8.89 9.25 3.37 9.06
Na 4.59 4.81 2.65 5.20
F 14.02 17.41 8.18 14.26
OH 11.19 14.12 5.35 11.43
CN 9.74 10.68 5.20 10.20
NH2 10.01 11.74 4.97 10.48
HS 8.11 9.71 4.81 8.59
ClO 8.61 10.05 5.33 9.24
CNO 8.15 9.94 4.90 9.13
SCN 7.15 8.13 4.34 7.61

|Avr. Err.| — 1.41 3.96 0.46

Table 6.1: Values of the derivative discontinuity calculated for a set of small sys-
tems compared to experimental fundamental gaps taken from the Computational
Chemistry Comparison and Benchmark Database (CCCBDB) [114]. The third
column was computed by calculating the difference between the gradient of the
ground state total ensemble energy at N − ω and N + ω electrons for ω → 0 using
the LDA functional. The remaining two columns were calculated using the en-
semble OEP method via the difference in the xc potentials. All calculations were
performed using an augmented cc-pVTZ orbital basis set and an uncontracted
cc-pVTZ auxiliary basis set.

in the gradient at this point directly yields the value of ∆xc.

Second, we can determine a value of the derivative discontinuity from the height

of the step in the vicinity of the system that manifests in the difference between

the two ensemble potentials at N ± ω → 0 (as discussed in § 6.2.2), which we will

denote here as ∆ω=0
xc .

In Table 6.1, we present results obtained for the derivative discontinuity for a small

set of systems using the LDA functional. As these systems are open-shell and

the ensemble OEP is a spin-restricted method (i.e. φ↑i = φ↓i ), the value of ∆xc

yields the fundamental gap, I − A, of the system, allowing us to directly compare

against experimental values from the CCCBDB [114]. For these examples, it is

clear that the value of ∆xc calculated from the change in the energy gradient is

more accurate than the shift in the xc potential, with an average absolute error of

1.41 eV compared to 3.96 eV. A similar set of results are obtained using the PBE
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6.2.3. Estimating the derivative discontinuity

System Exp ∆dEePBE

dN ∆ω=0
xc ∆ω=1

xc

Li 4.77 5.06 2.50 4.52
Be+ 8.89 9.49 3.38 10.31
Na 4.59 4.72 5.30 7.18
F 14.02 17.61 8.01 13.05
OH 11.19 14.35 5.27 10.64
CN 9.74 11.06 5.13 9.40
NH2 10.01 11.96 4.88 7.85
HS 8.11 9.89 4.73 7.93
ClO 8.61 10.17 5.24 8.46
CNO 8.15 10.06 4.83 8.73
SCN 7.15 8.23 4.28 7.24

|Avr. Err.| — 1.58 3.92 0.84

Table 6.2: Values of the derivative discontinuity calculated for a set of small systems
compared to experimental fundamental gaps taken from the CCCBDB [114]. The
third column was computed by calculating the difference between the gradient of
the ground state total ensemble energy at N − ω and N + ω electrons for ω → 0
using the PBE functional. The remaining two columns were calculated using the
ensemble OEP method via the difference in the xc potentials. All calculations were
performed using an augmented cc-pVTZ orbital basis set and an uncontracted
cc-pVTZ auxiliary basis set.

functional in Table 6.2, where the gradient difference method yields an average

error of 1.58 eV compared to the average error of 3.92 eV determined from the shift

in the ensemble potentials.

Clearly, the estimate obtained via the step that manifests in the region of the system

is too small to account for the full value of the derivative discontinuity. We can

gain a deeper understanding of why this may be the case by plotting the value of

the HOMO eigenvalue for the ensemble as the number of electrons varies from N to

N + 1. In Figure 6.8, the value of the HOMO eigenvalue is plotted for the Be atom

with a varying number of electrons. At N = 3, we observe a discontinuous change

in the eigenvalue, which occurs as a consequence of the discontinuous change in the

screening charge from 2 → 3. The magnitude of this shift is also approximately

equal to the magnitude of the shift in the xc potentials as the number of electrons

surpasses N = 3 and is, therefore, an alternative measure of ∆ω=0
xc . From Janak’s

theorem [129], we would have expected that throughout the range of ω = 0 → 1
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Figure 6.8: Variation of the value of the 2s eigenvalue for the Be atom obtained
via the ensemble OEP method with respect to the average number of electrons in
the ensemble system. All calculations used an augmented cc-pVTZ orbital basis
and an uncontracted cc-pVTZ auxiliary basis.

the HOMO, eigenvalue would remain a constant, however, it is clear from this

figure, that this is not the case for the ensemble OEP method. As the number of

electrons increases from 3→ 4, the HOMO eigenvalue also increases. The value of

the HOMO eigenvalue at N = 4 (i.e. ω = 1), corresponds to the HOMO eigenvalue

of the N + 1 electron system which we had used previously as an accurate measure

of the electron affinity in § 4.2.5. By defining the total variation of the eigenvalue

as ∆ω=1
xc , we obtain a third approximation for the fundamental gap, which yielded

an average error of 0.46 eV and 0.84 eV for LDA and PBE respectively, a more

accurate estimate for than the two alternative methods.

Using these results, we argue that although the step in the potentials that occurs as

the number of electrons surpasses an integer is too small, the discontinuous shift in

the screening charge does in fact contribute a large fraction to the total derivative

discontinuity. This shift in the screening charge is a physically intuitive constraint,

that can systematically be applied to any (semi-)local DFA to yield a non-zero ∆xc

with relative ease. The remaining fraction of the derivative discontinuity in this
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method comes from the additional variation in the eigenvalue, which is expected

to remain constant.

6.3 Summary

In this chapter, we formulated and derived for the first time the exact ensemble KS

equations for systems with a fractional number of electrons via a new OEP scheme.

This formulation extended the ideas introduced in implicit OEP, by constructing

each subsystem in a ghost exchange free manner. The ensemble OEP exhibits

several desired features of the exact KS potential that are lacking from (semi-

)local density functional approximations, in particular a non-zero xc derivative

discontinuity.

Values of ∆xc can be obtained from the ensemble method either from the direct

calculation of change in the total ensemble energy gradient as the number of elec-

trons in the ensemble system surpasses an integer, or by calculating the difference

between the ensemble potentials for N+ω and N−ω as ω → 0. This difference was

shown to converge to a constant in the vicinity of the system, decaying to zero as

r →∞. Although the exact ∆xc should be a constant across all space, it is argued

that this decay is primarily a result of the Gaussian basis set implementation and

not a deficiency of the (semi-)local density functional approximations employed.

Calculated values for the derivative discontinuity via the difference in the ensemble

potentials were shown to be too small (although previously they were zero) com-

pared to values determined via the change in gradient of the total ensemble energy.

The shift observed in the potentials in this theory is a consequence of the discon-

tinuous change to the screening charge, hence we argue that this accounts for a

significant contribution to the total derivative discontinuity.

However, we should note that the value of Qscr does not determine fully ∆xc. It is

known that the exact ∆xc(r) is a function of r that stays equal to a constant shift

in the region of the molecule and eventually drops to zero at a large distance away
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from the molecule. The point where it drops to zero is related to the asymptotic

tails of the densities of the constituents systems of the ensemble (where they cross

and become comparable). We cannot control this effect just with the norm of Qscr

and it is also doubtful if (semi-)local DFAs like LDA can describe this, even if we

used a grid rather than Gaussian bases.
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Chapter 7

Localising the xc screening hole

In this chapter, a novel new method for decomposing the total molecular screening

density into screening densities localised on individual atoms is developed, by in-

troducing the concept of atomically localised screening charge. This method builds

on the work on previous constrained OEP schemes developed in this thesis, and its

ideas could be applied systematically across all of these previous methods.

This work was inspired by a well-known issue with commonly used (semi-)local

functionals within DFT, which causes diatomic (or even larger systems) to disso-

ciate incorrectly into fractionally charged species rather than neutral atoms. We

will discuss how the derivative discontinuity introduced in § 6, is related to steps

in the exact KS potential that form when molecules are stretched; an extremely

difficult feature to capture at all using any approximate density functional.

We first discuss results obtained for systems at equilibrium (i.e. small separation

distances), to confirm that this new method correctly reduces to the constrained

OEP formulation introduced in § 4. Following on from this, we explore results ob-

tained for diatomics that are stretched far beyond their equilibrium bond length,

and it is that shifts in the OEP potentials do in fact manifest. Although these

shifts are not large enough to completely correct the incorrect fractional charge

fragment dissociation of diatomics predicted by (semi-)local density functional ap-

proximations, their observation alone is nevertheless a spectacular result.
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7.1. Theory

7.1 Theory

7.1.1 The fractional dissociation error for (semi-)local functionals

In the previous chapter, we discussed how commonly used (semi-)local density func-

tional approximations do not possess an xc derivative discontinuity as the number

of electrons in a system surpasses an integer number of electrons. This deficiency

is linked to self-interaction errors that plague these functionals, which causes the

system’s electronic density to over delocalise. As a result, this error is commonly

known as the delocalisation error [131, 132], and it is responsible for other issues

with (semi-)local functionals; notably, the tendency for diatomic molecules to en-

ergetically favour dissociating to fractionally charged fragments [104].
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Figure 7.1: The energy of a dissociated LiH molecule calculated using the LDA
functional, obtained from the sum of individual calculations of Li+x and H−x,
0 ≤ x ≤ 1. The dotted line represents the expected linear result that would be
calculated from the exact KS potential. Each of these calculations was performed
using an augmented cc-pVTZ orbital basis set.

The important work of Perdew et al. [104] highlights this error by studying the

dissociation of the LiH molecule, where the LDA displays no derivative discon-
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7.1.2. OEP with atomically localised screening densities

tinuity or steps in the xc potential and therefore incorrectly minimises the total

ground state energy at Li+0.25H−0.25, rather than the correct dissociation limit of

two neutral atoms of Li and H (see Figure 7.1). This is caused by the fact that in

(semi-)local DFAs, the electron affinity (EA) of one atom, here H, is considerably

overestimated compared to the ionisation potential (IP) of the other atom, here Li.

It is not just approximations in DFT that suffer from fractional dissociation errors,

however, as restricted HF in fact yields an even worse limit of Li+0.45H−0.45 [104].

Clearly, the exact KS potential should not exhibit this behaviour, and should in-

stead dissociate diatomics to neutral atoms. To achieve this, the exact KS poten-

tial develops step-like features which prevent the energy minimum from yielding

charged fragments [133]. These steps in the KS potential have also recently been

related to the xc derivative discontinuity by Hodgson et al. [134].

Accurately capturing these steps is of vital importance when studying systems

where the atoms (or separate parts of a molecule) appear as individual entities,

such as a molecule with a donor and an acceptor site, or a molecule near the

surface of a solid.

Unfortunately, the ability to capture these steps using (semi-)local density func-

tional approximations so far has been impossible to tackle. Therefore, we must

somehow develop alternative approaches that can incorporate these steps into ex-

isting DFAs.

7.1.2 OEP with atomically localised screening densities

In the previous implementations of the OEP equation discussed in this thesis, the

effective potential is expanded in terms of a screening density distributed across the

entire space of the molecule. Instead, we introduce here the concept of an atomic

screening density localised on a particular atom in the molecule, where the total

screening density of the molecule is given by the sum of all the individual atomic
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7.1.2. OEP with atomically localised screening densities

screening densities:

ρmol
scr (r) =

M∑
I=1

ρIscr(r), (7.1)

whereM is the number of atoms in the molecule and ρIscr(r) is the atomic screening

density of atom I.

As before, the effective potential can be expanded in terms of the total molecular

screening density, and using the above expression it can be further split up into

individual atomic effective potentials each expanded in terms of their respective

atomic screening density:

veff(r) =
∫

dr′ ρ
mol
scr (r′)
|r− r′| =

M∑
I=1

∫
dr′ ρ

I
scr(r′)
|r− r′| =

M∑
I=1

vIeff , (7.2)

where:

vIeff(r) =
∫

dr′ ρ
I
scr(r′)
|r− r′| . (7.3)

Following the ideas developed in § 4, we know that the molecular Hxc screening

density should be constrained to integrate to N − 1 to yield the correct asymp-

totic decay of the OEP potential at infinity and to correct self-interaction errors

that contaminate commonly used (semi-)local density functional approximations.

This, therefore, allows us to constrain the sum of the individual atomic screening

densities, such that:∫
dr′ρmol

scr (r′) =
M∑
I=1

∫
dr′ρIscr(r′) =

M∑
I=1

QIscr = N − 1. (7.4)

If we consider what happens to a diatomic when it is stretched, it is expected that

the xc screening hole of charge−1 should localised onto one of the atoms (physically,

this should be the atom with the most loosely bound or diffuse electron). Therefore,

only one of the atomic screening charges, QJscr = NJ − 1, with all of the other

QI 6=Jscr = N I .

This argument regarding the localisation of the−1 hole strictly holds at dissociation

but here we employ it in general. This is because at infinity the density of that

particular electron dominates and it should see N − 1 electrons of its own atom

to repel it (SI-free). So, we choose to localise the −1 hole on the atom with the
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7.1.2. OEP with atomically localised screening densities

smallest IP. For a homonuclear diatomic, the −1 hole should still localise on one

of the atoms; the one which is closest to the point r we are considering at infinity.

To continue, each of the atomic screening densities are expanded on the set of

auxiliary basis functions {θIn}, that are localised to that particular atom:

ρIscr(r) =
NI∑
n=1

cInθ
I
n(r), (7.5)

where the set of basis functions localised to atom I, {θI1, . . . , θINI}, is a subset of

the total set of basis functions for the whole molecule.

In Figure 7.2, it is clear that at equilibrium distances the basis set functions cor-

responding to each atom in the LiH molecule have significant overlap; however,

at large separations, this overlap decreases dramatically. It should therefore be

expected (and by design) that the localisation of screening charges to individual

atoms should have a maximal impact when the atoms are infinitely separated, i.e.

dissociated.

The constraints on atomic screening charges in terms of the atomic screening dens-

ity expansion coefficients are therefore:

NI∑
n=1

cIn

∫
dr θIn(r) =

NI∑
n=1

cInX
I
n = QIscr, (7.6)

where:

XI
n =

∫
dr θIn(r), n = 1, . . . , N I . (7.7)

It should be clear that the total number of coefficients over all the atoms will equal

the total number of basis functions for the molecule; the set coefficients {cIn} are

simply a subset of the total set of coefficients that describe the screening density

localised to atom I. By varying one of these coefficients, cIn, we introduce a change

in the atomic screening density for the atom I:

δρIscr(r) = δcInθ
I
n(r), (7.8)

which in turn results in an overall change in the total energy functional, that we

will minimise under the set of constraints −
∑M
J λJ

∫
drρJscr(r). The change in total
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Figure 7.2: The cc-pVDZ basis set functions for a molecule of LiH at two separation
distances; (top) equilibrium distance and (bottom) 30Å. The two colours represent
which functions are localised to each atom; with the Lithium functions coloured
blue, and the Hydrogen functions in red. The two yellow markers indicate the
relative positions of the two atoms.

energy functional under these constraints is given by:

∆E − λI
∫

dx′δρIscr(x′) = 0 (7.9)
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=⇒
∫∫∫

dx′dx dr δρ
I
scr(x′)
|x− x′| χ(r,x)

[
vDFA
Hxc (r)

−
M∑
J=1

vJeff(r)
]
− λI

∫
dx′δρIscr(x′) = 0. (7.10)

Performing the functional derivative on this above expression yields a familiar-

looking equation:

0 =
∫

dx′θIn(x′)
∫∫

dx dr χ(r,x)
|x− x′|

[
vDFA
Hxc (r)−

M∑
J=1

vJeff(r)
]
−λI

∫
dx′θIn(x′). (7.11)

The above equation can be rewritten as:

∫∫
dx′dr′ θIn(x′)χ̄(x′, r′)

M∑
J=1

NJ∑
l=1

cJl θ
J
l (r′) = bIn − λIXI

n, (7.12)

where for n = 1, . . . , N I :

bIn =
∫∫∫ dx′dx dr

|x− x′| χ(r,x)vDFA
Hxc (r)θIn(x′). (7.13)

By defining the matrix AIn;Jl =
〈
θIn

∣∣∣ χ̄ ∣∣∣θJl 〉, the OEP equation can once again be

re-expressed as in a matrix form:

M∑
J=1

NJ∑
l=1

AIn;Jl c
J
l = bIn − λI XI

n; n = 1, . . . , N I . (7.14)

Multiplying by the inverse of A (same matrix as before) and summing over I and

n = 1, . . . , N I yields:

cKm =
M∑
I=1

NI∑
n=1

A−1
Km;Inb

I
n −

M∑
I=1

λI
NI∑
n=1

A−1
Km;InX

I
n; m = 1, . . . , NK . (7.15)

To complete this reformulation of the OEP, we must construct expressions for the

Lagrange multipliers, λJ . To do so is straightforward, as multiplying Equation 7.15

by XK
m with m = 1, . . . , NK , and summing over m yields:

NK∑
m=1

cKmX
K
m =

M∑
I=1

NI∑
n=1

NK∑
m=1

XK
m A−1

Km;Inb
I
n

−
M∑
I=1

λI
NI∑
n=1

NK∑
m=1

XK
mA

−1
Km;InX

I
n (7.16)

(7.17)

=⇒ QKscr = BK −
M∑
I=1

ÃKI λ
I , (7.18)
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where the matrices ÃKI and BK are given by:

ÃKI =
NI∑
n=1

NK∑
m=1

XK
mA

−1
Km;InX

I
n, (7.19)

BK =
M∑
I=1

NI∑
n=1

NK∑
m=1

XK
m A−1

Km;Inb
I
n. (7.20)

The Lagrange multipliers can then be determined by inverting this equation:

λJ =
M∑
K=1

Ã−1
JK

(
BK −QKscr

)
. (7.21)

This novel method for localising the screening density in the OEP potential has

been implemented into the HIPPO code in combination with the implicit OEP

formulation. It can be applied in principle to any (semi-)local density functional

approximation, however, for this work, only the LDA and PBE functionals were

studied. The code has the flexibility to localise the xc screening density hole of −1

on any atom of choice. This allows us to perform several calculations with the xc

screening hole confined to different atoms.

7.1.3 Non-overlapping atomic screening densities

One of the limitations of the atomically localised OEP method presented in the

previous section is that in the limit that the auxiliary basis centered on each atom

becomes very large (i.e. towards complete), the basis functions of each atom will

always overlap with those of every other atom. This, therefore, leads to an am-

biguity as to where to assign the screening charges on atoms, and in this limit, it

reduces to the constrained or implicit OEP that models the screening density as

being smeared out across the entire molecule. In what follows, an additional con-

straint on the atomic screening densities is introduced and the atomically localised

OEP equation is modified to incorporate it. However, for the size of the basis sets

used both in the work of this thesis and commonly used by the electronic structure

community, this constraint is not strictly necessary; nevertheless, it is important

to address this limit.
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The additional condition that should be enforced on the atomic screening densities

to avoid this issue is that none of the atomic screening densities should overlap

with each other:
M∏
J=1

ρJscr(r) = 0; ∀ r, (7.22)

or equivalently: ∫
dr

M∏
J=1

∣∣ρJscr(r)
∣∣ = 0. (7.23)

Like the positivity constraint introduced in this thesis, this non-overlapping condi-

tion can be incorporated into the objective function as a penalty term:

+ Λ
∫

dr
M∏
J=1

∣∣ρJscr(r)
∣∣; Λ ∈ R+. (7.24)

The change in the total energy functional from Equation 7.9 including this addi-

tional term is therefore now:

∆E − λI
∫

dx′δρIscr(x′)

+ Λ
∫

dx′δρIscr(x′) sgn
[
ρIscr(x′)

] M∏
J 6=I

∣∣ρJscr(x′)∣∣ = 0, (7.25)

where sgn
[
ρIscr(x′)

]
is the sign of ρIscr(x′) at x′.

Performing the functional derivative then yields:

0 =
∫

dx′θIn(x′)
∫∫

dx dr χ(r,x)
|x− x′|

[
vDFA
Hxc (r)−

M∑
J

vJeff(r)
]

− λI
∫

dx′θIn(x′) + Λ
∫

dx′θIn(x′) sgn
[
ρIscr(x′)

] M∏
J 6=I

∣∣ρJscr(x′)∣∣, (7.26)

which after some rearrangement can be rewritten in the regular OEP form as:∫∫
dx′ dr′ θIn(x′)χ̄(x′, r′)

M∑
J=1

NJ∑
l=1

cJl θ
J
l (r′) = bIn − λIXI

n + ΛX̄I
n, (7.27)

for n = 1, . . . , N I , bIn given by the same form as in Equation 7.13, and where:

X̄I
n =

∫
dr θIn(r) sgn

[
ρIeff(r)

] M∏
J 6=I

∣∣ρJscr(r)
∣∣. (7.28)

The matrix form of this equation is therefore given by:

M∑
J

NJ∑
l=1

AIn;Jl c
J
l = bIn − λIXI

n + ΛX̄I
n, (7.29)
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The above equation now provides a version of the atomically localised screening

density OEP equation that allows the screening densities to be localised optim-

ally onto individual atoms even in the complete basis set limit. As stated before

however, for the systems studied and basis sets used for the work in this thesis,

the inclusion of this constraint did not have an impact on results; it is however

important to present a method of overcoming this limitation that may prove useful

in the future.

7.2 Results

7.2.1 Equilibrium geometries
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Figure 7.3: The exchange-correlation potentials for Neon (Ne) and calculated using
implicit and the atomically localised xc screening hole method for the LDA func-
tional. Both calculations were performed using a cc-pVTZ orbital basis set and an
uncontracted cc-pVTZ auxiliary basis set.

In this section, we will explore the behaviour of this new OEP reformulation for

systems with small atomic separations. As was mentioned earlier, for such cases

the separation of the total screening density into separation densities localised to

individual atoms should reduce to the implicit OEP scheme, as there will be a

significant overlap between the subsets of the auxiliary basis functions localised on
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7.2.1. Equilibrium geometries

each atom with all of the other subsets. Certainly, in the case of a single atom,

results should be identical, as then the atomically localised auxiliary basis functions

includes the entire set.

In Figure 7.3 we perform this sanity check on the Neon (Ne) atom, by plotting the

xc potentials obtained from both implicit LDA and the new atomically localised

xc screening hole scheme for the LDA functional. It is clear from the plot that the

two potentials are identical (within numerical noise); a result that was expected

and is now confirmed.
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Figure 7.4: The exchange-correlation potentials for NaCl and LiH were calculated
using the implicit and atomic OEP methods. The bottom subplots show the dif-
ference between the atomic OEP xc potential with charge localised on atom I and
the implicit potential. All calculations used an augmented cc-pVTZ orbital basis
set and an uncontracted cc-pVTZ auxiliary basis set.

More interestingly, we can study the behaviour of the two methods for some diat-

omic systems at their equilibrium configurations. In Figure 7.4, we again compare

the implicit LDA xc potential to the new method however this time we have two

possibilities of where to localise the xc screening hole in each system (although

strictly it should only localise on the atom with the smallest IP). In the left-hand
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side of the figure, the three xc potentials obtained for NaCl are plotted, along with

the differences between the potentials that are calculated with the xc screening hole

localised on the Na and Cl atoms respectively, and the potential calculated using

the implicit method. On the right-hand side of the figure, the same potentials and

differences and plotted but instead for LiH.

From the two bottom subplots, it is clear that the difference between the potentials

obtained with the xc screening hole localised on one of the atoms and the implicit

LDA potential is small (at most ∼ 0.02 Ha for NaCl and ∼ 0.002 Ha for LiH).

For LiH, there is not a significant difference between the potentials when the hole

is localised on either of the two atoms. However, for NaCl we do observe minor

differences on the Na side of the potential when the xc screening hole is localised

to the Na atom (the atom with the smallest affinity of 0.547 eV [135]). As it

is energetically favourable, the hole naturally wants to localise strongly to the Cl

atom (which has a much higher affinity of 3.612 eV [136]), the potential that results

from the Cl localisation is very similar to the implicit LDA result. Therefore, even

at the equilibrium distance, we can start to see a difference between the potentials

depending on where the hole is localised, and it should be localised on the atom with

the smallest IP (in this case Na). This could be explained by the relative differences

between the affinities in NaCl of 0.136 eV compared to the difference between the

H affinity (0.754 eV [137]) and the Li affinity (0.618 eV [138]). Although, it should

be noted that for both systems the total energy differences between these solutions

is in fact very small (∼ 10−6 Ha).

Together these figures highlight the expected behaviour of this approach; that for

small distances the localisation of the xc screening charge hole onto an individual

atom has only a small effect on the resulting potentials as there is significant overlap

of the atomically localised sets of auxiliary basis functions. Although, for diatomics

with larger differences in the electron affinities of the two atoms minor steps begin

to develop.
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Figure 7.5: The exchange-correlation potentials for LiH calculated via implicit LDA
and for the xc screening hole localised on the Li atom for four separation distances,
d: (top left) equilibrium distance, d = 1.64Å, (top right) d = 5.0Å, (bottom left)
d = 10.0Å, and (bottom right) d = 20.0Å. All calculations were performed using a
cc-pVTZ orbital basis set and an uncontracted cc-pVTZ auxiliary basis set.

7.2.2 The emergence of steps in the xc-potential

We have so far confirmed that decomposing the molecular screening charge into

screening charges localised on individual atoms reduces to the regular constrained

OEP method at small diatomic separation distances. We can now test the method

as molecules are stretched far beyond their equilibrium bonding length to see

whether or not the potentials calculated show any systematic variations.

In Figure 7.5, we plot the OEP potentials for LiH obtained via implicit OEP
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Figure 7.6: The exchange-correlation potentials for NaF calculated via implicit
LDA and for the xc screening hole localised on the Na atom for four separation
distances, d: (top left) equilibrium distance, d = 1.93Å, (top right) d = 5.0Å,
(bottom left) d = 10.0Å, and (bottom right) d = 20.0Å. All calculations were
performed using a cc-pVTZ orbital basis set and an uncontracted cc-pVTZ auxiliary
basis set.

and the new method with the xc screening charge hole localised on the Lithium

atom (the smallest IP), for four different separation distances, ranging from the

equilibrium distance of 1.64Å, up to 20.0Å (the potential obtained with the xc

screening hole localised on the Hydrogen atom does not show significant deviations

from the implicit potential). It is clear from these figures, that as the separation

distance increases, there is a significant change between the potentials determined

from both methods, with the new method appearing to shift the potential in the

region of the Hydrogen atom upwards.
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d [Å] Q(Li) Q(H)

1.64 2.6714 1.3286
5.00 3.0015 0.9985
10.00 2.9999 1.0001
20.00 3.0000 1.0000

d [Å] Q(Na) Q(F)

1.93 10.1412 9.8588
5.00 10.9993 9.0007
10.00 10.9999 9.0001
20.00 11.0000 9.0000

Table 7.1: Calculated Mulliken charges, Q(I), for increasing separation distance, d,
for the atoms of (left) LiH with the xc screening hole localised on the Li atom and
(right) NaF with the xc screening hole localised on the Na atom. All calculations
were performed using a cc-pVTZ orbital basis set and an uncontracted cc-pVTZ
auxiliary basis set.

A very similar picture emerges in Figure 7.6, where we again plot the xc potentials

obtained from the implicit OEP and the new atomically localised OEP method

for four increasingly large separation distances, this time for NaF, with the xc

screening charge hole localised to the Na atom (the smallest IP). Here, the shift in

the xc potential as the separation distance between the two atoms increases also

manifests; this time in the vicinity of the F atom.

Using Mulliken population analysis [139], we were able to confirm these self-consistent

solutions to the OEP equation for both systems yield neutral atoms at large sep-

aration distances (see Table 7.1). However, without a strict energy minimisation

routine, we cannot be completely sure that these solutions are the lowest possible

ground state energy solutions; this requires a more detailed investigation in the

future.

These shifts are expected because at dissociation and far away from both atoms,

the 3s electron of Na sees 10/11 electrons of Na to repel it (i.e. no SI) as well as

all 9/9 electrons of F. Therefore, the potential of F is shifted upwards in the eyes

of the 3s electron of Na, compared to the corresponding potential seen by a 2p

electron of F at infinity.

The inter-atomic steps are a feature of the exact KS potential which prevents these

diatomics from dissociating to unphysical fractionally charged fragments, and they

are extremely difficult to capture at all with (semi-)local density functional approx-
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Figure 7.7: Differences between the OEP xc potential when the xc screening charge
hole is localised on the Li atom using the LDA functional and the implicit LDA
result for LiH, for four separation distances (with the Li atom located at −d/2 and
the H atom at +d/2). All calculations were performed using a cc-pVTZ orbital
basis set and an uncontracted cc-pVTZ auxiliary basis set.

imations. As these results were obtained using simply the LDA approximation, the

presence of any kind of shift is a fairly remarkable result, as in previous implement-

ations no such steps have ever been observed.

We can study the steps for these two examples in more detail, by plotting the

differences between the implicit OEP potentials and those calculated with the xc

screening hole localised on the Li and Na atoms respectively.

Figure 7.7 plots the differences in the two potentials for LiH for each of the four

separation distances presented in 7.5. At equilibrium, we notice that the two po-

tentials are nearly identical, with only very minor derivations between the two

observed; in agreement with results obtained in the previous section. As the sep-

aration distance increases to 5Å, a small shift in the potentials in the vicinity of

the Hydrogen atom appears. At this point, the overlap between the two sets of

auxiliary basis functions localised on each atom has decreased sufficiently for a
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Figure 7.8: Differences between the OEP xc potential when the xc screening charge
hole is localised on the Na atom using the LDA functional and the implicit LDA
result for NaF, for four separation distances (with the Na atom located at −d/2
and the F atom at +d/2). All calculations were performed using a cc-pVTZ orbital
basis set and an uncontracted cc-pVTZ auxiliary basis set.

different self-consistent solution to the OEP equation to be obtained. When the

separation distance reaches 10Å, this shift begins to appear more as a flat step in

the neighbourhood of the Hydrogen atom (similar to the step observed in § 6.2.2),

and at 20Å this step plateaus at approximately 0.15 Ha.

In Figure 7.8 we plot the differences for NaF in the same manner. Once again, at

equilibrium only minor variations between the two potentials are observed; these

are however more pronounced than for LiH, likely due to the relatively larger

differences between the affinities for Na and F. As the diatomic is stretched further,

a flat step-like feature begins to manifest in the vicinity of the Fluorine atom.

In both cases, the step is local to the atoms with the larger affinity and where

the xc screening hole is not localised. These steps essentially act as a penalty

for any extra charge which tries to localise onto them, in an attempt to prevent

the dissociation into fractionally charged species from becoming the energetically
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favourable solution. In the following section, we will discuss whether the magnitude

of these observed steps is sufficient to correct this error, however here we note again

that simply the presence of these steps regardless of their height is significant. These

steps are predicted feature of the exact KS potential but have previously never been

observed in the previous finite basis implementations of the OEP scheme for (semi-

)local functionals developed in this thesis.

7.2.3 Correcting the fractional charge fragment dissociation error

In this section, we will discuss whether methods developed in this thesis are suffi-

cient to correct the fractional dissociation error that plagues (semi-)local function-

als.

In Figure 7.9, we plot the total energies obtained from ensemble LDA, implicit

LDA, and regular LDA, for isolated atoms with a varying number of electrons. In

the first row, we plot the energies for the atoms with N − x electrons, and in the

second row we plot energies for the atoms with N + x electrons. In the third row,

we then sum the energies of the two corresponding above subplots, to calculate

the energy of the respective dissociated diatomic, in an attempt to reproduce and

understand the results obtained by Perdew et al. [104] (although this paper only

studies LiH in this manner).

For each of the systems presented in these subplots, the ensemble OEP yields a

linearly varying ground state total energy and correctly predicts that the lowest

energy state for the dissociation of all three molecules is the case of neutral atoms.

When we instead look at results obtained via iLDA and LDA, we notice the con-

vex shape of the energy curves that were discussed in § 6.1.2, and the incorrectly

predicted dissociation into fractionally charged species.

Focusing on the bottom-left subplot, we can see however that in the energy curves

calculated for the dissociation of LiH, iLDA does in fact yield a minimum at x = 0,

i.e. neutral atoms. The difference here is due to the ghost exchange error, which
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Figure 7.9: Total ground state energies obtained from ensemble LDA, implicit LDA,
and regular LDA for systems with a variable number of electrons. In the first row,
the energies are calculated for the N −x atomic system, whereas in the second row
we plot total energies for the atom with N + x electrons. In the third row, we plot
the sum of the total energies from the two above subplots in each column, yielding
the total energy for the dissociated diatomic. From this row we can then determine
the value of x which gives the minimum ground state total energy for the diatomic
at infinite separation distance. All calculations were performed using a cc-pVTZ
orbital basis set and an uncontracted cc-pVTZ auxiliary basis set.

for this system is sufficient to completely correct this unphysical dissociation. For

LiF and NaCl, the ghost exchange error is clearly not large enough to completely

correct for this; although, the value of x that yields the lowest energy is shifted

closer to zero.
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The localisation of the screening charge hole on the atom with the smallest IP was

introduced to model the fact that at dissociation the most loosely bound electron

will be repelled by N − 1 electrons of its own atom. This leads naturally to an

upward shift of the xc potential of the other atom, introducing an inter-atomic

step. However, even with this step, the EA of F and Cl are still overestimated (see

Figure 7.9), and unfortunately the EAs of F and Cl are still larger than the IPs of

Li and Na. Nevertheless, we do get closer to the true physical behaviour.

We can therefore conclude that the ghost exchange error alone is not enough to

completely correct the dissociation limits for every system; although it can some-

what decrease the amount of spurious fractional charge on the resulting dissociated

species.

7.3 Summary and discussion

In this chapter, a novel new method for localising the xc screening hole was for-

mulated, by introducing the concept of atomic screening densities localised on

individual atoms. This idea led to the derivation of a modified OEP scheme, which

was then implemented into the HIPPO finite basis set code.

The results obtained from this method are very promising. At small separation

distances (and for calculations on single atoms), potentials obtained from the atom-

ically localised OEP were equal to those obtained using the constrained or implicit

OEP methods for closed-shell systems. This observation is to be expected, as

at small separations the auxiliary basis set functions for all of the atoms in the

molecule have significant overlap with each other.

We saw however that when a diatomic is stretched far beyond its equilibrium bond

length, significant differences between the constrained/implicit OEP potentials are

indeed observed, with step-like features appearing in the vicinity of the atom where

the xc screening hole is not localised. These steps are a feature of the exact KS

potential which are hard to capture using (semi-)local functionals, so their appear-
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ance here is both expected and very promising. Although it was observed that

these steps are too small to completely correct for the fractional charge dissoci-

ation error, this method provides progress towards systematically combating this

error in commonly used functionals.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and further work

8.1 Conclusions

At the core of the work presented in this thesis is the constrained OEP method,

introduced and improved upon in § 4. This method was shown to systematically

improve calculated properties from (semi-)local density functional approximations

by correcting the asymptotic decay of the xc potential. The newly implemented

version of the constrained OEP code was shown to improve efficiency by stream-

lining the routines and lifting the positivity constraint. The ability to relax this

constraint enforced on the OEP potential in the original implementations of the

constrained method was explored in detail and shown to be possible for systems

with more than a few electrons and through the use of modest-sized auxiliary basis

sets, removing a major computational bottleneck on these calculations.

In § 5, we discussed the historical disconnect between KS DFT and spin-DFT in

the limit of zero applied magnetic field. By deriving a new set of GKS equations

we addressed this issue and connected the two exact theories in this limit, in the

process deriving the exact DFT functional for the observable spin-density. As

a consequence, a systematic error present in unpolarised DFAs when describing

open-shell systems was identified, which was termed the ghost exchange error.

A new approach was developed for constructing new DFAs which do not suffer
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from this error and implement this OEP method into the HIPPO finite basis set

code. Independent studies were then undertaken to understand the improvements

in energies and system properties obtained using these new DFAs. Ground state

total energies, ionisation energies, and electron affinities for open-shell systems all

exhibited systematic accuracy gains relative to the corresponding unpolarised DFA.

It was also seen that accurate non-OEP approximations to this theory can be made,

bypassing the computational cost invoked by solving the OEP equation.

Using work from the two previous OEP formulations, in § 6 we derived an extension

to the OEP scheme for open-shells to systems with a fractional number of electrons.

This new ensemble OEP scheme was shown to yield ensemble energies that var-

ied linearly with respect to electron number and to correctly exhibit a derivative

discontinuity in the ensemble energy at integer values of electrons for (semi-)local

DFAs. We also explored the variation in the ensemble potentials calculated where

an infinitesimal amount of an electron is both added and removed; an alternative

way to estimate the xc derivative discontinuity. It was observed that the ensemble

potential varies by a constant in the vicinity of the system, which decays at large

distances and converges well with respect to the size of the auxiliary basis set. This

shift occurs as a direct consequence of the discontinuity in the effective screening

charge of the ensemble system, which increases from N − 1 to N as the number of

electrons surpasses N .

Finally, in § 7 a novel way to reformulate the constrained method was introduced,

by separating the total effective screening density of a system into separate screen-

ing densities localised on individual atoms. Each of these atomically localised

screening densities is expanding in terms of the auxiliary basis functions localised

on the specific atom, i.e. in a subset of the total set of auxiliary basis functions.

For small separations, this method was shown to reduce to the original constrained

method as expected. However, OEP potentials calculated when the xc screening

hole was localised onto the atom with the smallest electron affinity of a hetero-

nuclear diatomic stretched far from its equilibrium bond length (where the atom-
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ically localised auxiliary basis functions do not significantly overlap), were seen to

exhibit constant shifts in the neighbourhood of the atom with the higher affinity.

8.2 Future work

8.2.1 Modelling charge-transfer excitations

The method presented in § 7 provides a novel new way to solve the OEP equation

with effective screening charges localised on individual atoms by decomposing the

total molecular screening charge. As we saw, results obtained from this method

produced some very exciting results, with the emergence of exotic step-like struc-

tures in the xc potential being of particular interest.

One potential application of this method is for the study of charge-transfer ex-

citations, where an electron moves from one part of a system to another. These

excitations are hard to study with standard approaches in DFT using (semi-)local

functionals, as the inter-atomic steps in the xc potential are expected to be neces-

sary to drive this kind of transfer of charge.

When studying these systems, we must consider individual parts of the molecule as

separate entities, and so ability to the decompose the total molecular charge into

pieces localised to different parts of system opens up other potential applications.

Due to the time restrictions of this study, it was not possible to undertake a study

of this application, though it is nevertheless an exciting route for further research.

8.2.2 Understanding the decay of the derivative discontinuity

An additional clear extension to the work presented in this thesis relates to the work

on estimating the derivative discontinuity via the difference between the ensemble

potentials for the N + ω and N − ω, ω → 0, systems.
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In § 6, we observed that ∆xc calculated from these potential differences manifests

as a constant shift only within the vicinity of the system, decaying to zero as 1/r

as r → ∞. The spatial extent of this shift has not yet been fully addressed and a

more work is required to understand this fully.

Originally, it was thought that this decay was a result of deficiencies in the under-

lying (semi-)local density functional approximations employed, however, as men-

tioned in § 6.2.3, a separate study on the inversion of full configuration interaction

ensemble densities highlighted the same feature; a localised shift that decays out-

side the neighbourhood of the system. Therefore, it was concluded that this is in

fact a limitation of a localised Gaussian basis set implementation.

To allow the shift to extend beyond the region spanned by the system, we could

include basis functions localised away from the system, localised on ‘ghost’ atoms

(fictitious atoms with no nuclei or electrons), that surround the system in a spher-

ical arrangement. This would therefore allow for the flexibility to represent the

derivative discontinuity away from the system and to extend it beyond the 1/r

decay line which limits its extent in the current implementation.

8.3 Final Remarks

Throughout this thesis several important advancements in our understanding of

DFT and its approximations through the development of new theoretical frame-

works and OEP schemes were introduced.

Perhaps most importantly, we determined the first exact functional of an observable

quantity in DFT, the spin-density, aside from the density and total energy, and in

the process provided a link between in the exact theories of DFT and spin-DFT

that had remained unknown for decades.

We also highlighted how extensions to the constrained OEP method to ensemble

systems can yield non-zero derivative discontinuities using (semi-)local functionals,
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and introduced a novel method for decomposing the molecular screening charge,

resulting in the emergence of inter-atomic steps in the xc potential. Together, these

two new OEP schemes provide important insights and exciting progress that will

be applied to a wide range of systems in the future.
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